AGENDA
IRVINE RANCH WATER DISTRICT
WATER RESOURCES POLICY AND COMMLINICATIONS COMMITTEE
MONDAY, JANUARY I 5, 2018

CALL TO ORDER

11:30 a.m., Committee Room, Second Floor, District Offrce
15600 Sand Canyon Avenue, Irvine, California

ATTENDANCE

Committee Chair: Mary Aileen Matheis
Member: Steve LaMar

ALSO PRESENT

Paul Cook
Beth Beeman
Mark Tettemer
Fiona Sanchez
Paul Weghorst
Ray Bennett

Cheryl Clary
Patrick Sheilds
Christine Compton
Amy McNulty
Kellie Welch
Jo Ann Corey

COMMUNICATIONS
1

2
J

4

Notes: V/eghorst
Public Comments
Determine the need to discuss andlor take action on item(s) introduced that came to the
attention of the District subsequent to the agenda being posted.
Determine which items may be approved without discussion.

INFORMATION
5

/coo

ISLA
Recommendation: Receive and file.

6

TSRecommendation: Receive and file.

TY/S

T
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ACTION
7

PUBLIC O

CH CONSI]LTANT SELECTION
TIR IMPRO

R THE SYPHON

Recommendation: That the Board authorize the General Manager to execute a
Professional Services Agreement with Fiona Hutton & Associates to develop
and implement a public outreach program for the proposed Syphon Reservoir
Improvement Project for a not-to-exceed amount of $ 1,029,070.
8

VARIANCE NO. 6 TO SYNERGY COMPANIES A I Rtr,trMENT FOR
WA
MCNULTY/SANCHEZ/WEGHORST
Recommendation: That the Board atthorize the General Manager to execute
Variance No. 6 to the Agreement for Non-Consultant Services Between IRV/D
and Synergy Companies in the amount of $30,000, to be reimbursed through
the California Department of Water Resources'Water-Energy Grant.

9.

PROPOSED REVISIONS TO THE IR\MD WATER CONS

ATION

Recommendation: That the Board approve the proposed Water Use Effrciency
and Conservation Policy Principles papers to supersede the'Water
Conservation Policy Principles and Recognition of Local Agency Investments
in \ù/ater Conservation Policy Principles papers.
F UNN

10

ATER zu

SANCHEZ/V/EGHORST
Recommendation: That the Board authorize the General Manager to sign a
Request for Revocation of Water Right form for Water Right License 4413 and
submit it to the State'Water Resources Control Board.

OTHER BUSINESS

11. A.
B.

Directors' Comments

Adjoum
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Availability of agenda materials: Agenda exhibits and other writings that are disclosable public records distributed to all or a majority
of the members of the above-named Committee in connection with a matter subject to discussion or consideration at an open meeting
of the Committee are available for public inspection in the District's office, 15600 Sand Canyon Avenue, Irvine, California ("District
Office"). If such writings are distributed to members of the Committee less than 72 hours prior to the meeting, they will be available
from the District Secretary of the District Office at the same time as they are distributed to Committee Members, except that if such
writings are distributed one hour prior to, or during, the meeting, they will be available at the entrance of the meeting room at the
District Office.

If you require any special disability-related
accommodations (e.g., access to an amplified sound system, etc.), please contact the District Secretary at (949) 453-5300 during
business hours at least seventy-two (72) hours prior to the scheduled meeting. This agenda can be obtained in an altemative format
upon written request to the District Secretary at least seventy-two (72) hours prior to the scheduled meeting.
The Irvine Ranch Water District Committee Room is wheelchair accessible.

January 15, 2018
Prepared and
submitted by: C. Compton
Approved by: Paul A|CooÇ,(
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WATER RESOURCES POLICY AND COMMUNICATIONS COMMITTEE
2018 LEGISLATTVE AND REGULATORY UPDATE

SUMMARY:
This report provides an update on Californía's 2017-2018 legislative session and IR'WD's
legislative and regulatory priorities. As legislation and regulations develop, staff will provide
updates and recommendations to the Water Resources Policy and Communications Committee
and the Board, as appropriate. Staff recommends that the Board receive and file this update.

BACKGROUND:

The20l7-18 Legislature reconvened on January 3, 2018, for the second year of the two-year
session. As with the second year of any session, pending legislative business remaining from
2017 will be taken up quickly in order to meet legislative deadlines. The bills remaining at the
close of theZ}fi legislative year will need to meet the January 12 policy committee deadline if
they are still in their house of origin. Other upcoming legislative deadlines of note are:

o January 10: Last day for the Governor to submit a budget proposal to the Legislature.
o January 3l: Last day for bills introduced in 2017 to be passed out of their house of origin.

r

February 16: Last day for bills to be introduced.

A copy of the 2018 Legislative Matrix is attached as Exhibit "4". Exhibit o'8" is the 2018
Legislative Update Report Links to Bill and Regulatory Texts, which contains links to the bills
and regulations discussed below, unless a separate exhibit is noted.
State Budeet Uodate:

N ov em,b e r Rev enue N umb ers :
On December 11, 2017, State Controller Betty Yee released her monthly report on the State's
finances. She announced that the State took in $8.31 billion during the month of November.
This was $449.8 million higher than the projections contained in the FY 2017-2018 Budget Act.

Additionally, the Controller reported:
"For the first five months of the 2017-I8 fiscal year, total revenues of $40.96 billion are
outpacing budget projections by 2.5 percent, with retail sales and use taxes and
corporation tax beating expectations.
Sales tax receipts of $3.30 billion for November were $538.1 million higher than
anticipated in the budget. For the fiscal year, sales tax receipts of $10.16 billion are
$733.4 million above budget estimates.
cc 2018
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Corporation taxes for November came in at negative $18.9 million as refunds outpaced
receipts. That is not unusual, as there also was a negative for corporation taxes last
November and the Department of Finance estimated negatives for the month in both
years. However, this year's shortfall was better than expected, leading total corporation
tax receipts for the month to beat budget estimates by $89.2 million, or 83 percent. For
the fiscal year to date, total corporation tax receipts of $1.79 billion are $233.1 million
above assumptions in the 2017-18 Budget Act."
The State's outstanding loan balance was $20.15 billion, which was $294.4 million less than
budget estimates.

Fiscal Year 2018-2019 State Budget:
On January 10, 2018, Governor Brown unveiled his proposed budget for Fiscal Year 2018-2Aß.
Given the potential impact of the State's finances and the Fiscal Year 2018-19 Budget on IR'WD,
staff will review the proposed budget and provide the Committee with an oral update on the
proposed budget.
2018 State Legislative Update:

"Making Water Conservatíon a CaliþmiaWay of Life"
Since the beginning of last year, staff has worked with various stakeholders and the Association
of California Water Agencies (ACWA) on long-term water use efficiency and drought planning
legislation. As reported to the Board, at the end of session there remained two active bills on
'oMaking Water Conservation a California Way of Life"- AB 1668 (Friedman, D-Glendale) and
SB 606 (Hertzberg, D-Van Nuys/Skinner, D-Oakland). SB 606 and AB 1668 are two-year bills.
SB 606 is currently located on the Assembly Third Reading File and AB 1668 is in the Senate
Rules Committee.
Over the legislation recess, staff continued to meet with various stakeholders and participated in
author-sponsored listening sessions on the bills in order to seek amendments requested by the
water community that would improve the proposals currently before the Legislature and ensure
they can be implemented consistent with the intent of the authors and the Administration. While
the specific amendments to be made are not known, staff has received confirmation that some
amendments will be forthcoming on SB 606 and AB 1668. Staff will provide an update on the
ongoing discussions taking place on the legislation.
Water Tax:

In20I7, Senator Bill Monning (D-SantaCruz) authored SB 623. SB 623 would

have established
the Safe and Affordable Drinking Water Fund in the State Treasury and would have provided
that the moneys in the fund be continuously appropriated to the State'Water Resources Control
Board for grants, loans, contracts, or services to assist those without access to safe and affordable
drinking water consistent with a fund implementation plan to be adopted annually by the State
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Board. On August 2l,the bill was amended to include

a fee on

fertilizer,

a fee on

milk and a

water tax.
The water tax included in the bill would require public water agencies to collect a monthly tax
for the State based on the largest potable meter size serving their properties at the following
rates:

r
.
o
o
o

$0.95 for meters less than or equal to

l";

$4.00 for meters less than or equal to 2";
$6.00 for meters less than or equal to 4";
$10.00 for meters greater than "4; and
Customers without a meter would be taxed at a rateof $0.95.

While the bill was not passed in2017, it remains a two-year bill that will be considered by the
Iægislature in 2018. IR\ryD has continued to engage on SB 623 and will advocate against any
water tax inconsistent with the Board-adopted policy on a public good charge/statewide user fee.
Additionally, as was the case in2017, staff will continue to work with ACWA and the District's
other industry partners to oppose a water tax. Given the importance of this issue to IRWD, staff
will be available to provide an update on any new developments.
Re

gional Small

Sy

stem Water Authority Le gislation :

In addition to the discussions taking place on a water tax to address water quality issues within
disadvantaged communities, the water community has continued to think about other ways to
address the challenges facing many communities in the state. The Eastern Municipal'Water
District (EMWD) has put forth a proposal that would address the management and governance
challenges facing water systems within disadvantaged communities. EMWD argues that:

"As of October 9,2017, there are 325 public water systems, consisting primarily of
public water agencies, private non-regulated water companies and mutual water
companies in the State of California that are chronically serving contaminated water and
are operationally deficient in violation of public health regulations. The majority of those
systems are small, serving a population of less than 1,000 people, with deficiencies
ranging from natural contaminants, man-made contaminants and failing infrastructure.
The systems lack the financial, managerial and technical resources to adequately serve
their communities."
As a result, EMWD proposes to create a new category of water agency- a Small System'Water
Authority with unique powers to absorb, improve and competently operate currently noncompliant public water systems with either contiguous or non-contiguous boundaries. Small
System Water Authorities would consolidate failing small water systems that are voluntarily
donated to the authority to provide technical, managerial and financial capabilities to ensure the
provision of safe, clean, affordable and accessible water and local governance. Attached as
Exhibit o'C'o is a suÍrmary of EMWD's proposal.
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2018 State Regulator), Update:

AB 401 Implementation- Study of Low Income Rate Assistance:

AB 401 (Dodd, 2015) requires the State Board'Water Resources Control Board (State Board) to
develop and provide the Legislature a plan for a statewide Low-Income Rate Assistance Program
(LIRA) by February 1, 2018. As a result, the State Board held a series of public meetings in
2017 seeking input on various scenarios, which would provide low-income rate assistance to up
to 34 percent of Californians. The State Board's effort is based on the following philosophy:
"Californians have a right to safe water. State policy through AB 685 (2012) aims to
ensure universal access to water by declaring that "every human being has the right to
safe, clean, affordable, and accessible water adequate for human consumption, cooking,
and sanitary pu{poses." However, water is becoming more expensive. California's
growing economy and population create continued demand for water. Meanwhile,
drought and water leaks tighten available supplies. In addition, pipes and aging
infrastructure result in expensive repairs or replacements. These conditions contribute to
higher costs. The result is that more low-income households have unaffordable drinking
watet."(
stance/)

Originally, State Board staff indicated that AB 401 Implementation Plan was expected to include
the following:
a

A description of the method for collecting moneys to support and implement the
program, with a discussion of any constitutional restrictions on public water agency ratesetting;

o

A description of the mechanism for providing funding assistance under the program.
This could include direct credits to program participants, reimbursements to water service
providers, a method for verifying income eligibility of low-income ratepayers,
clarification of the role of the Public Utilities Commission and water utilities in
determining and verifying customer eligibility, and recommendations regarding the
structure of the program;

a

A description of the method to be used to determine the amount of moneys that may need
to be collected from water ratepayers to fund the program; and
A

set of recommendations and best practices that cover cost-savings measures and aim to
ensure that water utilities are keeping rates low.

Recently, State Board staff indicated that despite the report being due per statute on February 1,
2018, the report has been delayed indefinitely until the State Board believes it has a more well
developed plan to present to the lægislature. State Board staff will continue to hold stakeholder
meetings to discuss options for funding a statewide LIRA Program. There has been some
indication from State Board staff that the report may shift from recommending a single funding
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mechanism and LIRA Program format to a report that outlines several different options
providing the benefits and drawbacks of each.

CaliþrniaWater Plan- Update 2018:
The Department of Water Resources is currently working on the 2018 update to the California
Plan. The Californian Water Plan is the State's strategic plan for managing and
developing water resources. The 2018 Update seeks to "ever-green" the plan by identifying
specific outcomes and metrics to track performance, prioritize near-term State actions and
investments, recommend financing methods having more stable revenues, and inform water
deliberations and decisions. More specifically, curent versions of the 2018 Update focus on the
following areas and visions:
'Water

o
o
r
¡

Public Health and Safety Vision
threats and emergencies;

- All Californian

are protected

from health and safety

Health Economic Vision - California has a healthy economy and all Californians have
opportunities for economic prosperity;
Ecosystem Vitality Vision

*

Ecosystems in the state are thriving; and

Opportunities for Enriching Experiences Vision
enriching experiences.

- All Californians have opportunities for

On December 7,2017, DWR released the next working draft of the 2018 Update. On January 9,
2018, DWR held a webathon to review the working draft and accept comments on it to inform
the Public Review Draft, which is expected to be released in February 2018. Staff will be
available to provide an overview of the 2018 Update and provide the Committee with an update
on any new developments.

FISCAL IMPACTS:
Not applicable.

ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE:
Not applicable.
RECOMMENDATION:
Receive and file.

LIST OF EXHIBITS:
Exhibit 6'4" - IRVVD Legislative Matrix
Exhibit 6'8" - 2018Iægislative Update Report Links to Bill Texts
Exhibit "C" - Eastern Municipal'Water District's Regional Small Systems Authority Proposal

EXHIBIT "4"
IRWD 2018 LEGISLATIVE MATRIX
Updated 01/08/2018

Bill No.
Author
AB

18

Garcia E (D)

Title

IR\ilD

Summary/Effects

Status

Enacts the California Clean Water, Climate, Coastal Protection and
Outdoor Access For All Act, which would authorize the issuance of
bonds to finance a clean water, climate, and coastal protection and
outdoor access for all program. Provides for the submission of these
provisions to the voters at the statewide direct primary election.

0813112017 - In SENATE. Joint Rule
62(a) suspended.;08/31 12017 - From
SENATE Committee on NATURAL
RESOURCES AND WATER: Do pass
to Committee on GOVERNANCE
AND FINANCE.;0813112017 - From
SENATE Committee on

Position
Clean Water, Climate, and
Coastal Protection Act

GOVERNANCE AND FINANCE:

DO

pass to Committee on

AB 52
Cooper (D)

AB

151

Burke (D)

AB 16I
Levine (D)

AB

166
Salas (D)

APPROPRIATIONS.
0411912017 - In ASSEMBLY
Committee on PUBLIC EMPLOYEES,

Public Employee:
Orientation And
Informational Programs

Requires the public employers regulated by specified acts to
provide all employees an orientation and to permit an exclusive
representative to partìcipate.

California Global Warming
Solutions Act

Amends the Global Warming Solutions Act. Requires the Air
Resources Board to prepare and approve a scoping plan for
achieving the maximum technologically feasible and cost-effective
reductions in greenhouse gas emissions and to update the scoping
plan. Requires the state board to report to the Legislature on the
need for increased education, career technical education,job
training, and workforce development in ensuring that statewide
greenhouse gas emissions are reduced by a specified level.

Department of Finance:
Infrastructure Investment

Authorizes the Department of Finance to identify infrastructure
projects in the state for which the department will guarantee a rate
of return on investment for an investment made in that
infrastructure project by the Public Employees' Retirement System

08/2112017 - In SENATE Committee
on APPROPRIATIONS: Not heard.

Building Homes and Jobs
Act: Recording Fee

Authorizes a property owner to request a refund based on hardship
of a fee if he or she files a claim with the county recorder, in the
county in which the fee was collected. Authorizes county recorders
to issue a refund ofthis fee. Requires the county recorder to deduct
any amount issued for a refund from the amount to be remitted to

0110412018 - In ASSEMBLY. Ordered
returned to SENATE. {<xxx*To

A-1

RETIREMENT AND SOCIAL
SECURITY: Not heard.
0812412017 - In

ASSEMBLY. From

third reading. To Inactive File.

SENATE.

IRWD 2018 LEGISLATIVE MATRIX
Updated 01/08/2018

Title

Bill No.
Author

IRWD

Status

Summary/Effects

Position
the Department of Housing and Community Development and to
annually report to the department on the number of hardship
refunds granted pursuant to these provisions.

AB176

Water Project: Friant-Kern

Salas (D)

Canal

AB

196

Bigelow (R)

Greenhouse Gas Reduction

Fund: Water Supply

Appropriates a specified sum from the General Fund for the
Reverse Flow Pump-back Facilities on the Friant-Kern Canal
Restoration Project. Makes legislative frndings and declarations
to the necessity of a special statute for the Friant-Kern Canal.
Amends the Global Warming Solutions Act, which creates the
Greenhouse Gas Reduction Fund and authorizes specified
investments, including water use and supply. Authorizes the use
the moneys in the fund for electric pump efficiency, water and
wastewater systems, pump and pump motor efficiency
improvements, and drinking water transmission and distribution
systems'water loss if the investment furthers the regulatory
purposes of the act and is consistent with law.

as

05/2612017 - In ASSEMBLY
Committee on APPROPRIATIONS:
Held in committee.

of

on APPROPRIATIONS: Held in
committee.

0910112017 - In SENATE Committee

Personal Information:
Privacy: State and Local
Breach

Relates to state and local breaches ofprivacy. Requires a state or
local agency, if it was the source of a computer breach of
information, to provide appropriate identity theft prevention and
mitigation services at no cost to a person whose personal
information, including social security number, driver license or
identification card number.

0512612017 - In ASSEMBLY

Dababneh (D)

AB 305

School Accountability

Arambula (D)

Report Card: Drinking
Water

Amends the Classroom Instructional Improvement and
Accountability Act to require a specified school accountability
report card to include an assessment ofthe drinking water access
points at each school site. Requires the State Department of
Education to compile the assessments and transmit them to the
State Water Resources Control Board.

0211312017 - To ASSEMBLY
Committees on EDUCATION and

AB24I

A-2

Committee on APPROPRIATIONS
Held in committee.

ENVIRONMENTAL SAFETY AND
TOXIC MATERIALS.

IRWD 2018 LEGISLATIVE MATRIX
Updated 01/08/2018

Bill No.
Author

Title

Eminent Domain: Final

Chen (R)

Offer of Compensation

AB 429

State Water Policy: Water
Rights : Use/Transferability

Makes nonsubstantive changes to existing law concerning water

02/1312017 - INTRODUCED

policy, water use, rights and transferability of those rights.

Desalination: Statewide
Goal

Relates to desalination projects and opportunities for state
assistance and funding. Establishes a goal to desalinate a specified
acre-feet ofdrinking water per year.

06/2012017 - In ASSEMBLY
Coauthors revised.

School Facilities: Drinking
Water Fountains

Requires a school district to ensure that every drinking water
fountain at each school under its jurisdiction is equipped with both
a water fountain and a spigot, or a combination water fountain and
spigot, for filling water bottles.

03114/2017 - From ASSEMBLY
Committee on EDUCATION with

and Micro Business

AB 554

Quirk-Silva (D)

0312012017 - From ASSEMBLY
Committee on JUDICIARY without
further action pursuant to JR 62(a).

0911212017 - Withdrawn from SENATE
Committee on NATURAL
RESOURCES AND
WATER.;09/1212017 - Re-referred to
SENATE Committee on RULES.

Employer Liability: Small

Frazier (D)

AB 567

Provides that if a court finds, that the offer of the plaintiff was a
certain percentage of the compensation awarded in the eminent
domain proceeding, then the court would be required to include the
defendant's litigation costs in the costs allowed.

Prohibits the state OSHA division from commencing any
enforcement action for any nonserious violation, as defined, against
any employer where the employer is a small business or
microbusiness, as defined. Requires written notification to the
employer and providing the employer a certain number of days to
correct the violation. Authorizes the division to assess a reasonable
fee to cover its costs.

AB 472

Cunningham
(R)

Status

Summary/Effects

Position

AB 408

Grayson (D)

IRWD

author's amendments. ;03 I 14/2017 - ln

ASSEMBLY. Read second time

and

amended. Re-referred to Committee on

EDUCATION.

AB 577

Disadvantaged

Caballero (D)

Communities

Amends existing law which defines a disadvantaged community as
a community with an annual median household income that is less
than a certain percentage of the statewide annual median household
income for various purposes, that include, but are not limited to, the
Water Quality, Supply, and Infrastructure Improvement Act of
2014. Expands the defìnition of disadvantaged community.

03/09/2017 - From ASSEMBLY
Committee on ENVIRONMENTAL

SAFETY AND TOXIC MATERIALS
with author's amendments. ;03 109 12017 In ASSEMBLY. Read second time and
amended. Re-referred to Committee on

ENVIRONMENTAL SAFETY AND
TOXIC MATERIALS.

A-3

IRWD 2018 LEGISLATIVE MATRIX
Updated 01/08/2018

Title

Bitl No.
Author
AB 594
Irwin (D)

Status

SummarylEffects

Position
Water Supply Planning:
Photovoltaic Energy

Facility

AB 664

Political Reform Act:

Steinorth (R)

Campaign Expenditure

^8672
Jones-Sawyer

IRWD

Utility Services

(D)

Amends existing law which requires a city or county that
determines that a project is subject to the California Environmental
Quality Act to identi$ any public water system that may supply
water for the project and to request those public water systems to
prepare a specified water supply assessment.

0212712017 - To ASSEMBLY

Prohibits the payment of financial or material compensation from
campaign funds held by a controlled committee of an elected
officer or candidate for elective office, in exchange for services
rendered, to any vendor that is majority-owned or controlled by any
spouse or domestic partner, parent, grandparent, sibling, child, or
grandchild ofthat officer or candidate.

01103/2018 - From ASSEMBLY
Committee on ELECTIONS AND

Authorizes a civil action for damages against a person who
intentionally and knowingly commits, authorizes, solicits, aids,
abets, or attempts, among other things, the diversion of utility

Committees on WATER, PARKS AND

WILDLIFE and LOCAL
GOVERNMENT.

REDISTRICTING with author's
amendments.;01/03/20

ASSEMBLY.

I

8 - In

Read second time and

amended. Re-referred to Committee on

ELECTIONS AND REDISTRICTING
0110412018 - From ASSEMBLY
Commìttee on JUDICIARY without
further action pursuant to JR 62(a).

services.

A8732

Levee Maintenance

Frazier (D)

AB79I

Sacramento-San Joaquin

Frazier (D)

Delta: Conveyance Facility

Extends indefinitely the operation ofthe authorization to advance
funds to reimburse local agencies under a program for the
maintenance or improvement of project or nonproject levees.
Postpones the operation ofcertain related provisions.
Relates to the State Water Project and federal Central Valley
Project. Require, before a water contractor enters into a contract to
pay for these costs, that the lead agency provide the breakdown of
costs for each water contractor entering into a contract and what
þenefits each contractor will receive based on the proportion it has

0910112017 - In SENATE Committee

on APPROPRIATIONS: Held in

committee.

0s/2612017 - In ASSEMBLY
Committee on APPROPRIATIONS

Held in committee.

financed ofthe proposed conveyance project.

A8792
Frazier (D)

Sacramento-San Joaquin
Delta: Stewardship Council

lncreases the membership of the council to 13 members, including
1 1 voting members and 2 nonvoting members, as specified.
Imposes new duties upon local officials to appoint new members to
the council. Imþoses a state-mandated local program.

A-4

0l10312018 - From ASSEMBLY
Committee on WATER, PARKS AND

WILDLIFE with author's
amendments.:O1/03/201 8 - In

IRWD 2018 LEGISLATIVE MATRIX
Updated 01/08/2018

Title

Bill No.
Author

IR\ilD

Status

Summary/Effects

Position
ASSEMBLY. Read second time

and

amended. Re-referred to Committee on

WATER, PARKS AND WILDLIFE.

AB 793

Sacramento-San Joaquin

Frazier (D)

Delta: Financing

States that the maintenance and repair of the Sacramento-San
Joaquin Delta are eligible for the same forms of financing as other
water collection and treatment infrastructure and would specify the
maintenance and repair activities that are eligible are limited to

03127/2017 - From ASSEMBLY

Committee on WATER, PARKS AND

WILDLIFE with author's

certain cleanup and abatement-related restoration and conservation

amendments. ;03 127 12017 - ln
ASSEMBLY. Read second time and

activities.

amended. Re-referred to Committee on

WATER" PARKS AND WILDLIFE.
0812412017 - From SENATE
Committee on NATURAL
RESOURCES AND WATER with
author's amendments. ;08124 12017 - ln
SENATE. Read second time and
amended. Re-referred to Committee on
NATURAL RESOURCES AND

AB 869
Rubio (D)

Sustainable Water Use
Recycled Water

Requires long-term standards for urban water conservation and
water use to include a credit for recycled water. Prohibits an urban
retailer water supplier from being required to reduce the amount of
recycled water it produces, sells, or distributes for beneficial
potable or nonpotable uses during a period when water
conservation measures are in effect.

AB 884
Levine (D)

Dams and Reservoirs:
Inspections

Requires the Department of Water Resources to make annual
physical inspections ofdams and reservoirs at state expense for the
purpose of determining their safety.

0512612017 - In ASSEMBLY
Committee on APPROPRIATIONS:
Held in committee.

AB 898

Propefty Taxation:

Frazier (D)

Revenue Allocations: Fire

Requires the auditor of the County of Contra Costa to allocate
certain ad valorem property tax revenues to the East Contra Costa
Fire Protection District that would otherwise be allocated to the
county's Education Revenue Augmentation Fund.

O4lÙ4l20l7 - From ASSEMBLY
Committee on LOCAL

WATER.

District

GOVERNMENT with author's
amendments. ;0410412017 - ln

ASSEMBLY. Read second time

and

amended. Re-referred to Committee on

A8947
Gallagher (R)

Fish and Wildlife:
Streambed Alteration
Agreements

Relates to streambed alteration agreements of the Department

Fish and Wildlife. Defines river and stream for purposes
provisions requiring certain notification.

A-5

of

of

LOCAL GOVERNMENT.
05126/2017 - In ASSEMBLY
Committee on APPROPRIATIONS

Not heard.

IRWD 2018 LEGISLATIVE MATRIX
Updated 01/08/2018

Title

Bill No.
Author

Status

SummaryÆffects

Position

AB 968
Rubio (D)

Retail Water Use: Water

AB 975

Natural Resources: Vy'ild
and Scenic Rivers

Friedman (D)

IRWD

Efficiency

Requires the Urban Stakeholder Committee to submit a report to
the Legislature recommending for potential adjustments to water
efficiency targets and commercial, industrial, and institutional
performance measures. Requires the Department of Water
Resources to recommend appropriate water efficiency measures for
various segments of the commercial, indushial, and institutional
water use sector. requires each urban retail water supplier to
develop a water efficiency target. Revises definitions.

0s12612017 - In ASSEMBLY
Committee on APPROPRIATIONS
Held in committee.

Specifies that certain rivers that possess scenic, recreational,
fishery, wildlife, historical, cultural, geological, or other similar
values shall be preserved in their free-flowing state, together with
their immediate environments, for the benefit and enjoyment of the

0610512017 - In

ASSEMBLY. To

Inactive File.

people ofthe state.

AB 1000
Friedman (D)

Water Conveyance:
Unused Facility Capacity

Prohibits

a

transferor of water from using a water conveyance

0910112017 - In SENATE Committee

facility that has unused capacity to transfer water from a

on APPROPRIATIONS: Held in

groundwater basin underlying desert lands that is in the vicinity of
specified federal lands or state lands to outside ofthe groundwater
basin unless the State Lands Commission, in consultation with the
Department of Fish and Wildlife, finds that the transfer of the water
will not adversely affect the natural or cultural resources ofthose

committee.

federal and state lands.

AB 1030

Energy Storage Systems

Establishes energy policy goals of the state with respect to energy
storage. Requires the Public Utility Commission to undertake
specified actions with respect to customer- and load-sited energy
storage systems in order to achieve those energy policy goals,
including a rebate program dedicated to energy storage that carves
out a portion of funding for low-income customers and
disadvantaged commun ities.

0512412017 - From ASSEMBLY
Committee on UTILITIES AND
ENERGY without further action
pursuant to JR 62(a).

Bay Area Toll Authority:

Amends existing law relating to the Metropolitan Transportation
Commission. Prohibits a representative appointed to the Oversight

0l10312018 - From ASSEMBLY
Committee on TRANSPORTATION

Ting (D)

AB

1041

Levine (D)

Conflict of Interest
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Author

Title

IR\ilD

Status

Summary/Effects

Position
Committee from being affiliated, in any manner, with the
Mehopolitan Transportation Commission.

AB 1050

Endangered Species Act:

Allen T (R)

Delta Smelt

Requires the Fish and Game Commission to remove the Delta smelt
from the endangered species list.

with author's amendments. ;01 103 12018 In ASSEMBLY. Read second time and
amended. Re-referred to Committee on

TRANSPORTATION.
0312812017 - From ASSEMBLY
Committee on WATER, PARKS AND
WILDLIFE with author's
amendments. ;03 /2812017 - ln

ASSEMBLY. Read second time

and

amended. Re-referred to Committee on

AB 1089
Mullin (D)

Local Elective Offices:

Contribution Limitations

AB 1235

Santa Ana River

Daly (D)

Conservancy Program

AB t27t

Dams and Reservoirs

Gallagher (R)

AB 1323
Weber (D)

Sustainable Water Use and
Demand Reduction

Prohibits a person from making to a candidate for local elective
office any a contribution totaling more than a certain amount.
Authorizes a county, city, special district, or school district to
impose a different limitation.

WATER, PARKS AND V/ILDLIFE.
06/2012017 - In ASSEMBLY
Coauthors revised.

appropriates a specified sum from the General Fund to the
conservancy to be expended for the purposes ofthe the Santa Ana
River Conservancy Program.

05126/2017 - In ASSEMBLY
Committee on APPROPRIATIONS

Amends the existing law which requires the Department of Water
Resources supervise the maintenance and operation of dams and
reservoirs as necessary to safeguard life and property. Requires the
department to order the owner to take action to remove the resultant
danger to life and property. Provides for continuously appropriate
the moneys in the fund to the department for the administration of
the dam safety program.

0312112017 - From ASSEMBLY
Committee on WATER, PARKS AND

Requires the Department of Water Resources to convene a
stakeholder workgroup. Requires the workgroup to develop,
evaluate, and recommend proposals for establishing new water use
targets for urban water suppliers and report to the Govemor and the
Legislature. Requires all expenses to be the responsibility of the
nonstate agency stakeholders.

A-7

Held in committee.

WILDLIFE with author's
amendments. ;03 /21 12017 - ln
ASSEMBLY. Read second time and

amended. Re-referred to Committee on

WATER, PARKS AND WILDLIFE.
0812112017 - In SENATE Committee

on APPROPRIATIONS: To Suspense

File.
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IR\ilD

Bill No.
Author

Title

AB 1333
Dababneh (D)

Political Reform Act:
Local Government Agency
Notices

Requires every local government agency to prominently post on its
Internet Web site a notice of any upcoming election in which voters
will vote on a tax measure or proposed bond issuance of the
agency. Requires every local government agency that publishes an
electronic newsletter to include the notice in the electronic
newsletter.

05126/2017 - In ASSEMBLY
Committee on APPROPRIATIONS
Held in committee.

ABt342

Greenhouse Gas Reductron

Flora (R)

Fund: Appropriations

Appropriates from the fund to the Department of Forestry and Fire
Protection for healthy forest programs that reduce greenhouse gas
emissions causes by uncontrolled wildfires. Appropriates from the
fund to the Department Resources Recycling and Recovery for
instate organic waste recycling projects that reduce greenhouse gas

05/2612017 - In ASSEMBLY
Committee on APPROPRIATIONS
Held in committee.

SummaryÆffects

Status

Position

emissions.

AB 1369

V/ater Quality and Storage

Gray (D)

ABt420

Water Rights: Small

Aguiar-Curry
(D)

Irrigation Use

Requires the Department of Water Resources to increase statewide
water storage capacity by a certain percent by a specified year.
Provides for the appropriation of moneys from the Greenhouse Gas
Reduction Fund. Requires all groundwater basins designated as
high- or medium-priority basins by the department that are
designated as basins subject to critical conditions ofoverdraft to be
managed under a groundwater sustainability plan.

0312712017 - To ASSEMBLY
Committees on V/ATER, PARKS AND

Requires State Water Resources Control Board to give priority to
adopting general conditions that permit a registrant to store water
for small inigation use during times of high streamflow in
exchange for the registrant reducing diversions during periods of
low streamflow. Exempts an entity from the requirement to enter
into a lake or streambed alteration agreement with the department

09/0112017 - In SENATE Committee
on APPROPRIATIONS: Held in

WILDLIFE

and

NATURAL

RESOURCES.

committee.

under specifìed circumstances.

AB 1427

Water: Underground

Eggman (D)

Storage

Revises the declaration to additionally provide that certain uses of
storage water while underground constitute beneficial use. Provides
that the forfeiture periods of a water rieht do not apply to water

A-8
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Held in committee.
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Title

Bill No.
Author

IRWD

Status

SummaryÆffects

Position
being beneficially used or being held in storage for later beneficial
use.

AB 1490
Gray (D)

AB 1524
Brough (R)

AB 1529
Thurmond (D)

AB 1548
Fong (R)

State Water Resources
Control Board: School
Water

Requires the State Water Resources Control Board to prepare and
submit to the Legislature a report evaluating potential adverse
impacts resulting from the implementation of the Bay-Delta Water
Quality Control Plan on the quality and supply of drinking water
provided to schools in disadvantaged communities, in the state,
including a summary describing any measures that may be
implemented to address any adverse impacts identified in the
report. Relates to school financial assistance.

0512612017 - ln ASSEMBLY
Committee on APPROPRIATIONS
Held in committee.

Political Reform Act: Mass
Mailing Prohibitions

Amends the Political Reform Act of 1974 which prohibits the
sending of a mass mailing by either a candidate or an agency. States
violation of the act's provisions is punishable as a misdemeanor.

0311612017 - To ASSEMBLY
Committee on ELECTIONS AND

Cross Connection or
Backflow Prevention
Inspectors

Occupational Safety and
Health: Penalties

AB 1605

Maximum Contaminant

Caballero (D)

Levels: Replacement
Vy'ater

Requires valid and current certifications for cross connection
inspection or backflow prevention device inspection, testing, and
maintenance that meet specified requirements for competency to be
considered approved certification tests, until the Water Resources
Control Board promulgates specified regulations or by a specified
date. Prohibits a water supplier from refusing to recognize
certifications tests that meet standards set by regulations of the
board.

REDISTRICTING.
0911512017 - In

SENATE.

time. Failed to

pass

Read third

SENATE.;0911512017 - In SENATE.
Motion to reconsider.;0911512017 - ln

SENATE. Reconsideration
granted.;09/1512017 - In SENATE.
From third reading. To lnactive File.

Expands the application of an existing law which authorizes certain
entities to apply for a refund of civil penalties assessed against them
if specified conditions are met and which requires moneys in a
certain fund to be expended to assist schools in establishing
effective occupational injury and illness prevention programs.

031 1612011 - To ASSEMBLY
Committee on LABOR AND

Deems a person that causes or permits, or threatens to cause or
permit, any waste to be discharged that contributes to the
exceedance of the maximum contaminant level for nitrate in

0412712017 - From ASSEMBLY

A-9
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Bill No.
Author

AB 1654

Title

Friedman (D)

AB 16ó8

Summary/Effects

Status

drinking water to not have caused pollution or a nuisance or to not
be liable for negligence or trespass, ifthe person or entity takes
certain actions relating to replacement water until the maximum
contaminant level for nitrate is no longer exceeded.

ASSEMBLY. Read second time

Water Conservation

States the intent ofthe Legislature to enact legislation necessary to
help make water conservation a California way of life.

07/1912017 - Re-referred to SENATE
Committee on RULES.

Water Management
Planning

Requires the State Water Resources Control Board to adopt longterm standards for urban water conservation and water use on or
before the specified date. Requires the board to adopt performance
measures for commercial, industrial, and institutional water use on
or before that date. Require an urban water supplier to calculate a
water use target beginning the calendar year after the board adopts
long-term standards for urban water conservation and water use.
Relates to submission of specified information.

Rubio (D)

AB 1667

IR\ryD
Position

Friedman (D)

Water Management
Planning

AB 1669
Friedman (D)

and

amended. Re-referred to Committee on

JUDICIARY.

07/ll/2017 - In SENATE Committee
NATURAL RESOURCES AND
WATER: Heard, remains in

On

Committee.

Requires the State Water Resources Control Board to adopt long
term standards for the efficient use of water and performance
measures for certain water uses. Requires the department to conduct
necessary studies. Establishes a specified number of gallons as a
standard for indoor residential water use effective until a specified
date. Requires use of available data to identify small water
suppliers and rural communities that may be at risk of drought and
water shortage no later than a specific date.

0911512017 - From SENATE
Committee on APPROPRIATIONS:
Do pass to Committee on RULES.

Urban Water Conservation

Requires the State Water Resources Control Board, in consultation

Standards and Use

with the Department of Water Resources, to adopt long-term

Reporting

standards for urban water conservation and water use by a specified
date. Provides for the adoption ofinterim standards. Requires the
board, before adopting an emergency regulation, to provide a
certain number of days for the public to review and comment on the
regulation and requires the board to hold a public hearing.

05/2612017 - In ASSEMBLY
Committee on APPROPRIATIONS:
Held in committee.
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Bill No.
Author

Title

AB 1673

The California Water Plan

IRWD

Status

SummarylEffects

Position

Aguiar-Curry
(D)

O2I 17

I2OI7 - INTRODUCED.

Deletes the provisions regarding the actual cash value ofthe claim
oftotal loss to the structure and instead requires that the actual cash
value of the claim, for either a total or partial loss to the structure or
its contents, be the amount it would cost the insured to repair,
rebuild, or replace the thing lost or injured less a fair and reasonable
deduction for physical depreciation based upon its condition at the
time of the injury or the policy limit, whichever is less.

OI IO3

I2OI8. INTRODUCED

Requires all new passenger vehicles to be zero emissions vehicles
after January 1,2040. States that zero emissions vehicles cannot
produce exhaust emissions ofany criteria pollutant or greenhouse
gas under any operational mode or condition. Exempts large
commercial vehicles (larger than 10,000 pounds) and does not
apply to vehicles owned by people moving into California from

01

IO3/2018. INTRODUCED

/0312018 - INTRODUCED

Makes technical, nonsubstantive changes to existing law which
requires the Department of Water Resources to update every five
years, the plan for the orderly and coordinated control,protection,
conservation, development and use ofthe water resources ofthe
state.

AB 17,f0

Fire Insurance: Valuation

Daly (D)

ofLoss

AB 1745

Vehicles: Clean Cars 2040

Ting (D)

Act

other states.

AB 1748
Steinorth (R)

AB 1750
McCarty (D)

Property Taxatìon: Base
Year Value Transfer

Requires, subject to specified procedures, the base year value of
property that is eligible for the homeowner's exemption of any
person, regardless ofage or disability, to be transferred to any
replacement dwelling, regardless of the value of the replacement
property or whether the replacement property is located within the
same county.

01

Elected Ofiìcials: Sexual
Harassment Settlements

Expresses the intent ofthe Legislature to enact legislation that
would require an elected official to reimburse a public entity that
pays any compromise or settlement of a claim or action involving
conduct that constitutes sexual harassment, ifan investigation

01 IO3 12018
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Bill No.
Author

IR\üD

Status

SummaryÆffects

Position
reveals evidence supporting the claim ofsexual harassment against
the elected official.

AB 1770

Local Government:

Steinorth (R)

Investments

Revises the maximum 5-year maturity requirement regarding
investment in securities by a local agency to instead require that the
securities have a maximum remaining security of 5 years or less.
Eliminates the requirement that the securities issuer be rated A or
its equivalent or better for the issuer's debts as provided by an

01 IO4I2O18 - INTRODUCED.

NRSRO.

ACA 20
Steinorth (R)

Property taxation: base
year value: transfer

SB 24

Political Reform Act of

Portantino (D)

1

974: Economic Interest

Allows the base year value of property eligible for the homeowner's
exemption of any person aged 55 years or older who is severely
disabled to be transferred to any replacement dwelling regardless
its value or whether it is located within the same county.

OI IO3

12018. INTRODUCED

of

Amends the Political Reform Act which requires certain disclosures
to include a statement indicating the fair market value of
investments or interests in real property and the aggregate value of
income received from each reportable source. Revises the dollar

08131/2017 - In ASSEMBLY. To

Inactive File.

amounts associated with these ranges.
SB 49
de Leon (D)

Environmental and
Workers' Defense Act

Relates to the California Environmental, Public Health, and
Workers Defense Act of 2017. Relates to clean air, drinking water,
discharge of pollutants into the atmosphere and waters, and
endangered species. Requires specified agencies to take prescribed
actions to maintain and enforce standards pertaining to air, water,
and protected species. Prohibits a state agency from amending rules
to be less stringent in protection of workers' rights and workers'
safety than established by federal law.

09112/2017 - From ASSEMBLY
Committee on RULES with author's
amendments. ;09 I 1212017 - ln
ASSEMBLY. Read second time and
amended. Re-referred to Committee on
RULES.

SB 62
Jackson (D)

Affordable Senior Housing
Act

Establishes the Affordable Senior Housing Program for the purpose
of guiding and serving as a catalyst for the development of
affordable senior housing and supportive care campuses. Requires
the director of GO-Biz to undertake various actions in

09101/2017 - In ASSEMBLY
Committee on APPROPRIATIONS:
Held in committee.
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Bill No.
Author

Title

IRWD

SummaryÆffects

Status

Position
implementing the program, including establishing and
implementing a process for identifuing and convening public and
private stakeholders and assisting participants in identifying
locations and funding sources, obtaining permits, and other matters.

SB72

Budget Actof2017

Mitchell (D)

Makes appropriations for the support of state government for the
2017-18 fiscal year.

0512612017 - From SENATE
Committee on BUDGET AND FISCAL

REVIEW with author's
amendments. ;05 12612017 - In SENATE.
Read second time and amended. Re-

referred to Committee on BUDGET

AND FISCAL REVIEW.
0412512017 - ln SENATE Committee
on NATURAL RESOURCES AND
WATER: Not heard.

SB 146
wilk (R)

Water Resources: Permit
To Appropriate

Amends an existing law which prohibits the taking or possession of
a fully protected fish, except as provided, and designates the
unarmored threespine stickleback as a fully protected fish. Prohibits
the issuance of a new permit to appropriate water from any river
source or stream that has, or is reasonably suspected to have, a
population of unarmored threespine stickleback.

SB 210

Heavy Duty Vehicle
Inspection and

Authorizes the State Air Resources Board to develop and
implement a Healy-Duty Vehicle Inspection and Maintenance
Program for nongasoline heavy-duty on road motor vehicles.
Authorizes the state board to assess a fee and penalty as part ofthe
program. Creates the Truck Emission Check Fund and the Diesel
Emission System Inspection and Smoke Test Account in the fund,
with all the moneys deposited in each fund to be available upon
appropriation.

0812812017 - In ASSEMBLY. Suspend
Assembly Rule 96.;08/2812017 - Rereferred to ASSEMBLY Committee on
RULES.

Amends existing law which establishes liability for sexual
harassment when the plaintiff proves specified elements and
existing law which states that a relationship may exist between a
plaintiffand certain persons. Includes an investor, elected ofïicial,
lobbyist, director, and producer among those listed persons who
mav be liable to a olaintiff for sexual harassment.

0110312018 - From SENATE
Committee on RULES with author's
amendments. ;01 /03 12018 - In SENATE.
Read second time and amended. Rereferred to Committee on

Leyva (D)

Maintenance Program

58224
Jackson (D)

Personal Rights: Sexual
Harassment
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IR\üD

Status

Summary/Effects

Position
1201 I - Re-referred to
SENATE Committee on JUDICIARY
0312912017 - Re-referred to SENATE
Committee on JUDICIARY.

RULES. ;0 I /03
SB 423
Cannella (R)

Indemnity: Design

SB 454

Public Employees' Health
Benefits

Moorlach (R)

sB 473
Hertzberg (D)

SB 606

Skinner (D)

Professionals

Amends an existing law which provides, with respect to certain
contracts and amendments to contracts with a public agency for
design professional services, that all provisions, clauses, covenants,
and agreements contained in, collateral to, or affecting these
contracts or amendments that purport to require the professional to
defend the agency under an indemnity agreement are
unenforceable, except for certain cases. Makes such provisions
applicable to all design professional services.

0412412017 - In SENATE Committee

Relates to the Public Employees' Medical and Hospital Care Act.
Provides that, for state employees who are first employed and
become members of the retirement system on or after a specified

on PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT AND
RETIREMENT: Failed

date, the employer contribution for annuitants shall be limited to a
certain percent ofthe weighted average ofthe health benefit plan
premiums for an active employee enrolled for selÊalone. Makes
other changes concerning employer contributions and prefunding of
retiree health care.

passage.;0412412017 - ln SENATE
Committee on PUBLIC

EMPLOYMENT AND

California Endangered
Species Act

Amends the California Endangered Species Act which prohibits the
taking ofan endangered or threatened species. Provides that the
accidental take ofcandidate, threatened, or endangered species
resulting from acts that occur on a farm or a ranch in the course of
otherwise lawful routine and ongoing agricultural activities is not
prohibited by the act.

0910812017 - In ASSEMBLY. To
Inactive File.

Water Management
Planning

Requires an urban retail water supplier to calculate an urban water
use objective and its actual urban water use by specified dates and
requires a report. Imposes civil liability for a violation of an order
or regulation issued pursuant to certain provisions. Authorizes the
State Water Resources Control Board to issue a regulation or
urban retail
a wholesale water
information order

A.I4

RETIREMENT: Reconsideration
granted.

0911312017 - Withdrawn from

ASSEMBLY Committee on
RULES.;09/1312017 - In ASSEMBLY
Ordered to third reading.;09/1312017 In ASSEMBLY. Suspend AssemblY
Rule 96.
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Bill No.
Author

IR\ilD

Status

Summary/Effects

Position
water supplier, or distributor of a public water supply to provide a
monthly report of certain information.

SB 623

Monning (D)

Water Quality: Safe and
Affordable Drinking Water
Fund

sB 638
Leyva (D)

Heavy Duty Motor
Vehicles

Establishes the Safe and Affordable Drinking Water Fund in the
State Treasury and would provide that moneys in the fund are
continuously appropriated to the state board. requires the state
board to expend moneys in the fund for grants, loans, contracts, or
services to assist eligible applicants with projects relating to safe
and affordable drinking water.
Requires the State Air Resource Board to adopt regulations that
require owners or operators of heavy duty motor vehicles used for
commercial purposes to perform regular inspections of their
vehicles for compliance with emission standards of the State board
Requires a fleet of these vehicles to comply with the State boards
emission standards in order for any vehicle of the fleet to be

0910112017 - Re-referred to

ASSEMBLY Committee on RULES.

0310212017 - To SENATE Committees
on TRANSPORTATION AND
HOUSING and ENVIRONMENTAL

QUALITY.

registered.

wilk (R)

Public Contracts: Claims
Resolution

SB

Energy Storage Initiative

SB 686

7OO

Wiener (D)

Requires a public entity to conduct a meet and confer conference

0310912017 - To SENATE Committee

within a specific period for the settlement of disputes.

on JUDICIARY.

Requires the Public Utilities Commission and the governing boards
of local publicly owned electric utilities to establish an Energy
Storage Initiative to provide rebates to customers of electrical
corporations for the installation of energy storage systems
consistent with certain requirements. Requires the PUC to ensure an
orderly transition of the funding for energy storage systems from
the self-generation incentive program to the Energy Storage

07105/2017 - From ASSEMBLY
Committee on UTILITIES AND

ENERGY with author's
amendments. ;07 105 12017 - ln
ASSEMBLY. Read second time and

amended. Re-referred to Committee on

UTILITIES AND ENERGY.

Initiative to minimize disruption.
sB 740
Wiener (D)

Onsite Treated Water

Requires the State Water Resources Control Board to adopt
regulations for a comprehensive risk-based standards for local
jurisdictions permitting programs for onsite recycling of water in
multifamily residential, commercial, and mixed-use buildings for

A-15
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Bill No.
Author

Title

IR\ilD

Status

SummaryÆffects

Position
nonpotable use. Requires the regulations to address specified issues
and practices relating to the management, monitoring, and
treatment of recycled water for nonpotable use.

SB 748
Glazer (D)

Public Contracts

SB 77I

California Environmental

de Leon (D)

Quality Act

SB 778
Hertzberg (D)

Safe Drinking Water Fund

SB 780

Water Conservation in

Wiener (D)

Landscaping Act

Amends an existing law which requires a state agency or
department to follow specified rules regarding the negotiation of
fees and execution ofcontracts for professional consulting services
ofa private architectural, engineering, land surveying,
environmental, or construction project management firm. Requires
certain negotiations to begin within a specified time period.

0310912017 - To SENATE Committee
on GOVERNMENTAL

Relates to The California Environmental Quality Act. Establishes a
continuing education requirement for employees of public agencies
who have primary responsibility to administer the act.

0911312017 - In ASSEMBLY. To
Inactive File.

Requires the State Water Resources Control Board to track and
publish on its Internet Web site an analysis of all voluntary and
ordered consolidations of water systems that have occurred on or
after a certain date. Requires the published information to include
the resulting outcomes of the consolidations and whether the
consolidations have succeeded or failed in providing an adequate
supply of safe drinking water to the communities served by the
consolidated water systems.
Requires the Department of Water Resources to establish guidelines
for designing landscapes consistent with the watershed approach to
landscaping. Requires funding to provide preference for projects
that comply with the guidelines. Requires the Department to
promote this approach by providing education, and training for
persons who plan, develop, or implement landscaping projects.
Authorizes the promotion of application of compost to assist with
projects that follow these guidelines.
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Author
sB 831
Wieckowski

Title

IRWD

Status

SummaryÆffects

Position
Land use: accessory
dwelling units

(D)

Relates to accessory dwelling units in single-family and multifamily residential zones. Deletes the requirement that the area be
zoned to allow single-family and multi-family use. Specifies that if
a local agency does not act on an application for an accessory
dwelling unit within 120 days, then the application shall be deemed

01

/O4I2OI8 - INTRODUCED.

approved.

SCA 4

Water Conservation

Hertzberg (D)

Declares the intent of the Legislature to amend the California
Constitution to provide a program that would ensure that affordable
water is available to all Californians and to ensure that water
conservation is given a permanent role in California's future.

0211612017 - To SENATE Committee

on RULES.

07/1812017 - In SENATE. Read second
time.;}7/1812017 - To SENATE
Committee on ENERGY AND

Gaining Responsibility on
Water Act

Amends the Gaining Responsibility on Water Act of 2017 , provides

Valadao (R)

HR 434

Vy'ater Project Financing

Authorizes a pilot project for an innovative water project financing

0210712017 - In HOUSE Committee on

Denham (R)

Program Pilot Project

program.

NATURAL RESOURCES: Referred to

HR 23

drought relief in the State of California.

NATURAL RESOURCES.

Subcommittee on WATER, POWER

AND OCEANS,
HR 448
Huffman (D)

Conservation Subsidies
Water Conservation
Exclusion

Amends the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, expands the exclusion
for certain conservation subsidies to include subsidies for water
conservation or efficiency measures and storm water management
measures.

A-17

0t/t112017 INTRODUCED.;01/l I 12017 - To
HOUSE Committee on V/AYS AND
MEANS.
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What is the Problem We're Trying to Solve?
Problem and Root Causes
a

Approximately 329 systems in the State of California
chronically serve contaminated water or cannot
provide reliable water service due to unsound
i

a

o

O

a

nfrastru ctu re/ope rati ons

Deficiencies vary: natural contaminants, man-made
contamina nts, fai ling i nfrastructu re

Majority are very smollsystems and small rate bases
resulting in inefficient use of rate revenue

â.
?

rir,:-':¡::è
,c:
l¡.þl I

.¡ :.
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lnability of system owners, ffiânagers and operators to
implement complex solutions, repair infrastructure, or
secure external funding
Disadvantaged communities
2 |

- ratepayer affordability

emwd.org
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Case Study - Eastern Municipal Water District and County

Water Company of Riverside
Gounty Water Company
of Riverside
Private Water Company
140 Customers

1,032 acres
Two contract employees
Disadvantaged Com mun ity
Facilities:

.
.
.
.

Substandard 50,000 gallon tank
Failing, branched distribution system
- no isolation capacity
lnadequate fire flow and only one
hydrant
Single source of supply (well) with

frequent outages

.

Chronic well water contamination Notices of Violation

.

N¡trate levels ranging

-

60

75mell (lvtCt= asmell)

.
3 |

-

Bacterial contamination

emwd.org
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County Water Company (CWC) Dissolution
Solution:

.
o

Two larger public agencies
able to consolidate system

lmmediately installed
temporary potable water
supply line

.

CWC stipulated

to be put

into Receivership

.
.
.

Assets transferred to public
agencies

Constructed S5.8 million in
system im provements with
SWRCB grants
Passed SB LL30 (Roth) in

2OI4 to address liability
4 |

Consolidqtions with Larger Public Agencies
and lnvestor Owned Utilities can be
Effective Options

Æ>,
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What are the Statistical Dimensions of the Statewide
Cha llenge?

Non-compliant systems
(Population)*

Number of

Percent

Systems

83% of the
1,000 to 9,999

46

L4%

non-compliønt
systems serve
/ess than

37%

Under L00

L,000 people
(^' 400 services)

* SWRCB State Drinking Water Data Base, November 20,20L7 database

These non-compliant community

woter systems cross all sectors

including public agencies and schools (^'40%) and
privately owned or mutual wqter companies (^'60%)
5 |
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What are the Common lssues and Challenges with
These Non-complia nt Systems?
o

o
a

High per-customer administrative overhead
Sma

ll "orph an" systems - geogra phica lly

d is pe
o

rsed

Voluntary Consolidatioñ, regionalization
and mutual aid can be too complex
No logical larger host agency or IOU

o

Water Systems in California
with Contaminant Exceedances

Limited technical, f¡nancial and managerial
ca pa bilities

Eff¡cacy of pu blic fina ncia I su bsid ies for
ultra-small mutu al/private /public systems

l"È40ad
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Disincentive to maintain, invest or consolidate

Reforming the serv¡ce delivery ond governqnce model is prerequisite
to defining long-term supplemental funding needs
c-6
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New Tool: "Small System Water Authority"
o

New type of public water entity
enabled by leg¡slation:
M u ltiple

non-contiguous systems merged
under one newly created
public entity

Entity is independent special district
formed at county or sub-county level
prese ntative
governa nce
Re

a

ppoi nted/e lected

Statutorily provided enhanced internal and
external financial capabilities
7 |
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Small System Water Authority - Formation
State Water Resources Control Board
Notice of Chronic Violations
Opportunity to Remedy
Findings of "Chronic Non-Compliance"
merge into new public entity
Appoi nts Ad m i n istrator

Non-Compliant
Privotes/Mutual
Water Companies

-

- Required to

Dept. of Corporat¡ons
System Valuation

Dissolution of Private/Mutual

Water System in
Compliance

Non-Compliant
Public Agencies

Water Companies

.
.

8

.
.
.

Local Agency Formation Commission
Dissolution of public agencies
Determine merged successor agency boundary
( Pu bl ic Agencies/Privates/M utua I Water Com pa n ies)
Review/Approve interim Plan of Service
Appoint Board of Directors
Small System Water Authority Formation - Approve final Plan of Service

c-8

emwd
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Small System Water Authority - Financial Tools and
Enhancements

.

lnternal Agency Sources

.
.
.
.

Rates and charges with much
larger rate base
Levies and assessments, such
as special benefit assessments
General Obligation (G.O.)

taxing authority

.
.
.
.

External Agency Funding
Preferential/H¡gh Priority state
grants from Water Bonds
SRF

No/Low-lnterest Loans

SRF Principal Forgiveness grants

Start-up and Formation Funding:

Sta nd

Drinking Water SRF Set-Aside

gu a ra

Short-term state Safe Drinking
Water Account ( Environmental
P rotection/SW RCB) a ugm entation

by cha rges
Tax-exempt Municipal debt
supported by State credit

nty

supplemental budget
augmentation (up to 4 years)
LAFCO

9 |
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Small System Water Authority Post-formation Activities
Post-formation Process
a

lmplementation of Plan of Service

.

O

Boa

rd elections

Net value compensation, as

appropriate, to former
Private/Mutual Owners
a

o

State Boa rd /Treasu rer/LAFCO
oversees independent review of startup operations
Report on fiscal and operational
health of new entities submitted to
legislatu re

-

o

Two years after approval of final Plan
of Service and formation

Recommendations for needed
su pplementa I fu nd i ng/sou rces

10 |
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Small System Water Authority - Summary
a

Example Grouping of Non-compliant Systems

Merger of like entities into viable
public water agency

rticipatory

'Fres¡o

pu blic governa nce

a

Pa

a

Substantial reduction in number of
small systems

a

*
f
*

¡*

Merger provides economies of
scale - frees-up operating rate

l,''!"!*
1-7

*i

MWC or Private
Public Agency
School

systems
cCÐ

¡ùÞrarf

wtrtts

*

IALLÉT

reven ue
L:ñ€¡¡J¡ttÊf,

a

Establishes staff with technical and

6 systems

managerial expertise
a

Ft Þt 50 !t)Ü

New internal and external financial
reso u rces

a

L8 systems

New tool in addition to existing

consolidation options
LL I

tÊ

I

Ventura

.{þ{}*tOS Angeres

Larger stars denote proportionately larger populations of small systems
noted as "Out of Compliance" on State Water Board database.

emwd.org
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Paul D. Jones ll,

Contact lnformation
P.E.

General Manager
(ss1) e28-6130
ionesp@emwd.org

Debby Cherney, CPA
Deputy General Manager
(es1) s28-6154
chernevd @emwd.org

Danielle Coats
Senior Legislative
Program Manager
(9s1) 928-3777
coatsd@emwd.ors

Jolene Walsh
Sr. Director of Public &
Governmental Affairs
(ss1) 928-3777
walshi@emwd.ors

Ron Davis
Sacramento Advocate
(e16) 802-38s1
rdavis1228@email.com
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Prepared by: J. Baquerizo / A. McNulty
Submitted by: F. Sanchez / P. Weghorst
Approved by: Paul A.Cook
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WATER RESOURCES POLICY AND COMMUNICATIONS COMMITTEE
SMART WATER INFRASTRUCTURE MANAGEMENT
METERING PILOT STUDY RESULTS
SUMMARY:
Since 2015, staff has been testing Smart Water Infrastructure Management (SWiM) metering
technology that has the potential to facilitate cost effective reductions in water use by IRWD
customers. A two-phase pilot study was performed that provided groups of IRWD customers
with hourly water use data that was collected using the technology and made available through
an online portal. The pilot study provided information associated with customer engagement,
equipment functionality, data communications, and water savings. At the Committee meeting,
staff will present the findings of the SWiM metering pilot study.

BACKGROUND:
IRWD has evaluated several types of Advanced Meter Infrastructure (AMI) technology which
have the potential to provide improvements in customer service, water conservation, meter
reading accuracy and system leak detection. To ensure accurate data transmission, the
deployment of AMI technology can require the installation of communication towers, antennas,
centralized data collectors, meter replacements (or upgrades) and meter box/lid modifications.
AMI system benefits arercalizedthrough the use of software applications that facilitate the
analysis and viewing of water use data.

AMI

within selected areas or throughout
their entire service areas. In 2010, IRWD contemplated the deployment of AMI technology
throughout its service area. Estimated costs for an AMI pilot study ranged from $1.1 million to
$1.8 million and full deployment costs were estimated in excess of $40 million.
Some retail water agencies have implemented

systems

In2015, staff identified that SWiM metering technology offered a less expensive alternative to
AMI technology that would provide customers with real time access to water use data and that
could result in significant water use reductions. To test the SWiM metering technology, staff
implemented a pilot study with the assistance of Alexander's Contract Services (ACS), which is
IRWD's current meter reading service provider. ACS provided the SWiM meters and software
to support the pilot study. A description of the SWiM metering technology and the
implementation of the pilot study are provided below.
SWiM Meterin g Technology:
SWiM meters use the cellular network provided by Verizon Wireless to transmit water usage
data. SWiM meter registers are compatible with the majority of the meters installed at the homes
of IRWD's customers and are configurable to log data every five minutes for a one month
period, or hourly for aT\.-month period. Data is stored on a private network, and retrieved by
am SWiM Metering Program,docx
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ACS and published to an online portal. Customers can view their water use data and choose
email notification options for daily use, continuous flows or if a spike in usage occurs.

SWiM Meter Pilot Study:
Staff implemented a pilot study that tested SWiM metering technology in two phases. The study
provided the opportunity to test SWiM equipment and data communication applications. The
pilot test also allowed staff to assess customer engagement and the impact on water use among
two distinct customer groups. The first phase was implemented with customers that had chronic
usage in the Wasteful billing tier. The second phase targeted customers with chronic usage in the
Infficient billing tier. The cost for the SWiM meter pilot study was $48,800. An overview of
each phase of the pilot study and the key findings are provided below. At the Committee
meeting, staff will provide additional details related to the pilot study findings.
Phase One:
Phase one of the pilot study occurred between November 2015 and September 2016 and included
the following activities:

r
o
o
o
o

Development of an automated process for updating IRWD's Customer Care and Billing
System to reflect SWiM meter installations and removals;
Testing of SWiM metering equipment and data communications;
Providing hourly usage data to participating residential customers and staff via the online
portal;
Assessment of customer engagement with the water use data provided through the
portal; and
An evaluation of the impact of customer participation on water use.

Each SWiM meter was relocated to another customer's residence once a participant's water use
decreased or if the participant was unresponsive to numerous outreach attempts and did not use
the portal. A total of 180 customer homes with chronic Wasteful tier usage had SWiM meters
installed during phase one of the Pilot Study.
The results of the phase one pilot study were as follows:

a

o

Several areas of the District were identified as having poor cellular signal strength that
negatively impacted data transmission;
Of 180 homes, 24pafücipants viewed water use data on the portal, many of which
required one-on-one staff assistance;
Wasteful tier usage, fot 2l of the 24 customers who used the portal, decreased by an
average of 13 centum cubic feet (ccÐ per month in the six months following the SWiM
meter installation; and
Statewide and local drought messaging and corresponding staff assistance may have
resulted in water use reductions by pilot study participants that are not attributable to the
SV/iM technology.

Vy'ater Resources Policy and Communications Committee: Smart Water Infrastructure
Management Metering Pilot Study Results
January 15, 2018
Page 3

Phase Two:
Phase two of the pilot study occurred between October 2016 and September 2017. This phase of
the study targeted 100 residential customers with chronic (consistently over six months) overallocation water use within the Inefficientbillingtier and with no use in the Wasteful tier. Phase
two activities included:

o
o
r

Evaluating customer response to various outreach efforts;
Assessment of customer engagement with the water use data provided through the portal;
and

Evaluation of the impact of customer participation on water use.

The results of Phase Two of the pilot study were as follows

o
¡
o

Outreach efforts resulted in 31 customers signing into the portal to view water use data;
Customer survey responses indicated support for this type of real-time data being made
easily assessable to customers; and
lV'ater savings during the fall months for customers who were chronically in the
Infficient tier averaged up to 3 ccf or an average of l27o of the customer's monthly
allocation.

Next Steps:
The results of the pilot study described above are positive, but may not be statistically
significant. Further evaluation of AMI-type technologies that provide real-time water use data
are needed to evaluate the cost effectiveness of the technologies. Implementation of a larger
scale study to evaluate benefits associated with implementation of AMI-type technologies using
a larger residential customer population and other customer types would be an appropriate next
step. To prepare for a larger scale study, staff will seek grant funding opportunities to further
test and evaluate AMI-type technologies.

ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE:
Not applicable.
RECOMMENDATION:
Receive and file.

LIST OF EXHIBITS:
None.

January 15,2018
Prepared by: Beth Beeman
Submitted by: Paul Weghorst
Approved by: Paul A. Coo$y'
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WATER RESOURCES POLICY AND COMMUNICATIONS COMMITTEE
PUBLIC OUTREACH CONSULTANT SELECTION FOR THE
SYPHON RESERVOIR MPROVEMENT PRqIEÇT

SUMMARY:
On September 25,2017, the Board approved the preparation of an Environmental Impact Report
(ER) for the proposed Syphon Reservoir Improvement Project. In parallel with the development
of the EIR, a comprehensive community outreach program will be developed and implemented.
The outreach program will share information about the proposed project with interested
stakeholders, present technical information to target audiences, proactively contact community
business leaders and interest groups, and solicit and address comments and questions from
stakeholders. After completing a comprehensive consultant evaluation process, staff
recoÍtmends that the Board retain Fiona Hutton and Associates (FHA) to develop and implement
a public outreach program for the Syphon Reservoir Improvement Project for an amount
not-to-exceed $ 1,029,070.

BACKGROUND:

A critical element to the successful development of the Syphon Reservoir Improvement Project
is an effective public outreach program. This program must facilitate multiple opportunities to
communicate project-related impacts and to receive input from the community and stakeholders.
Translating technical information into messages for use with the community and stakeholders
improves the ability to communicate a clear understanding of a project's features, impacts, and
benefits. To support the public outreach process for the Syphon Reservoir Improvement Project,
staff proposes to develop and implement a comprehensive community outreach program using
consultant services.

Communitv Outreach Consultant Selection:
To prepare for the community outreach efforts associated with the Syphon Reservoir
Improvement Project, an RFQ for outreach services was issued on October 11,201-7 , to five
public outreach firms: Alliance Outreach, Fiona Hutton & Associates (FHA), Idea Hall, Katz &
Associates and Westbound Communications. Based on a review of the RFQ response packages,
interviews were conducted with the top three firms. The information obtained from the
interviews in combination with content of the Statements of Qualifications submitted by the
three fîrms was evaluated and used to prepare the consultant selection matrix that is provided as

Exhibit "A".
Staff recommends the selection of FHA for the development and implementation of a
community outreach program for the proposed project. Key strengths of FHA are as follows:
a

A project management team that is skilled in developing compelling outreach campaigns
dealing with CEQA processes, community impacts and stakeholder engagement;

bb WRP Syphon Reservoir Public Outreach Consultant Selection 01152018.docx
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r

Skill

at breaking down complicated issues to simple but effective messages that can be

shared across multiple platforms to inform target audiences;

r
.

Understanding of California water issues; and
Experience working with key water-related clients such as the Association of California
Water Agencies, Los Angeles County Department of Public Works, California
Department of Water Resources, the Metropolitan Water District of Southern California,
Southern California Public Power Authority, California State Water Contractors, and
others.

For this project, FHA has also partnered with Brenda Deeley, a seasoned public outreach
professional who has an in-depth understanding of kvine and Orange County and over 20 years
of experience leading public outreach programs for high-profile public projects. Ms. Deeley's
experience includes 15 years with Porter Novelli where she led public information campaigns for
San Diego International Airport and Hoag Hospital in kvine. She was also the senior public
relations consultant for the public outreach program for Orange County'Water District's
Groundwater Replenishment System Project.
Scope of Work for the Community Outreach Consultant:

In close coordination with IRWD, FHA will develop and implement a comprehensive
o'8". The
community outreach program as described in the scope of work provided in Exhibit
scope of work includes four phases designed to align with the preparation of the EIR. The
following table provides the total not-to-exceed costs for the four phases that will be billed by
FHA on a time-and-material basis:
Proposed Syphon Reservoir Improvement Proj ect
Communications and Outreach Budget
February - September 2018
Discovery and Planning
Notice of Preparation and Scoping
October I - November 2018
Meetings
Draft EIR Preparation, Release and
December 2018 - August 2019
Public Comment Period
Final EIR Report Outreach and Public
September 2019 - October 2019
Hearing Phase

Total
Exhibit

o'C'o

s243,335
$99,900
$596,1 10

s89,725
$1,029,070

provides additional background information for FHA

FISCAL IMPACTS:
The Syphon Reservoir Improvement Project (Project 03808) is included in the FY 2017-18
Capital Budget. The cost of the proposed Syphon Reservoir Improvement Project community
outreach program is included in the funding for this project.

'Water
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ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE:
None.

RECOMMENDATION:
That the Board authorize the General Manager to execute a Professional Services Agreement
with Fiona Hutton & Associates to develop and implement a public outreach program for the
proposed Syphon Reservoir Improvement Project for a not-to-exceed amount of $1,029,070.

LIST OF EXHIBITS:
Exhibit 'rA"

-

Exhibit 6'8"

-

Exhibit '(C"

-

Public Outreach Consultant Selection Matrix for the Syphon Reservoir
Improvement Project
FHA Scope of ÌVork, Schedule and Cost Estimate for the Outreach Program for the
Syphon Reservoir Improvement Project
Background information on FHA

EXHIBIT "A''

Fiona

Hutton &

&

Weights

Associates

Associates

Westbound
Communications

Overall Team/Local Team
Construction/ElR
Outreach Experience
LocalArea Knowledge
RFQ Application
lmpression
Knowledge/U ndersta nd i ng

20%

L

3

2

L5%

2

L

3

2Oo/o

L

3

2

Lío/o

L

2

3

of IRWD
Water/Government

Lío/o

2

L

3

Agency Experience
Score

t\o/o

2

L

3

LOOo/o

L.45

1.95

2.6

L

2

3

Experience/Knowledge

Ranking

A-1

Katz
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December 11,2017
TO

Beth Beeman
Director of Public Affairs, IRWD

FROM

Fiona Hutton
President, Fiona Hutton & Associates

RE

Syphon Reservoir lmprovement Projec't Public Outreach Services
Scope & Budget

-

Fiona Hutton & Associates
Fiona Hutton & Associates (FHA) is an independent, woman-owned, full-service public affairs
and communications agency based in Southern California. For the purposes of this project, we
have partnered with public outreach strategist Brenda Deeley, a Z0-year lrvine resident and
lrvine Ranch Water District (IRWD) customer.
FHA combines unparalleled experience in California water policies and projects with a deep
understanding of the playing field and players that are central to success in Orange County.
FHA's unique background makes us an ideal partner to lead outreach around IRWD's planned
reservoir improvement project. Brenda Deeley also brings many years of strategic
communications and outreach experience for complex water and infrastructure projects.

The FHA team offers IRWD:
lrvine/Orange County expertise and relationships
Unparalleled experience in water and infrastructure
Boots on the ground philosophy and presence
Experienced CEQA process navigators
lntegrated communications program architects
Crisis and reputation management expertise

.
.
¡
.
¡
.

Overview
FHA recognizes the intricacies of advancing a significant improvement and expansion of the
Syphon Reservoir in a residential area with nearby schools and potential community impacts
compounded with heightened concerns and sensitivities after the Oroville Dam incident and
continuing public scrutiny. The FHA team understands the success of the project will require
tailored communications and public outreach to neighbors, local stakeholders and regional
opinion leaders as the project progresses.

I

Fna

lrnown.

Liked. Trusted.

127f. Ventura Blvd., Suite r7o
Studio

Cit¡

CA 9e6o4

8:^8.76o.z:,z,.

www.fiona huttonassoc,com
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EXHIBIT ''B''

Phased Scope, Budget and Tentative Timeline
FHA envisions a four-phase public outreach program based on the current project timeline:

1.

Discovery and Planning (February

4.

(December 2018 - August 2019)
Final Environmental lmpact Report Outreach and Public Hearing (September
201e)

-

Septemþer 2018)

2. Notice of Preparation and Scoping Meetings (October - November 2018)
3. Draft Environmental lmpact Report Preparation, Release and Public Comment

Period

- October

Throughout all phases of the public outreach, the FHA team will keep its pulse on the
community and work to minimize misinformation, take a proactive position to educate
stakeholders on the benefits of the project and maintain IRWD's strong reputation within the
community. Deliverables in each of the phases below are designed to be transparent with clear
expectations for the FHA scope of work.
FHA has aimed to capture most tasks in the proposed scope of work, though ultimately the
scope will be refined when the communications and outreach strategy is finalized and the plan
is developed based on findings from the research.

With a deep bench of public agency and municipal clients, our agency is committed to being
good stewards of public resources and will strive to be cost-effective and efficient. We will tap
existing IRWD resources where available and appropriate.
SCOPE OF WORK

1.

Discovery and Planning Phase
A significant amount of prep work that will set the course for the public outreach program
is front-loaded in the Discovery and Planning phase.
STRATEGIC COUNSEL
We will begin our engagement with a one-day immersion meeting with key IRWD/project
team members and stakeholders to align on the goals, challenges and primary
objectives for the public outreach effort. This meeting will help define our approach for
our research effort, which is essential to informing the public outreach strategy and
communications plan. FHA will collaborate with FM3 on primary research (focus groups,
stakeholder interviews/ascertainments and potential survey) to learn what information
about the need and benefits of the project resonates with residents/customers and
deepens their understanding of it. The audit and research will inform the development of
our key messages that will be developed out of this process.

2
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OUTREACH
FHA will lead a stakeholder mapping session with staff to help narrow in on our target
outreach audiences. FHA also will begin our stakeholder outreach effort by reaching out
to a small group of key stakeholders that we want to engage prior to the release of the
NOP and scoping meeting.

CREATIVE CONTENT
FHA will develop collateral materials (e.9., fact sheets, web content) that will be needed
for the scoping meetings. The materials will be consistent with our messaging and cover
key issues such as dam safety, supply needs and project benefits,
MED¡A RELATIONS
As part of our outreach planning process, FHA will develop a year-long editorial/content
calendar to ensure that the cadence of our communication and outreach efforts align
with key project milestones, local events and public engagement opportunities.
FHA will prepare materials for media outreach will be prepared (e.9., press release,
talking points, FAQs) and in preparation for public presentations and media briefings, the
project team will participate in a full-day media and speakers training session led by
FHA.

BUDGET

ACTIVITY
STRATEGIC COUNSEL
Project Management & Strategy
lmmersion Meeting & Background Research
Qualitative Research
QuantitativeResearch
Communications Plan Development
Message Development
Tough Q&A
Monthlv Activity Report
OUTREACH
Stakeholder Mapping/Audience ldentification
Stakeholder Database
Build Outreach Calendar
Tarqeted Stakeholder Outreach
CREATIVE/COLLATERAL
Fact Sheet (5) - Dam Safety, Project Need &
Benefits, etc.
Web Content

o
o
¡
.
o
.
¡
.
r
o
o
.

Fees: $133,925

Fees: $61,060

Fees: $22,625
Expenses: $10,000

3
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MEDIA RELATIONS
Develop Media List
Talking Points
Media Training (One Session)
Editorial Calendar
Syphon Scoping Press Release

.
o
¡
o
.

TOTAL FOR DISCOVERY/PLANNING PHASE

2.

Fees: $15,725

$243,335

Notice of Preparation and Scoping Meetings Phase
During this phase, the FHA team will expand our stakeholder outreach and supporUstaff
two public scoping meetings. Activities will include staffing for one-on-one stakeholder
briefings, creation of a speakers' bureau to ensure face-to-face communication with
homeowners'associations, community and business organizations, schools and other
groups.
and development of collateral materials (e.9., multimedia presentation, social media
content, updating frequently asked questions and a direct mail piece). Materials will be
translated into Korean, Chinese, Farsi and Spanish, as needed.

ACTIVITY
STRATEGIC COUNSEL
Project Management & Strategy
Monthly Activity Report
Scoping Meetings (Strategy & Attendance - Two
Meetinqs)
OUTREACH
Stakeholder Outreach
Outreach Calendar Updates

BUDGET

.
r
.

Fees: $41,500

o
¡

Fees: $13,450

CREATIVE/COLLATERAL
Frequently Asked Questions
MultimediaPresentation
Social Content
lnformationaldirect-mail
Translations (Korean. Chinese, Spanish, Farsi)
MEDIA RELATIONS
Media Outreach
Op-Ed or Bylined Article (One)
Media Monitorinq
TOTAL FOR NOP/SCOPING PHASE

o
o
¡
o
o
¡
.
o

Fees: $24,500
Expenses: $11,750

Fees: $8,700
$99.900

4
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Draft Environmental lmpact Report Preparation, Release and Public Comment
Period Phase
post-scoping hearing, during the preparation of the Draft ElR, FHA is planning a robust
educatioñ añd outreãch program including both online/offline content and efforts (social
content, direct mail, dedicated webpage, video series, speakers' bureau) to continue to
educate stakeholders about the benefits of the project and answer questions'
STRATEG¡C COUNSEL
Additional services in this phase include: maintain outreach calendar, update
stakeholder database, monthly activity reports, ongoing strategic counsel and project
management,
OUTREACH
Sustained public outreach will be underway during this phase to inform project
neighbors, customers and other stakeholders about the planned project and to
encourage participation during DEIR public comment period. A speakers' bureau
program will ensure faceto-face communication with scheduled presentations to
homeowners' associations, community and business organizations, schools and other
groups,
CREATIVE CONTENT
Collateral materials, website and social media content will be updated to incorporate
findings from the environmental review. FHA will produce a series of three short videos
to educate and engage with stakeholders on the project.
PAID MEDI'A
Videos and other content will be distributed and amplified through a targeted paid social
and traditional media advertising program that will be launched during this phase.
Additionally, traditional offline ads will be placed in local publications to ensure alltarget
audiences receive key information.
MEDIA RELATIONS
ln addition to the preparation of a press release relating to the release of the DEIR and
comment period, FHA will conduct outreach to media and will coordinate with other
influencers to amplify communications in a cost-effecfive manner and reach a broader
audience.
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ACTVITY
STRATEGIC COUNSEL
Project Management & Strategy
Monthly Activity Report
OUTREACH
Stakeholder Outreach
Outreach Calendar Updates
Public Meeti
CREATIVE/COLLATERAL
Fact Sheet - DEIR
Frequently Asked Questions Update
Multimedia Presentation - Update
Hearing Posters/Collateral
Social Content
Video Series (3 Videos)
Web Content - Update
Translation (Korean, Chinese, Spanish, Farsi)
lnformational Direct Mail
ADVERTI
a
Digital
a
Print
MEDIA RELATI
Media Strategy
Media Briefings
Press Release (5)
Talking Points
Op-Eds or Bylined Articles (4)
Media Training (One Session)
Media Mon
TOTAL FOR DRAFT EIR PREP RELEASE/COMMENT
PERIOD

.
¡
.
o
¡

BUDGET
Fees: $143,050

Fees: $134,925

Fees: $99,675
Expenses: $71,000

Fees: $37,750
Expenses: $32,000

Fees: $77,710

$596,1 10
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Final Environmental lmpact Report Outreach and Public Hearing Phase
The last phase of public outreach is tied to the Final EIR and leads up to the public
hearing when the IRWD Board will consider adoption of the FEIR.
Collateral materials, website and social content will be updated to reflect the FEIR
Media and influencer outreach will be conducted to share the final document and
address community questions.

ACTIVITY

BUDGET

STRATEGIC COUNSEL
Project Management & Strategy
Monthly Activity Report
OUTREACH
Stakeholder Outreach
CREATIVE/COLLATERAL
Fact sheet - Update
Frequently Asked Questions - Update
Multimedia Presentation - Update Social Content
Web Content - Update
lnformational Direct-Mail
MEDIA RELAT¡ONS
o Media Strategy
¡ Media Monitorinq
TOTAL FOR PHASE 4

o
o
.
¡
o
.
o
¡

Fees: $21,250
Fees: $13,500

Fees: $35,250
Expenses: $10,000

Fees: $9,725
$89,725

PROJECT BUDGET

Budqet

PHASE
Discovery and Planning

$243,335

NOP and Scoping

$99,900

Draft EIR Release and Comment Period

$596,1 I 0

Final EIR Release

$89,725

Total

$1,029,070
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October 23,2017

Ms. Beth Beeman

lrvine Ranch Water District
1 5ó00 Sand Canyon Avenue
lrvine, CA9261B

Dear Beth,
Thank you for the cpportunity to present Fiona Huttcn & Associates' expertise in communicatlcns ancj

public ãffr¡rr and our qualifications for approaching your
Þroposed Syphon Reservoir lmprovement Pr"cject. We're
*ni doinE wi-,at we do best: mobiiizing a solid team that
{uiiy-integrated communications campaign to reach your

public outreach objectives regarding the
excited at the pr_ospect of rolling uP our sleeves
is uniquely quaiified to execute a robusi and
target audiences skiil{ully and quìckiy'

We certainiy recognize the ìntricacies of advancing a significant improvement and expansion of the
Syphon Reservoir in a residential area with nearby schools and potential community impacts compouncied with heightened concerns and sensitivities after the Oroville Dam incident and continuing
pubiic scrutiny. Our team unelerstands the succoss of the project will require tailored communications
ãnd public outreach to neighbors, local stakeholders and regional opinion ieaders as the project
prcgresses.

And, we understand that !R\IiD is iooking íor "fresh and innovative" ideas for communicating with the
public - new concepts and diverse platforms. Our team will need to cjefine a strûng narrative for the
project and the watãr ciistrict, deveiop compelling creative and content, utilize digital and social
channels, and implement a targeted outreach program that reaches lrvine'g diverse communities.
It's also crucial to build a tearr¡ that understands the intricacies of water in ealifornia, the technical
aspects of this construction project and the CEOA process itself. With decades of experience in water
pclicy and public agency clients, FHA knows the key players and understands the ccmplex challenges
th"t iurrounci large-scale ìnfrasti'ucture projects. ln addition to our experience in natural resources, FHA
has partnered wiih communicatians strategist Brencia Deeley, who has an in-depth understandinç of
lrvine and Orange County and brings 20 years of experience leading public outreach programs for highpro{iie pubiic projects.
^

Together, vve are prepared te work as a pai-tner with you, developing a nìmble and integrated public
ouireach campaign that will guide the district through the reservoir improvement process whiie
protecting and enhancing IRWD's regional reputation'
We look forward to the oppor-tunity to collaborating with you and your team, Thank you.
Sincerely,

President

)
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Why FHA?
FHA combines unparalleled experience in California water policies and projects with a deep understanding of
the playing {ield and players that are central to success in Orange County. Cur unique background makes us
an icieal partnerto lead outreach around IRWD's pianned reservoìr improvement project. Here's what we
bring to the table:

Southern California and Orange Cerunty
Expertise and Relationships * FHA has
mounied advocacy and cr-¡treach campaigns in
Southern California {ar 16 years, buiiCing
extensive re ationsh i ps with key sta kehol d ers
and develcping a keen understanding of
regional issues and nuances, making us the
idealteam to understand and effecti.¡ely
ccmmunicate with IRWD's target auciiences.

Experienced CËAA Process trlavigators FHA's clients are regulariy movirrg through the
complex CEOA process and our tearyr is
experienced and readyto help you navigate
unexpected roadblccks and mid-process
com mu nications needs froi"n scopi ng heari rr gs
through {inai approvai of environmeniai
documents.

I

¡ntegrated Gommr¡nieatEçns Programe - FHA
is a full-service public affairs lirm capable of
mounting an integrated communications

UnparalleNed Experience in Water and
lnfrastra¡ct{¡re Frojects - FHA ís one of the
stâte's premier water poi;cy agencies, boasting
decades of experience on issues including
controversia I mu lti-bil lìon dol !ar i n{rastructu re
deveiopment, com piex water qua lity reg u latcry
mâtt€rs and hyper-iocal supply projects.

prog ram i rrcorporatirrg creaiive, cLrntent,
digital/social channels, media relations and
outreach, all under one roo{to ensure messäge
consistencrv a nd efliciency.

Crisis and Reputation Managernent Expertise
o{the state's most
controversial issues, Fi-JA has a keen
understanding o{ your needs should crisis
situations arise and ã proven abilityto prctect
and restore your rÕputâtion throughout the

Boets on the Ground Fhålosophy and
Fresenee * We understand the need fcr face
time during the cruciai planning and rollout of
public oLrtreach campaigns and have a
dedicated team member living in lrvine and
wori<ing from Orange County availabie and
deployabie for IRWD's planned and unplanned

* Working on scme

process.

needs.

Ëxperts at Becsnrir¡g Ëxperts - We come with
a strong bench of senicr professicnals who are

Proven Stakeholder ññobiËizatËon - We ccme
with an extensive netwcrk of stakehoiders and
opinion ieaders in Southern Caii{ornia and
Orange County and a proven track record o{
mobilizing target audiences around nrajor
infrastructure projects, buiiding the suppcrt arrd
air cover you need to move {r-om pr"oject
approval to cpening day.

skilled at distiiling complex and technical
processes down into easiiy digestii:le narratives
that move your target audiences.
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About FHA
Fiona Hutton & Âssociates, incorporated in 2001, is an independerrt, women-cwned, {ull-service pubiic
alfairs and communications agency based in Southern Cali{ornia.
FHA's client portfoiio includes a diverse group of interests and industries, ali engaged on high-profiie and
o{ten controversial issues *'ú/ater, environment/natiri'al resources, coastal development, health care.
energy, manufacturing. land use, transportation an<j locai government.
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FH,A is a team c{ experts who become entrenched in your project, parachuting in with messaging,
creative, digital pianning. content deveiopment, earned rredia, community outreach and coalition
building expertise. We have the know-hcw tc craÍl compelling camÞaigns fo¡'the most complicated o{
issues dealing with CEOA hurdies, community impacts, stakeholder engagement and project processes,
among others. No firm corïpãres to FHA when it ccmes to breaking down cornpiicated issues to simple,
krut effective, messages that car¡ be sh¿red across rnultiple platforms to influence key stakeholders and
inform târget audiences.

Our clriving philcsaphy is tc promote strong ìCeas and strategies, to be relentless in our impiemêntätion,
to drive for the highest quaiity product and ultimately to win for our clients. Our team o{ experts is nirnble
and versatile, accustomed to meeting tight deadlines and dedicated to thorough front-end planning with
our clients * ensuring the highest quality product is Celivered on time and on budget.
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FIONA HUTTON

ANN NEWTON

PRES!DENT

SENIOR VICE PRESIDINT

As president of Ficna Hutton & Associates, Fiona

For more than 10 years, Ann Newton has been
designing smart, effectìve ccmmunications
strategies for a broad spectrum of pubiic âgency,
trade association, nonproíit and political clients.
She combines her extensive knowledge of the
California's r,vater policies and politics with the
atrility to navigate the local regulatory and political
environment to produce and execute effective
com m¡: nicaiions, med ia relations anC advocacy

ieads a team o{top-ievel communications
strategists, who specialize in the areas of water,

envircnmerrtal, natural resources, infrastructure,
local government and energy.
Fiona has designed and implemented successful
advocacy and outreach canrpaigns for public
agencies thr"oug hcut Cal ifornia, includ i ng ACWA,
Southern California Water Committee, Los
Ångeies County Department of Pubiic Works,
Caiífornia Department of Water Resources, MWD
of Southern California, Souti¡ern Cali{orn!a Pui:lic
Power Authority, Los Angeles County Metropolitan
Ti'ansportaticn Authority, and many others.

carrrpaig ns.
Ar¡n has successfullv managed public Õutreåch
programs for the State Water Contractors,

Southern California Water Committee, Desert
Water Agency, anci Santa Ynez Water
Ccnservation Districi.

High-Level Political Strategy
CEPAINEPA Expertise

[ffective Message Development
lssues and Reputation Management
Strong Statewide & Regional Stakeholder
Connections

c-5
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Proven Ability to lmpiement lntegrated

.
.

Communications Programs
Coalition Buifding and Stakeholder" Outreach
Wide Networl< of Local, Regional anci Statewide

.
.

Opinion Leaders
[xtensive Water and lnfrastructure Expertise
CEOA/NEPA Expertise; Hearing and Public
Comment Protocols
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DANITL S¡MON5

BRENDA DEELEY
SENiCR COUNSFLOR

SENIOR VICE PRESIDTNT
Daniel Simons is FHA's creative and digital guru.
Daniel brings nrore than 13 years of experience to
the firrn and has designed and led successful
creative and digital public affairs campaigns at the
national, regionai and lccai levels. He spent more
than 10 years managing outreach campaigns for
hig h-profi le infrastructu re projects in Ca lifarnia,
utilizing social media channels and new media
tactics tc move the ball forward for his clients and
secu re su p po ñ fo r co ntrove rsia i d e..¡e opm ents
thr"oughout the state.

Brenda Deeley brings 20 years of experience
leading strategic public outreach programs for
complex and potentially controversial pubiic
projecrs. Brenda's experience communicatinç to
I rvi ne residents i ncludes corn mu nity relations
during the renovation and grand-cpening of Hoag
Hospital lrvine and public relations for Pavilion
Fark, the first of the Great Park Neighbcrhocds.

I

During Brenda's 1 S-year tenure with Porter Noveili,
she led pub,lic information campaigns {cr San
Diego lnternational Airport. Projects Srenda
spearheaded include public outreach {or the
A!:"port Master Plan Ënvironmental lmpact Report
and ccnstruction outreach {or a $900 million
terminal expansion and $32ó miliion RentalCar
Center.

Daniei is dedicated to helping our clients navigate
the evolving communications and public affairs
landscape, leveraging both traditional and digital
strategies, tools and technologies associated with
modern political campaigns, and developing
content and creative that breaks through tlre noise
to reach, educate and rnotivate the target
audiences.

Brenda was also the senior PR consultant {or the
Orange County Water District and Õrange County
Sanitation District's G rou ndwater Replenishment
System pubiic outreach prcgrän-r.

Digital and Social Meciia Expert anci Native
Creative Content Creator
Experienced Practitioner Able to Solve Highly
Controversial lssues
Large-Sca ie n{rastructure Projects

Her wc¡'k on behaif cf Crange County Water
District, Fioag Hospital lrvine and San Diego

I

lnternaiionalAirport has earned her regional and
national reccgnition, including the public relations
industry's highest honor - the Silver Anvil.

.
.
.

Deep Knowledge of Orange County Politics and
Players

Extensive Experience Managing Outreach for
Local \,Vater and Inírastructure Pr"ojects
lrvine Resident with Finger on the Pulse of Local
lssues

c-6
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MACKENZIE MFh'!A

DAGNY AKEYSON
ACCOUNT SUPERVÍ SOR

SËNIOR ACCOUNT EXECUTIVF

Mackenzie h4enia thorcughly and {iawlessly
implemenis strategic communications plans,
stakeholder engagement and pu blic i nformatiorr
programs. Her professional anC educationai
background * a blend of poiitics, public affairs and
corporate prrkrlic relations, all based in Sauthern
California - equips her to fully execute on your

Dagny Akeyson is FHA's media maven, with an
insider's view cf Southern California's politlcs and
players. Dagny grew up in Orange County ðnd
remains a SoCal native, prcviding her uniqr"re
insights intc the communities and leaders that
drive the region. Clients have included Santa
Margar-ita Water Distrlct, Mor-rlton Niguel Water
District, Jurupa Community Services District, City
of Mission Viejo, Mammoth Lakes Water
Conseruation District and others.

communication needs.

Macl<enzie is adept at drlving stakeholder outreach
and engagement, identifying key players,
producing materiais that cjrive dialogues,
rnanaging stakehoider activation and serving as
the point person during multi-pronged
engagement campaigns, She dives into each
communicatíon issue or challenge, quickly
becoming a subject mãtter expert, and assists in
outreach io audiences and stakeholders using a
variety of methods and channeis.

Her keen understanding of the iccal nredia
landscape, combined w;th ¡n-depth knowledge of
local and regional issues, offers clients the ability
to stay ahead of the news cycle and cornnrunicate
with target audiences through the right
publications at the right time. Dagny is a proven
spokespe rson, able to deliver your message
through the nredia in a way that errgenders
support with loca! communities and helps tÕ put
out fires irr times o{ crisis.

Teanr Coordinator

Ability to Drive Action among Key Audiences
Holds the Reigns on Out¡"each Campaìgns
Ëxperienced Mob,iiizer o{ Stakehciders and
Communities

Seasoned Leader of Earned Media Cutreach
Strong Writing Skil!s
Clear l-¡nderstanding of Public Agencies;
Regional Planning and Loca! Government
Deep Knowledge of Orange County lssues and
Players

Proven Spolcesperson and Trusted Local Media

Con{idant
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Case Study' SCWC - WaterNext Campaign
CHALLENGE

Calilornia WaterFix - the proposed $15 billion twin-tunnels water in{rastructure project * lost its ar-¡dience oí
allies after nearly a decade of involi,ement and support. Stakehoiders were unmotivated and unengaged. The
need far a fiexibie, reliable and sustainable water supply to serve 25 million Cali{ornìans was no longer top-ofmind. Plus, the project {aced a host o{ obstacles; a lame duck governor who spearheaded the project, ballot
meâsures, potential legislative and legalthreats, an uncertain federal poiicy landscape, competing priorities
for dollars and attention, as weil as shifting perceptions about '¡;ater delivery in light of recent heavy rains and
snow¡ not to mention the officiai end of the drought. Opponents were the loudest voices on WaterFix, and
they set out tû have the progranì defeated or severely curtailed.
STRATE€Y
To make arr apathic audience of supporters stop and take notice, FHA created an integrated, disrinctive and
dynamic ccmn¡unications and outreach program to serve as the Southern Caiifornia's rally cry in suppcrt of
California \¡VaterFix. The campaign, calied WaterNext, was designed to tireak through the clutter o{typical
advocacy messaging tc elevate the conversation, speaking to hearts and mincis to generate interest ancj foster
a better understanding of the projeci's benefits to California in the years ahead. FHA developed out-of-thebox creative content and maximized social, owned and earned channels tc reach target audiences, cr"eating an
echo chamber of support that was further strengthened by outreach to activate key in{iuencers and
decisionmakers,
RESUtTS
FHA generated heightened awareness and understanding of California WaterFix that translated to renewed
and strengthened suppcft in Southern California. The WaterNext campaign has been lauded for playing a
criticai role in delivering votes of suppoit by water agencies across the region, including an essential vote by
ihe Metropolitan Water District of Southern California. As support among key stakeholders and decìsicnmakers has grown louder, oppcsition messages that once dominated have become background noise,
WaterNext messaging and content continues to drive engagement and progress {or the project and is broadiy
shared across social. owneci and earned channels,

i:
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Case Study: Metro Gold Line Construction Authority
cl{ALtËNGF
The Metra Gold Line Foothill Extension construction Authority is building one of the region's largesttransit
proiu.tu - a $2 billion ex-tension of light rall linking Los Angeles, Tal GabrieiVa.liey and.lnland.Empire. The
ð.'iit'r.tiånÃuthority needed to eñsure the puSlic, i"egiõn,el stakeholders anci elected oificiais were lully
informed fhrough design and conEt¡'uction. Uitimately, ihe Constructicn Authority wculd need to garner
additionai publL funciiãg, driving a rnandate to aggrâssively tout success and effectively manage any

enrergìng issues.
STRATËGY
FHA providecl strategic communicetions, media relations, crìsis management ancj ,event planning services to
tnu puUf i. agency, dËsigned to inciease visihrility, highiight key rnilestones, pro_actively update,the,community,
.ni*Uiut*..i*piåilon oinign pi'ofile structures ánd ãrchitectural components, {eatu,re new techno.logy,
n"utui*frif lty elerrents ançioperaticnal advancements, derncnstrate prudent use cf taxpayer funds, and prep
,

for any poteni¡al construction related irrciu'ents.
RËSI.JLTs

FHA successíuliy implemented a creative and effective news bi¡reau functìon for an organization that wanted

to breakthe mold cf a traciitional ¡:ublic agency, incorpora-littg innovative architectural design and a
;;;*ll;*;t to br-inging the project in on-time-and under bucJget. High-profile coveräge was achieved

in

r"eqìonal and natìcna-i oütlets,'suåcess{ul ribbon-cutring events r,.rere plannecl and mariaged, cornmemorative
boäkr were published, industry alards were receivedl and a corrrprehensive crisis communicatlons p!an was

õU.éa uitnå reacly. Ànd, necéssary funding for the next phase olconstruction
passage of Measure i!4 in Los Angeles County.
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Case Study: Orange County Water District and Sanitation District

CHALLÊNGË

With increased demand and decreased availability of imported water frcm traditicnai sources such as tire
Colorado River and Noûhern California, water supplies are b'eco¡ning even more limited and experrsive. To
inc¡'ease water independence, the Crange Ccunty Water District and Orange County Sanitation District
developed an innovative sclutìon to water shortages - purify sewer water io drinking water standards. The
Groundwater Replenishment System wouid create a drought-proof supply of water for Orange County. Similar
projects in other areas of the state hatj mei intense opposition and were labeleci as "toilet-to-tap" projects.
STRA?ËGY
Research indicatecl that many people have difficulty overcoming the "yuck {actor" cf drinking purified sewer
water. However. research also fcund that the more peopie know about the project, the more likely they are to
support it. The,v had to be reassured that the water ìs safe. ln addition, {ocus group particinants and survey
respondents did not consider wäter a top-of-mìnd issue.
The strategy was to communicate the need {or new water supplies tc justify the project and use a wide array of
tools to convey both the need and safety messages. Tactics ìncluded multiculturai outreach to inform and
build suppoit {ronr Latinc, Asian and African American organizations and comrnunity leaders; government
or.rtreach to local, state and federal elected of{icials; a layered media approach {orwídespread
commurrication, bcth paid and earned ¡nedie; and ccmmunity relations to inform residents through a
speakers bureaLt, open houses for neighbors, newsietters, website, white papers and endorsement cards.
REsi."ÊLTS

Poiling prior to the project coming online slrcwed that77 percent of respondents favored the project.
Secause of the successful public outreach program, the project neverfaced organized apÞosition. The public
or:treach program receìved the highest honors fram the Public Relations Society of ,America, WateReuse
Associaticn, American Water Works Association and Association o{ California Water Agencies.
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Case Study: Hoag Hospital lrvine
€!-EALI-ËNGË

When Hoag iook over ã closed hospita! in ii'vine, rathertlran simply re-open the hospital, floag opterì io iceep
it closec{ and renovate it or¡er an i B-*rcnth period to L:r"ing state-of-the-art rnedical iechn.:logy tc.r the lrvi¡re
conrmunity. This r¡--rea¡ri lrvine would ccriiiriue to be withor,rt a hcspital and e mergency Cepar".rTìent <Jurinç the
closure. The public outreach pioarãiî needed to introcluce the Hoag brand tc the lrvine ccmmunit\¡ and
reassure resìdents that cjurinq the cicsure ihere would be accessibie emergent care ne¡rrF,ry at Kaiser lrvìne.

STRATË*Y
!¡"vine schocls are arrrc,ng the best in the rration and people pay a prernìum to br,ry ircmes in Ìiris !':ighiy clesirecj
famiiy conrmunity. Tire Hoag brand fitthe upscale irvine corinrunity periectly. Olrr slrâteqy\A/ãsto emphasize
Hoag's position as the preen'rirrent heal'Lh care provicier irr û;-ange C<;r-rnty wîth key st¿keholcìer" groups and
in{luencers through cost-e{fective and c;ne-cn-oile c.iirect cor¡lnrLrrricaticns. The public cutrear:h progranì wås
ilir:!i;sive <;f the ccrnmunity's clir¡e¡-se cr-;itirres. îhe rnessage was sirnpie: Hoag is wortlr the waii"

RË5ULTg

floag dìd not recelve any plror:e calls. leïier:;, e-nrails, erjitori¿ls or oirgc;ìrrg proiestsfroi-;r ¡rec¡:ie cpp<-:sed to
thr: temporary hospital e los,"rre. The prcgram re¿cherj more tlren 70,0t0 residents directiy and generateci 451
rnedia placenrerrts, ell pcsiti.re aniJ c*ntaining i-lcag's key messages. More than ó,500 peripie atleridecl the
conrmunity r:pen hcr-rse - 5,500 ri<-¡rc than expected. The pubiic oLrtreach progrðil earned multìple au¿ärc¡'s
includinç PR\fleel< Ar¡¡arcJs ijonorable ù,4eniicn, Public Rel¿tiorrs Societ.y oíAmerica, Crange County chapter
PROTOS Award anqJ f-ieaiihcare M¿rketing and Public Rel¿ticrr*c Ässociation oi Southerii Caliíornia Goldeir
Advocatc Award.
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Case Study, Desert Water Agency

CF{A¡.I-ËNGE

Faced with historic drought, Gcvernci'Jerry Brown issued a mandate to reduce water use statewide" As
resid*nts and birsinesses in the Paim Sprìngs area '+/ere among the highest per capita water Lisers in Caii{ornia,
Desert Water Agency was faeed v¡ith the need to reduce water use by more than 30 percent r¡';ithin the year.
To achieve such a dramatic redur:tion in water use and increase parlìcipation in conservation progranrs, DWA
needed to change consumer krelra'.rior nearly overnight and mal<e customers ¡Tìore aware o{ how they use
water in tlreir everyday lives.

STRAT€GY
FHA |aunched an aggressìve pub!ic educatlon and outreach campaign calling on cLrstomersto holci
tlremselves and theìr neighbors accoi;ntable for using water wisely, making inefficient \¡,/ai-er use socìaily
r:nacceptable. By covering the town with eam¡:aign materials in restaurants, residential yards, home and
gei'den retail siores, hotel rooms, ¡'¡laiiboxes and more, the cornmunity outreaelr effort targeted custorîe rs
when and '*;here ihey nrade decisions about their vr¡ater use. The Fl-iA team dreamed up innovative \¡Jays to get
the mes.cage across ãncl break through the static in an environrnent where drcugirt message fatigue wás
qLrickly setting !n. Program ele¡rrents included carnpaign bran<J and n'iessage cievelopnent, grapiric ciesigrr,
video pi"o<juciion, paid aird earned rnedia placements and dìrect customer outreach.
RESIJtTS

The campaign successluily increased water awareness and encouraged custon:ers io rnai<e ciramatic changes
to their water use. Water use in DWA's service erea clropped by nrore ihan 30 perceni during the caur"s* of the
carnpaign. A.dCitional key niilestones we!'e also achieved as participatian in D\"{/A's conservation rebate
progfâms dran-ratieally lncreased *the agency sêw ä 400 percent increase in the average annuai r:uir"ltre;- of
snrar t irrigation ce¡ntrcllers instalied.
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Case Study: State Water Contractors
eå{ALr-Ëþå*E

Ti¡e $tate Waiei'ecrrtractors (S\¡JC) was ieiatlvely lnkncwn êrnong C¡iiíorni¿ ¡necji;r errd siakehoiciers, clespite
its siqnìfican'l rcie prcvirJirrg vv¿ìte t" f c:r 25 ¡-nilÌiorr-Califc;r-nians, fernrs aird business.*s. A= the crganization and its
watr:r agàncieg laced rrcunl:inq rcgu!atcr"y, legal and oi-rblic policy ciralienges, t.lre1¡ needed to
'nerdb*rtheii.
eievate
¡:ro{lle, re{rarne thc cieba¡e on cornpiex waler is:ues anrj lay lhe groundrnrork fc.¡r soir-lLions.
ËTRATËGY
FH¡\ de'¡eloped and impleireirted ongoing stratcgic comrnr,rnications to increase SWC's visibi.lity, eclr-rcate and
engaçe srakeholders, tfre meciia anrì cpir-'iãn leaCâi's in critìcal\/âter issue:. By estab!ìshirrç¡ a brand;rnd
prài**n.* ior the crganiza'Lion, FHli pcsiti':neci SWC to drive a rrarrative irr suppci-t of kr:y pclicy and
,:rganizaticnai cbjeËtive.s. The ¡r.uiti..ve*¡'corr,rrrr-ii'Ì¡caLions progranr has included aggressive nie¡jia cuti'e¿cir,
¡,.llbli,:edr:catian and acivccac;v, rarilÌ r-esÊcnse, scci¡:l meclia å¡rd creation anci depicyr-rientcícanr.peiiing
conrrnunicetir:ns r':i¡teriaìs. ËHh. nrenaged a rc¡bi,;st inedia outre¿ch liroçJrarn throughc;ut'Jç¡¿rrs oí high-stakes
litigaticn ancj, sirice 2ûû8, we ha.re usr:cl errolvir'¡g ccn:rnr-ii.ticatìcnstocls, rnessegìng a¡rd r-rutreach to support
"Cãliforriie WaterFix" - Got¡e rncr Jerry Fri;inrn's r,rulti-biiiìan clollar plan thet will consti"r,lct a rnajar-nt,\¡r water
convcyarjce sysïem to safeguard r,veier supplies thal serve 25 millíon Celifolrians.
RñStiå*TS

FHA's resuir:s-íocr,¡sed ccmrrunic¡rtic¡rs ilrrrgraûì hei¡:ed ad.¡alrce SWC's ¡rolicy pricrities, turned t.he dialogue
orì controvÊrsiai issLles;:i-rd esiablish*cj the or-garrizaiir.irr as an ¿ìuthor¡tative l,oiee in the water Sector ¿ìfiìûílcst
fellr:w ¡:ul;iic agencies, ihe rriedia ancj other sta!<eholders.

THE STATE WATER PROJECT
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Refe re n ces
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CharleyWilson
Executive Director
Southern California Water Committee
cwi son@soca lwater.org
949-632-2074
I

ER

Lisa Lerry Busch

lGtie Ruark Evans

Director of Public Affairs
Metro Gold Line Foothill Construction

Former Public lnformation Officer
Desert Water Agency

Authority

kevans@cvwd.org
760-398-2651

I

levvbuch@foothi extension. orq
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Ron Wildermuth

Debra Legan

Former Director of Communications
Orange County Water District

Former VP of Marketing &

ronwi lderm uth244@gmai l.com

714-215-7379

Communications
Hoag Hospital lrvine
debra.legan@Pl H Health.org
562-698-081 1, ext. 81 1 35
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Michelle Tuchman
Former Director of Communications
Orange County Sanitation District
m.tuchman@cox.net

949-ó89-305ó
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WATER RESOURCES POLICY AND COMMUNICATIONS COMMITTEE

VARIANCE NO. 6 TO SYNERGY COMPANIES AGREEMENT FOR
WATER.ENERGY GRANT-RELATED CUSTOMER PROGRAMS
SUMMARY:
In October 2015,IR}VD was awarded a Water-Energy Grant from the California Department of
Resources (DWR). The grant provided funding for a program that offered customers the
opportunity to upgrade their homes with efficient water and energy fixtures. IRWD entered into
an agreement with Synergy Companies to install indoor water efficient fixtures for the program.
A Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with Moulton Niguel Water District governed the
installation of outdoor water efficient devices through the use of a contractor. The MOU expired
on December 31, 2017, eliminating the outdoor portion of the program and leaving $30,000 in
unused grant funding. To fully allocate the remaining DWR funds and to continue providing
funding for the indoor portion of program, staff recommends the Board authorize the General
Manager to execute Variance No. 6 to the District's agreement with Synergy Companies in the
amount of $30,000. IRWD's expenditures through the Synergy Companies agreement will be
reimbursed to IRWD by DWR from grant funds.
'Water

BACKGROUND:
In October 2015, DWR awarded a'Water-Energy Grant to IRWD in the amount of $1,932,621for
the development and implementation of a water and energy efficiency device installation program.
Upon receiving the grant, IRVYD collaborated with Southern California Edison (SCE) and Southem
California Gas Company (SoCalGas) to implement a program called the "One-Stop Shop for Water
and Energy Efficiency Program" that provided customers with the opportunity to upgrade their
homes with efficient energy and water fixtures.
The DWR grant reimbursed IRWD for the cost of installing toilets, showerheads, faucet aerators,
and providing landscape assessments and smart inigation timers to customers. Funding for the
energy efficient devices is provided by SCE and SoCalGas. All indoor devices are installed under
IRWD's agreement with Synergy Companies. IRWD, SCE and SoCalGas maintain separate
contracts with Synergy Companies for the installation of utility-specific devices under the program.
Services for the outdoor portion of the program are provided by Valley Soils, Inc. The grant
funding was allocated between the two contractors based on the estimated participation rates and
the associated costs.
The outdoor installation service provided by Valley Soils has been managed through an MOU with
Moulton Niguel'Water District that was approved by the IRIVD Board in January 2017. The MOU
was effective for one year, and ended on December 31, 2017 with a projected remaining balance of
$30,000 in unspent DWR grant funds. Staff is proposing to reallocate the remaining grant funds
from the outdoor portion of the program to the indoor portion of the program that is managed by
Synergy Companies.
am Synergy Companies Væiance No 6.docx
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Variances to S]¡nergy Compan)¡ Agreement:

Funding for the One-Stop Shop Program has been allocated between the indoor and outdoor
portions of the program to keep pace with program participation rates and the need to complete the
program within a one-year period. The allocation of funds to Synergy Companies for the
installation of indoor devices has occurred through the execution of the following variances to the
original $80,000 agreement:

o
o
o
o
e

Variance No. 1 opened the program to single-family customers and included changes to the
agreement to accommodate requirements of DWR without increasing costs;
Variance No. 2 increased the Synergy Companies budget for the indoor program by
$500,000 bringing the total indoor program budget to $580,000;
Variance No. 3 clarified water fixture flow rates without modifying the program budget;
Variance No. 4 increased the indoor program funding by $950,000 bringing the total indoor
program budget to $1,530,000; and
Variance No. 5 increased indoor program funding by $169,000 bringing the total indoor
program budget to $1,699,000.

Variance No. 6 with Synergy Companies has been prepared to reallocate the remaining $30,000 in
DWR grant funds from the outdoor portion of the program to the indoor portion of the program
which will bring the total indoor budget to $1,729,000. Program funding is reimbursable through
the DIVR Water-Energy Grant. Staff recommends the Board authorize the General Manager to
execute Variance No. 6 with Synergy Companies.

FISCAL IMPACTS:
Funding for the One-Stop Shop for'Water and Energy Efficiency Program is included in the FY
2017-1,8 Operating Budget. The District will be reimbursed for Synergy Companies' work through
the DWR Water-Energy Grant.

ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE:
This program is not a project as defined in the California Environmental Quality Act as
authorized under the California Code of Regulations, Title 14, Chapter 3, Section 15378.

RECOMMENDATION:
That the Board authorize the General Manager to execute Variance No. 6 to the Agreement for
Non-Consultant Services Between IRWD and Synergy Companies in the amount of $30,000, to
be reimbursed through the California Department of Water Resources Water-Energy Grant.

LIST OF EXHIBITS:
Exhibit 6rA" - Agreement for Non-Consultant Services Between IRWD and Synergy Companies
Exhibit 6rB" - Non-Consultant Services Variance No. 6 to the IRWD Agreement with Synergy
Companies

EXH¡BIT ''A''

AGREEMENT FOR NON.CONSUTTANT SERVICES
BETWEEN IRVINE RANCH WATER DISTRICTAND
SYNERGY COMPANIES

This AGRE

NT FOR NON

NSU

into this
day of
WATER DISTRICT, a Ca

made and entered

5

the IRVINE RANCH

Water District formed and existing pursuant to the

California Water District Law ("District"), and SYNERGY COMPANIES ("Contractor"), who
agree as foltows:

1. Agreement. The following documents

(if

applicable) are ¡ncorporated into this

Agreement by this reference:
Certificate(s) of lnsurance, Endorsements and Payment Bond
ln the event of conflict between any of the terms and conditions contained in the abovelisted documents and any of the terms and conditions contained in this Agreement, the
part¡es agree that the terms and conditions contained in this Agreement will control.

2, Servlces. Subject to the terms and conditions set forth in this Agreement, Contractor
agrees to provide District the services described in the Scope of Services, attached hereto
as Exhibit 1 ("Services"). Contractor must, at its sole cost and expense, furnish all
equipment that may be requíred for furnishing the Services. Contractor will not be
compensated for services outside the scope of the Services as described in Exhibit 1, and
in the Contractor's proposal, unless prior to the commencement of such out of scope
services: (a) Contractor notifíes District and District agrees that such services are out of
scope services; (b) Contractor estimates the additíonal compensation required for such
out of scope services; and (c) District, after notice, approves in writing a variance in the
form attached hereto as Exhibit 6, specifying such out of scope services and amount of
compensation for performíng those out of scope services. District does not have any
obligations whatsoever under this Agreement and/or any variance unless and until this
Agreement and/or any variance is approved by the District's General Manager or
authorized designee. Specific authorization to proceed with the Services shall be granted
in writing by District, Contractor shall not proceed with the Services unless authorized. lf
it is specified in the Scope of Services as described in Exhibit l that the Services are to be
performed in phases as authorized, Contractor shall not proceed with any phase unless it
is separately authorized.

3. Exhibits. The following exhibits are attached to this Agreement and incorporated into
this Agreement by this reference:

¡
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Exhibit 1 - Scope of Services
2 - Fee Schedule (including Schedule of Charges for Services)
-Exhibit 3 - lnsurance Requirements
_Exhibit
-Exhibit 4 - Public Works Requirements
_Exhibit 5 - Special Provisions
6 - Non-consultant Services Variance

-Exhibit

4. Payment. District must pay Contractor for the Services in the manner specified in
Exhibit 2. The payments specified in Exhibit 2 are the only payments to be made to
Contractor for the services rendered pursuant to this Agreement unless pursuant to
Section L, above, District approves additional compensation for additional services.
Contractor must submit all billings for said services to D¡str¡ct in the manner specified in
Exhibit 2.

5. No Guarantee of Compensat¡on for On-Call Services. lf this Agreement is an
agreement for "on-call" Services, District makes no guarantee to Contractor as to the
amount of Contractor-provided on-call Services will be requested by the D¡strict or the
amount of compensation that will be provided Contractor pursuant to this Agreement.
Under no circumstances, will Contractor or any of its subcontractors be entitled to or
compensated for any direct or indirect loss arising from or relating to District's failure to
authorize performance of services under this Agreement. Such direct and indirect loss
includes, but is not limited to, loss of expected profits, business overhead, loss of
productivity, and loss of opportunity to work on other projects.
6. Standards of Performance. Contractor must perform alt Services required pursuant to
this Agreement in the manner and according to the standards currently observed by a
competent practitioner of Contractor's industry in California. Contractor must prepare all
deliverables provided to District pursuant to this Agreement in a professional manner and
conform to the standards of quality normally observed by a person currently practícing in
Contracto/s industry, and must be provided in accordance wíth any schedule of
performance specified in Ëxhibit 1. Contractor must assign only competent personnel to
perform Services. Contractor must also devote such time and etfort to the performance
of Services as ís necessary for the satisfactory and timely performance of Contractor's
obligatíons under this Agreement, Neither party will be deemed in default of this
Agreement, to the extent that party's performance is prevented or delayed by any cause,
present or future, that is beyond the reasonable control of that party.

7. lndependent Contractor. lt is understood and agreed that Contractor (including
Contractor's employees) is an independent contractor and that no relationship of
employer-employee exists between the parties hereto for any purpose whatsoever.

)
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Neither Contractor nor Contracto/s assigned personnel shall be entitled to any benefits
payable to ernployees of Dístrict. District is not required to make any deductions or
withholdings from the compensation payable to Contractor under the provisions of this
Agreement. lt is further understood and agreed by the partÍes hereto that Contractor, in
the performance of its obligations hêreunder, is subject to the control and direction of
District as to the designation of tasks to be performed and the results to be accomplished
under this Agreement, but not as to the means, methods, or sequence used by Contractor

for accomplishing such results. To the extent that Contractor obtains permission to, and
does, use District facilities, space, equipment or support servíces in the performance of
this Agreement, this use is at the Contracto/s sole discretion based on the Contractor's
determination that such use will promote Contracto/s efficiency and effectiveness.
Except as may be specifically provided elsewhere in this Agreement, the District does not
require that Contractor use District facilities, equipment or support services or work in
District locations in the performance of this Agreement. lf, in the performance of this
Agreement, any third persons are employed by Contractor, then Contractor must ensure
that such persons are entirely and exclusively under Contractor's direction, supervision,
and control.
8. Contractor Not Agent of District. Except as District may specify in writing, Contractor
and Contractor's personnel do not have authority, express or implied, to act on behalf of
District in any capacity whatsoever as an agent. Contractor and Contracto/s personnel do
not have the authority, express or implied, to bind District to any oblígations whatsoever.
9. Conflicts of lnterest. Contractor covenants that neither it, nor any officer or princípal
of its firm, has or will acquire any interest, directly or indirectly, that would conflict in any
manner with the interests of District or that would in any way hinder Contractor's
performance of the Services. Contractor further covenants that in the performance of this
Agreement, no person having any such interest will be employed by Contractor as an
officer, employee, agent or subcontractor, without the written consent of District.
Contractor agrees to avoid conflicts of interest or the appearance of any conflicts of
interest with the interests of District at all times during the performance of this
Agreement.

and Permits. Except for any licenses, permits, or approväls which are
expressly provided by the Scope of Services to be obtained by the District, Contractor
represents and warrants that Contractor has all licenses, permits, qualificatiorìs, ôrìd
approvals that are legally required for Contractor to provide the Services. Contractor
represents and warrants that Contractor will, at its sole cost and expense, keep in effect
or obtain at all times during the term of this Agreement any licenses, permits, and
10, licenses
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approvals that are legally required for Contractor to provide the Services. Without limiting

the generality of the foregoing, if Contractor is an out-of-state corporation, Contractor
warrants and represents that it possesses a valid certificate of qualification to transact
business in the State of California issued by the California Secretary of 'State pursuant to
Section 2105 of the California Corporations Code.
11. lndemnification. Contractor agrees

to defend, hold harmless and indemnify District,

its officers and employees, and each and every one of them, from and against any and all
actions, damages, costs, liabllities, claims, demands, losses, judgments, penalt¡es, costs
and expenses of every type and description, including, but not limited to, any fees and/or

costs reasonably attorney fees and any fees and expenses incurred in enforcing this
provision (hereafter collectively referred to as "Liabilities"), including but not limited to
Liabilitíes arising from personal injury or death, damage to personal, real or intellectual
property or the environment, contractual or other economic damages, or regulatory
penalties, arising out of or in any way connected with performance of or faílure to
perform this Agreement by Contractor, any subcontractor or agent, anyone directly or
indirectly employed by any of them or anyone for whose acts any of them may be liable,
whether or not (i)such Liabilities are caused ín part by a party indemnified hereunder or

(ii) such Liabilities are litigated, settled or reduced to judgment; provided that the
foregoing indemnity does not apply to liability for any damage or expense for death or
bodily injury to persons or damage to property to the extent arising from the negligence
or willful misconduct of District.
12. lnsurance Requirements. During the entire term of this Agreement, Contractor must
maintain the insurance coverage described in Exhibit 3.

13. Public Works Requirements. lf the Services include "public work" subject to the
requÍrements of the California [abor Code or other applicable statutes (generally, any of
the following paid for by the District, with a contract amount of $1,000 or more:
construction work (including inspection and land surveying), alteration work, demolition
work, installation work, street or other improvement work, repair work, certa¡n refuse
hauling for disposal, and maintenance work other than routine or recurring janitorial or
custodial work), Contractor shall comply with the requirements set forth in Exh¡b¡t 4, to
the extent applicable to any of the Services.
14. Non-Discrimination. Contractor represents and warrants that it has and adheres to a

policy of equal opportunity non-discrimínation, and non-harassment of all persons
regardless of race, religion, color, national origin, ancestry, disability, medical condition,
marital status, gender, age, veteran status, or sexual orientation. Such policy must be in
conformance with applicable State and Federal guidelines including the California
4
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Government Code "Section12940(h), 12940(i)," and the Federal Equal Opportunity Clause
"section 60-1.4 of TÍtle 4L, Parl60 of the Code of Federal Regulations" and must apply to

all

employment practices including recruitment, candidate selection, training,

compensation, promotion, demotion, and recreation. Contractor willdesignate a specífic
person responsible for assuring nondíscrimination and non-harassment as provided in the

Agreement. That named individual will be responsible for investigating all complaints
directed to him/her by District. District will refer complaints in writing, and investigations
will be deemed concluded only upon submíssion of a written investigation report from
the Contractor to the District. The scope of such investigations includes not only officers,
employees, and agents of the Contractor, but also all subcontractors, subcontractors,
material, men, and suppliers of the Contractor. ln cases where such investigation results
in a finding of discrimination, harassment, or hostile work environment, Contractor must
take prompt, effectíve disciplinary action against the offender, Failure to take
appropriate action may be considered a material breach of the Agreement.
15. Compliance with Laws. ln the perforrnance of this Agreement, Contractor must at all

times comply with all applicable governmental laws, statutes, ordinances, rules, codes,
regulations, orders and other requirements. Upon the Distr¡ct's request, Contractor must
provide the District with documentation demonstrating Contractor's compliance with
such governmental requirements. After reasonable notice and under reasonable
conditions, Contractor agrees that the District has the right to inspect and copy any
records of Contractor regarding such compliance. Contractor represents and warrants
that neither Contractor nor lts principals are presently debarred, suspended, proposed
for debarment, declared ineligible, or voluntarily excluded frorn participation in this
transaction by any government department or agency.

Termination. This Agreement will become effective on the date
that ¡t is approved by both parties, set forth on the first page of the Agreement, and
continues in effect until both parties have fully performed their respective obligations
under this Agreement, unless sooner terrninated as provided herein. District must have
the right at any time to temporarily suspend Contractor's performance hereunder, in
whole or in part, by giving a written notice of suspension to Contractor. lf District gives
16. Term; Suspension;

such notice of:suspension, Contractor must immediately suspend its activities under this

Agreement, as specified in such notice. District may terminate this Agreement at any time
by giving at least L0-days prior written notice of termínation to Contractor. lf District gives

such notice of termination, Contractor must immedíately cease rendering Services
pursuant to this Agreement. lf District terminates this Agreement, Contractor must, no
later than five days after such notice of termination, deliver to Distr¡ct all Work Product

5
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prepared pursuant to this Agreement. District must pay Contractor the reasonable value
of Services rendered by Contractor prior to termination.
17. Gonfidentiality

of D¡str¡ct Information. During performance of this Agreement,

Contractor may gain access to and use District information regarding personnel, future
plans, business affairs, governmental affairs, processes, trade secrets, security of

facilitles, customer account information, and other sensitive information (hereafter
collectively referred to as "District lnformation"). Contractor agrees to protect all District
lnformation and treat it as strictly confidential, and further agrees not at any time, either
directly or indirectly, to divulge, disclose or communícate in any manner any District
lnformation to any third party without the prior wr¡tten consent of District. A violation by
Contractor of this Section is a material violation of this Agreement and must justify legal
and/or equitable relief.
18. Ownership of llllork Product. Contactor agrees that District has full ownership and

control, including ownership of any copyrights, of all informat¡on prepared, produced, or
provided by Contractor pursuant to this Agreement ("Work Product"). Contractor is not
responsible for any unauthorized modification or use of such Work Product for other than
its intended purpose by District. Contractor agrees to fully defend, indemnify and hold
harmless District, its officers and employees, and each and every one of them, from and
against any and all claims, actiôns, lawsuits or other proceedings alleging that all or any
part of the informat¡on prepared, produced, or provided by Contractor pursuant to this
Agreement infringes upon any third party's trademark, trade name, copyright, patent or
other:int€llectual property rights.
19. California Public Records Act. All proprietary and other information received from

Contractor by District, whether received in connection with Contractor's proposal to
District or in connection with any Services performed by Contractor, wíll be disclosed
upon receipt of a request for disclosure, pursuant to the California Public Records AcU
provided, however, that, if any information is set apart and clearly marked "trade secret"
when it is provided to District, District rnust give notice to Contractor of any request for
the disclosure of such information, The Contractor has five (5) days from the date it
receives such notice to enter into an agreement with the District, satisfactory to the
District Counsel, providing for the defense of, and complete indemnification and
reimbursement for all costs (including plaintiffs attorney fees) incurred by District in any
legal action to compel the disclosure of such information under the California Public
Records Act. The Contractor has sole responsibility for defense of the actual "trade
secret" designation of such information. The failure of Contractor to respond to the notice
provided by District constitutes a complete waiver by Contractor of any rights regarding
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the information designated "trade secret" by Contractor, and such information will be
disclosed by District pursuant to the California Public Records Act.
20. Severability. The part¡es agree that if any portion of this Agreement or the application

thereof to any person or circumstance is held invalid or unenforceable, then the
remainder of this Agreement will remain effective and is enforceable to the greatest
ertent permitted by law.
21. Waiver. Neither District acceptance of,

or payment for, any Service or Additional

Service performed by Contractor, nor any waiver by either party of any default, breach or

condition precedent, may be construed as a waiver of any provision of this Agreement,
nor as a waiver of any other default, breach or condítion precedent or any other right
hereunder.
22. Choice of

law and Venue. The parties agree that this Agreement

is

to be governed,

construed and enforced in accordance with the laws of the State of California. The parties
also agree that the venue of any litigation arising out of or connected with this Agreement

will lie exclusively in the state trialcourt or Federal Distr¡ct Court located in Orange County
in the State of California, and the parties consent to jurisdiction over their persons and
over the subject matter of any such litigation in such courts, and consent to service of
process issued by such courts.
23.

No Assignment, The expertise and experience of Contractor are

mater¡al

considerations for this Agreement. District has a strong interest in the qualifications and
capability of the persons and entities who will fulfill the obligations imposed on

Contractor under this Agreement. ln recognition of this interest, Contractor must not
assign any right or obligation pursuant to this Agreement without the written consent of
the District. Any attempted or purported assignment without District's written consent is
void and of no effect.
24. Survlvalof Terms. The provisions of Section

5,7,8,9,L0,LL,15,

and 17 through 26,

survive termination of this Agreement.

25. Binding Effect, This Agreement is binding on the heirs, executors, administrators,
successors and assigns of the parties.
26.

Entire Agreement. This document, including all Exhibits, contains the entire

agreement between the parties and supersedes whatever oral or written understanding
they may have had prior to the execution of this Agreement. No alteration to the terms
of this Agreement is valid unless approved in the form of a written variance signed by an
authorized representative of Contractor and District.
7
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27. Authorlty. The person signïng this Agreement for Contractor hereby represents and
warrants that he/she is fully authorized to sign this Agreement on behalf of Contractor

and to bind contractor to the performance of its obligations hereunder.

EXECUTED AS OF THE DATE FIRST STATED ABOVE.

IRVINE RANCH WATER DISTR¡CT
Name: Þ*¡¡l

Approved ¡s to forml

Title:
Signature:

Contractor:
Name of Firm: Svnerev
Federall,D. No, 87-038961
State l.D. No.:

1

c2420016

Type of Business Entity (check one):
lnd

ividual/Sole proprietor

Partnershio
(i.e. either corporate president must sign or two corporete officers)
Llmited Liability Company
(please specify;
Name of Firm's Authorized Re presentative , Steve Shallenberger

El-corporatlon

_Other
Title:

_)

é--

Signature:
the Í¡rm ls a corporøtlon end lts presìdent dìd not sìgn øhove, then another
êorpoìate offìcer must slgn helow]
Name of Firm's Authorized Representative . David Shallenberger
Counsel
Title:

fll

Signature:

I
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EXHIBIT 1
SCOPE OF SERVICES

1. Representatives.
a. The District Representative for this Agreement is:

Amy McNulty, Water Efficiency Manager
15600 Sand Canyon Avenue
lrvine, CA 926L8
(e4e)4s3-s634
mcnultv@irwd.com

All Contractor questions pertaining to this Agreement must be referred to the District
Representative or the District Representative's designee.
b. The Contractor Representative for this Agreement is:

Matthew Clark, Project Director
90 Business Park Drive
Perris, CA9257t
(9s11230-642s
m att.cla rk@ syn ergycom pa n ies.org

All District quest¡ons pertaining to this Agreement must be referred to the Contractor
Representative. All correspondence to Contractor must be addressed to the address set
forth on page one of this Agreement. Unless otherwise provided in this Agreement, all
correspondence to the District must be addressed to the District Representative.
2. Scope of Services.
The scope of services for the Water-Energy Combined Manufactured Homes_Direct lnstall
Program and One-Stop Shop Program_will consist of the direct installation of high
efficiency toilets, low-flow showerheads, and kitchen and bathroom faucet aerators
within the manufactured homes and single-family homes of lrvine Ranch Water District
customers. The program will consist of multiple phases depending on customer
participation rates. Each phase will have a not-to-exceed amount of 580,000. Each phase
requires separate authorization by the District to proceed. Any additional phases will be
considered sequentially, when the prior phase is completed, and the determination to
authorize each such phase will be at the District's sole discretion. The District's
authorization to proceed with a subsequent phase will include a Notice to Proceed for
such phase.

Manufactured Homes Direct lnstall Program
The Contractor will engage in the following activities to acquire customer participation:
manufactured housing clubhouse presentations, direct outreach and customer
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enrollment. Clubhouse presentations consist of collaboration with manufactured housing

to

promote the event through flyers, newsletters and
manufactured housing television channels. The presentation will be given by trained

community managers

presenters with audiovisual slide show and video to educate the attendees and answer
questions courteously and thoughtfully. Attendees are encouraged to enroll in the
program throughout the presentation.

After the presentation, marketing associates politely contact community residents
through door-to-door and phone outreach. lnterested residents are educated by the
marketing associate, enrolled electronically on the program and given an appointment
date and time with reminder card. Contractor will work with IRWD to develop a customer
participation form.
Contractor replaces the existing 1.6 gallon per flush (gpf) or greater toilet with a more
water efficient model. The existing toilet is also removed from the site and recycled. The
contractor installs a 0.8gpf toilet includingthetoiletseat, wax ring, sealand hose. lf site
conditions prohibit the installation of the 0.8 gpf toilet model, IRWD staff will be
contacted to approve the installation of the 1.28 gpf model as an alternative.
Single-Familv One-Stop Shop Program

The Contractor will manage the customer intake process via the program web portal
developed by IRWD. The Contractor will be responsible for contacting customers who
register via the portal to schedule an on-site appointment to determine customer's
eligibility for the direct installation of high efficiency toilets, low-flow showerheads, and
kitchen and bathroom faucet aerators within the single-family homes. After performing
the installation for qualified customers, the Contractor will leave behind outreach
materials for rebates and other programs for additional outdoor direct installation
measures as determined by IRWD. The Contractor will provide the names and addresses
of customers interested in outdoor measures to IRWD.
The Contractor will replace existing L.6 gpf or greater toilets with a more water efficient
model. The existing toilet is also removed from the site and recycled. The contractor
installs a 0.8 gpf toilet including the toilet seat, wax ring, seal and hose. lf site conditions
prohibit the installation of the 0.8 gpf toilet model, IRWD staff will be contacted to
approve the installation of the 1.28 gpf model as an alternative. Showerheads and faucet
aerators that do not meet current plumbing code requirements will be replaces with lowflow 1.8 gallon per minute (gpm) or higher efficiency model showerheads, kitchen faucet
aerators with L.5 gpm or higher efficiency model, and bathroom faucet aerators with 0.5
gpm or higher efficiency models. The Contractor will remove the existing showerhead
and aerators from the site and recycle if able. The contractor performs post installation
tests to ensure the new water efficient toilets, kitchen and bath faucet aerators, and
showerheads are functioning properly.

l0
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Multi-Familv One-Stop Shop Program
The Contractor will manage the customer intake process via the program web portal
developed by IRWD. The Contractor will be responsible for contacting customers who
register via the portal to schedule an on-site appointment to determine customer's
eligibility for the direct installation of high efficiency toilets, low-flow showerheads,
kitchen and bathroom faucet aerators, and at the Districts direction, high efficiency
clothes washers within multi-family properties. After performing the installation for
qualified customers, the Contractor will leave behind outreach materials for rebates and
other programs for additional IRWD programs.
The Contractor will replace existing L.6 gpf or greater toilets with a more water efficient
model. The existing toilet is also removed from the site and recycled. The contractor
installs a 0.8 gpf toilet including the toilet seat, wax ring, seal and hose. lf site conditions
prohibit the installation of the 0.8 gpf toilet model, IRWD staff will be contacted to
approve the installation of the L.28 gpf model as an alternative. Showerheads and faucet
aerators that do not meet current plumbing code requirements will be replaces with lowflow L.8 gallon per minute (gpm) or higher efficiency model showerheads, kitchen faucet
aerators with L.5 gpm or higher efficiency model, and bathroom faucet aerators with 0.5
gpm or higher efficiency models. The Contractor will remove the existing showerhead
and aerators from the site and recycle if able. The contractor performs post installation
tests to ensure the new water efficient toilets, kitchen and bath faucet aerators, and
showerheads are functioning properly. High efficiency clothes washers will be installed

at qualifying sites as determined by IRWD.

Pavment
Invoices will be submitted routinely and include information on the customer name,
address, old toilet gpf, new toilet gpf, old bath and kitchen faucet aerator gpm, new bath
and kitchen faucet aerator gpm, old showerhead gpm, new showerhead gpm, old clothes
washer water factor, new clothes washer water factor, quantity of toilets installed,
quantity of bath and kitchen faucet aerators installed, quantity of showerheads installed,
quantity of clothes washers installed, installation date, customer water account number,
and the signed customer participation agreement.
3. Time of Performance.
The time from the onset of program marketing to complete installation varies depending

on customer participation. Payments are made for completed installations only.
4. Additional Services. lf the District requests Contractor to provide services in addition
to those specified above, Contractor shall develop a scope of work detailing the specific
tasks to be completed and the estimated costs to complete those tasks. Contractor shall
not perform any additional services unless authorized to provide those additional services
are specified in a variance to this Agreement signed by both parties.

11
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EXHIBIT 2
FEE SCHEDULE

L.

Contracto/s Compensation. The parties agree that the total of all fees paid to
the Contractor for the performance of all services set forth in Exhibit 1, including normal
revisions (hereafter the "services"), and for all authorized reimbursable expenses, must
not exceed the total sum of $1r699peg 51,729.000.

2.

Billable Rates. Contractor must be paid for the performance of Services on an
hourly rate, daily rate, flat fee, lump sum or other basis, as set forth in the Schedule of
Charges for Services, attached hereto and incorporated by this reference.

3.

Contractor's Reimbursable Expenses. Reimbursable expenses are limited to
actual expenditures of Contractor for expenses that are necessary for the proper
completion of the Services and are only be payable if specifically authorized in writing in
advance by District.

4.

Payments to Contractor.

a.

Undisputed invoices must be paid by the District within 30 days after
receipt of such invoices. Contractor must be responsible for the cost of supplying all
documentation necessary to verify the invoiced amounts to the satisfaction of District.
b.

All invoices submitted by Contractor must contain the following

information:

i.

Date of lnvoice lssuance

ii. Sequential lnvoice Number
iii.

Purchase Order Number

iv.

Total Agreement Not-to-Exceed Amount

v.

Amount of this Invoice (ltemize all reimbursable expenses, if
any)

vi.

Database with customer address, name, water account
number, model and gallons per flush of toilet installed, model
and gallons per minute of showerhead installed model and
gallons per minute of faucet aerator installed. and the

installation date.
t2
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c.

Billings that do not conform to the format outlined above must be

returned to Contractor for correction. District must not be responsible for delays in
payment to Contractor resulting from Contractor's failure to comply with the invoice

format described below.

d.

Requests for payment must be sent to the District Representative.

5.

Contractor's Accounting Records. During performance of this Agreement and for
a period of three (3) years after completing all Services and Additional Services
hereunder, Contractor must maintain all accounting and financial records related to this
Agreement, including, but not limited to, records of Contractor's costs for all Services
and Additional Services performed under this Agreement and records of Contractor's
Reimbursable Expenses, in accordance with generally accepted accounting practices,
and must keep and make such records available for inspection and audit by

representatives of the District upon reasonable written notice.

l3
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SCHEDULE OF CHARGES FOR SERVICES FOR IRVINE RANCH WATER DISTRICT
PRICE PER INSTALLATION

(tNcLUDES EQUTPMENT, tNSTALLATION, TOILET RECYCLING, TAXES AND ANY
ADDTTTONAL FEES)

MaP
COST EACH

5

Tank-Style High Efficiency Toilet
Make and Model: Niagara Stealth .8 GPF

Tank-Style High Efficiency Toilet
Make and Model: Western Pottery 1.28

SCORE

qst.gz
600

5

qgt.sz
900

GPF

Handheld Low-Flow Showerhead
Make and Models: Earth N2945CH or N2945 1.5 GPM

s

34.95

S

rg.gs

$

13.ss

Standard Kitchen Faucet Aerator
Make and Models: AM Conservation FA014CPB1 L.0 GPM
AM Conservation FA0L2CPB1 1.5 GPM

$

g.gs

Bathroom Faucet Aerator
Make and Model: Niagara Conservation N3205N-PC 0,5 GPM

5

g.gs

High Efficiency Clothes Washer

Cost

Evolve EV3030-CP150-SB or EV3040-CP150-SB 1.5 GPM
Evolve EV3030-CP175-SB

Standard Low-Flow Showerhead
Make and Models: Evolve EV3010-CP150-SB
Evolve EV3010-CP175-SB

or

EV3040-CP175-5B L.75 GPM

or EV3020-CP150-SB
or EV3020-CP175-5B

Swivel Kitchen Faucet Aerator
Make and Model: Niagara Conservation N3115-P 1.5 GPM

1,5 GPM

1,75 GPM

Water
Factor

Not to exceed
S85o each

Eligible models (listed below)

t4
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High Efficiency Clothes Washers Qualified Products List
MODEL

BRAND
Amana

Electrolux
Electrolux
Electrolux
Frioidaire
Ge
Ge
Ge
Ge
Ge

Ge
Ge

Ge
Ge
Huebsch
Huebsch
Huebsch
Huebsch

lpso
lpso
Kenmore
Kenmore
Kenmore
Kenmore
Kenmore
Kenmore
Kenmore
Kenmore
Kenmore
Kenmore
Kenmore
Kenmore

NFWS800D*+
EFLSs17*n**
EFLW317***n

EIFLS5SIIW
FFFWsOOOQW

GFW400S*K***
GFW49OR*K***
GFWNl lOOH***

GFWNl6OOJ***
GFWR27O5H***

GFWR4805F***
GFWS1605H***
GFWSl7O5H***
GTWS1 OS*J***

YFNESBJPl I 3+
YTEEsASP173+
YTGESASPO93+
ZFNEgBSPI 1 3+

BTEE6ASPIT3+
BTGE6A5P093+
3142#
3146#
31

55#

4107#
4116#
4126#
4138#
4139#
4148tt###

4158ffi
417.4112
4198#

wM3050c*
wM3085C*
wM3l75C.
wM3270C*
wM3275C.

BRAND

Croslev
Electrolux
Electrolux
Frioidaire
Frioidaire
Ge
Ge
Ge
Ge
Ge
Ge
Ge
Ge
Ge
Huebsch
Huebsch
Huebsch

lpso
lpso
lpso
Kenmore
Kenmore

MODEL

cFWH4084G.*
EFLS617****
EFLW417****
FFFS5l I 5***
FFFWSI OO**
GFW450S*K*nn
GFWHl2OOH*N*
GFWNl3OOJ***
GFWR2TOOH*N*
GFWR4SOOF***

GFWS1600H***
GFWSlTOOH"**
GFWS26OOF***
GTWS6OS*J***
YFNESRSPl 13+

YTEE5ASP283+
YTGESASPl 1 3+
BFNE6BJPl 1 3+
BTEE6ASP283+
BTGE6ASPI 1 3+
3142#41#
3146#41#

Kenmore
Kenmore
Kenmore
Kenmore
Kenmore
Kenmore
Kenmore
Kenmore
Kenmore
Kenmore

41AO#

wM3075C.
wM3170C*
wM3180C.

4107ti###
4116####

4130#

4138ffi
4148#
4158#
4168#
4196#
4198#tttÍ#

Lo
Lq

WM3475H*A

LO

WM367OH-A

Lo

wM3ggTH**

Lg
Lg
Lo
Lo
Lo
Lg
Lq
Lo
Lo

Lo

WM437OH*A

LO

WMSOOOH-A

Lo

WMSOO5H*A

Lq

WMSlOOH*A

wM8000H"*
wMg500H**

Lg

WMgOOOH*A

LO

wT1150C*
wT1501C*

Lq
Lg
Lo
Lo
Lq

Lg
Lg
LS

Lq
Lq

Lo

wM3575C.
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WM327OH-A
WM337OH-A

WM3570H*A

wM3650H**
WM3770H-A
WM427OH-A

WM95OOH-A

wT1301C*
wT1701C.

MODEL

BRAND

MODEL

BRAND

LO

WT1801H*A

LO

Lo
Lq
Lq
Lo
Lo

wT5270C*
wT5480C.

Lo

wT1901C.
wT5275C.

Lo

WT5680H-A

wT7200c*

Lq

wT7500c*

WTT6OOH-A

LO

WT771OH-A

Lo

WTTTOOH-A
WTgOOOH*A

Lo Electronics

wM1832C*
MHW3SOOF**

Primus
Primus
Samsuno
Samsunq
Samsung
Samsuno
Samsuno
Samsuno
Samsung
Samsuno
Samsuns
Samsuno
Samsung
Soeed Queen
Soeed Queen
Speed Queen
Speed Queen
Speed Queen
Soeed Queen
Soeed Queen
Speed Queen
Speed Queen
Speed Queen
Soeed Queen
Unimac
Unimac
Whirlpool
Whirlpool
Whirlpool
Whirlpool
Whirlpool
Whirlpool
Whirlpool
Whirloool
BRAND
Whirlpool
Whirlpool

PFNE3BJPl 1 3+
PTEESFSPI 73+

Mavtao
Mavtao
Mavtaq
Mavtaq
Mavtao
Mavtao
Mavtao
Primus
Primus

MHW3100D.+

Mavtag
Mavtao
Mavtao
Mavtao
Mavtao
Maytag

Samsuno
Samsuno
Samsung
Samsung
Samsuno
Samsuno
Samsuno
Samsung
Samsung
Samsuno
Soeed Queen
Speed Queen
Speed Queen
Soeed Queen
Soeed Queen
Speed Queen
Speed Queen
Speed Queen
Soeed Queen
Speed Queen
Speed Queen
Speed Queen
Unimac
Unimac
Whirlpool
Whirlpool
Whirlpool
Whirlpool
Whirlpool
Whirlpool
Whirlpool
Whirlpool
BRAND
Whirlpool
Whirlpool

w452J806*A*

MHW4100D*+
MHW5100D*+
MHWSSOOF**

MHW8100D*+
MHWS2OOF**

wA50K86**A*
wF42H50**A*
wF42H52**A*
wF42H55**A*
wF42H57**A*
wF45H61**A*
wF45K62**A*
wF45M51**A*
wF50K75**A*
wF56H91**C*
wv60Mg9**A*-L
AFNESRSPl 13+
AFNEgRSPl 13+
ATEEgASP283+
ATGE9ASPO93+
LFNESBJPl 1 3+
LFNESRSPl 1 3+

LTEAsFSP153**04
LTEASFSPl 73**04
LTEESASPl 53+
LTEE5ASP283+
LTGESASPO9S+
UFNESBJPI 13+

UTEE5ASP283+
WFW759OFW
WFW3OgOGN*

WFW6I HEB**
WFW754OF**
WFWTSHEF**
WFW854OF**
WFW8740D*+
WFWgOHEF**

MODEL
WFW92HEF**
WFWgTHED*+
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MHW35O5F**

MHW4300D*+
MHW5400D.+
MHW7100D.+
MHW8150E*"
MVW8955F**
PFNE3RSPl 13+
PTGE3FSPl 13+
wF42H51**A*
wF42H54**A*
wF42H56**Æ
WF457A*GS**
wF45H63**Æ
wF45K65**A*
wF45M55n*A*
wF56Hg1**A*

wvs5M96**A*-L
AFNSORSPl 13+
AFNEgBSPl 13+

ATEEgAGP173+
ATGEgAGPl13+
LFNSORSPl 1 3+
LFNESBSPl 1 3+
LTESOFSPl 73+

LTEAsFSPl53+
LTEA5FSP173+
LTEESASPIT3+
LTGASFSPI 13+
LTGESASPl 1 3+

UTEE5ASPl73+
UTGESASPI 13+
WFLgSHEB**

wR

15090Gn*

WFWT2HED*+
WFW759OF**

WFWS1HED*+
WFWSSHEF**
WFWSTHED*+

wF1^/9290F**
MODEL
WFWgSHED-+
WTWgSOOE**

EXHIBIT 3
I

NSURANCE REqUIREMENTS

1.

General. CONTRACTOR shall not commence or continue to perform any Services
unless they, at their own expense, have in fullforce and effect all required insurance.
CONTRACTOR shall not permit any Subcontractor to perform Services on this project
until the same insurance requirements have been complied with by such Subcontractor.

2.

Types of lnsurance. CONTRACTOR shall obtain and maintain for the full period
of the Agreement are Worker's compensation insurance, commercial general liability
insurance, and business automobile liability insurance.

3. lnsurer Rating. lnsurers shall have financial and size ratings of at least an "4",
Vlll in accordance with the most current Best's Key Rating Guide, Property Casualty.
4.

Evidence of lnsurance. As evidence that specified insurance coverage has been
obtained for the period of the Agreement, the CONTRACTOR shall provide, on forms
satisfactory to District, including endorsements providing that policies cannot be
canceled or reduced except on thirty (30) calendar days written notice by the insurance
carrier of cancellation or non-renewal (ten (10) calendar days notice for non-payment of
premium). lndustry standard forms for "certificate on insurance" from ACORD are
accepted, provided that appropriate language regarding notice of non-renewal or
cancellation is provided on the form. Contractor shall provide proof that policies of
insurance required herein expiring or terminated during the term of this Agreement
have been renewed or replaced with other policies providing coverage meeting the
requirements hereof. Such proof will be furnished at least fourteen (14) calendar days
prior to the expiration of termination of the coverages. No alteration or substitution of
said forms will be allowed. Certified copies of insurance policies from the insurance
company affording coverage shall be provided by CONTRACTOR upon request.

5.

Noncompliance. DISTRICT reserves the right to withhold payments to
CONTRACTOR in the event of material noncompliance with insurance requirements.

6.

Limitation of Contractor liability. The requirements set forth herein as to the
types and limits of insurance coverage to be maintained by the CONTRACTOR and any
approval of said insurance by the DISTRICT or its insurance consultant(s) is not intended
to and shall not in any manner limit or qualifythe liabilities and obligations otherwise
assumed by the CONTRACTOR pursuant to the Agreement, including but not limited to
the provisions concerning indemnification.

7.

Worker's Compensation lnsurance. CONTRACTOR shall provide worker's
compensation insurance coverage for no less than the statutory limits and employer's
liability insurance coverage, with limits not lessthan those listed in 7.A,for all persons
l7
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whom CONTRACTOR employs or may employ in carrying out the Services. This
insurance shall be in strict accordance with the requirements of the most current and
applicable state worker's compensation insurance laws.

A. Employer's Liability lnsurance shall be for not less than:
S1,000,000 Each Accident
S1,000,000 Each Disease - Policy Limit
51,000,000 Each Disease - Each Employee

B. Notwithstanding the requirements of Section 3, above, D¡STRICT will accept
Workers Compensation lnsurance from the State Compensation Fund (State Fund) that
is not rated and that is evidenced on the State Fund's certificate form. Except as
provided above with respect to State Fund, all other insurance shall comply with all
requirements of this Exhibit.

8.

Waiver of right of subrogation. The worker's compensation insurance shall
include a waiver of right of subrogation against the DISTRICT, the District Board of
Directors, DISTRICT's Representative, the Engineer/Architect, owners of record of all
private properties on which entry will be made, and their consultants, and each of their
officers, agents, and employees but only while acting in their capacity as such and only
in respect to operations of the original named insured, their Subcontractors, agents,
officers, and employees in the performance of the Services.

g.

Commercial General Liability lnsurance. CONTRACTOR shall provide commercial
general liability insurance coverage equivalent to lnsurance Services Office Form CG 00
0L, with limits not less than those specified in 9.4.

A. Commercial General Liability lnsurance shall

be for not less than:

Bodily lnjury
Property Damage
Personal lnjury
(Occur/Aeer)

Products/Completed
Completed
Operations
(Occur/Aeer)

s1M/s2M

s1M/s2M

B. lncluded in such insurance

shall be blanket contractual liability coverage and
severability of interests (no cross suits exclusion).

C. The commercial general liability insurance shall be primary and noncontributory and include as additional insureds: DISTRICT, the District Board of
Directors, DISTRICT's Representative, the State of California, its officers , agents, and
employees.the Engineer/Architect, owners of record of all private properties on which
entry will be made, and their consultants, and each of their officers, agents, and
employees but only while acting in their capacity as such and only in respect to
t8
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operations of the original named insured, their Subcontractors, agents, officers, and
employees in the performance of the Services and shall be evidenced by ISO CG 2033
07 Q4 endorsement form or equivalent.

D. Such insurance shall have

a deductible or self insured

retention not to exceed

s25,000.

10.

Automobile Liability lnsurance. CONTRACTOR shall provide business
automobile liability insurance coverage equivalent to lnsurance Services Office Form
00 01, with limits not less than those specified in L0 A. Business automobile liability
insurance coverage shall be provided for all owned, non-owned and hired vehicles.

A. Automobile liability insurance shall

be

CA

for not less than:

S2,000,000 Bodily injury and property damage each occurrence.

B. The same requirements stated in 9.C shall apply to the automobile liability
insurance.

L1,. CONTRACIOR's Responsibility Not Limited by lnsurance. Nothing contained in
these insurance requirements is to be construed as limiting the extent of the liability of
CONTRACTO R or CO NTRACTO R's su reties.

L2.

Maintaining Insurance. The maintenance of proper insurance in conformity
with the Contract Documents is a material element of this Agreement. lf at any time
during the life of the Agreement, including the guarantee period, or any extension,
CONTRACTOR fails to maintain the required insurance in full force and effect, the
Services shall be discontinued immediately and all payments due or that become due to
CONTRACTOR shall be withheld until notice is received by DISTRICT that the required
insurance has been restored to fullforce and effect and that the premiums have been
paid for a period satisfactory to DISTRICT. Failure to maintain or renew coverage or to
provide evidence of renewal upon request of DISTRICT may be treated by DISTRICT as a
material breach of contract.

l9
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EXt{tBtr 4
SUPPLEMENTARY CALIFORNIA PUBL¡C WORKS REqUIREMENTS

lf the Scope of Work includes construction work to be performed during the
construction phase or design and preconstruction phases of construction, including, but
not limited to, inspection and land surveying work, or work to be performed during the
post-construction phases of construction, including, but not limited to, all cleanup work
at the jobsite, or any other work that has been determined by the California Director of
lndustrial Relatíons to constitute "public work," that portion of the Scope of Work is
subject to the following provisions which amend and supplement the contract, or to the
extent of any inconsistency supersede and take precedence over the contract.
SECTION

1. Bidding Requirements. The requirements of this Section apply to the

public work portion of the Scope of Work if the contract is to be obtained by
competitive bidding.

1.01 Additive

and Deductive Bid ltems. (applicable if a bid contains additive or
deductive items - Public Contract Code 20103.8)

lf a schedule of work items includes bid items or schedule(s) of bid items that may be
added to ("Additive ltems") or deducted from ("Deductive ltems") the bids, the lowest
responsible bidder will be determined by adding all Additive ltems to, and deducting all
Deductive ltems from, the total of the base bid, unless another method is provided in
the bid documents. IRWD reserves the right to award the Work to the lowest
responsible bidder based on any single schedule or combination of schedules of bid
items deemed by IRWD, in its sole discretion, to be in IRWD's best interest.

1.02

Listing of Subcontroctors. (applicable if bids are taken

-

Public Contract Code

to4)
The name, State of California license number, and location of place of business of each
subcontractor who will perform work or labor or render service to the bidder in or
about the construction of the Work, or improvements, in an amount in excess of t/2 of
L percent (0.5%) of the bidder's total Bid, and the portion of the Work which will be
done by each subcontractor shall be set forth in the bid. CONTRACTOR agrees that
except to the extent that subcontractors were set forth in its bid, that all work in excess
of one-half of one percent shall be performed by CONTRACTOR. lt is agreed and
acknowledged that should CONTRACTOR fail to conform hereto or with any of the
requirements of Section 4L00 through and inclusive of Section 4tt4 of the Public
Contract Code, Contractor shall be subject to the requirements and penalties of Section
4106 of the Public Contract Code.

L.03

Registrotion. (applicable if bids are taken
20
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- Labor Code 1725.5)

Qualification to bid on this project or to be listed as a subcontractor (if required by
Section I.02't, or to engage in the performance of any of the work requires proof of the
contractor's or subcontractor's current registration and qualification to perform public
work pursuant to Labor Code Section 1725.5. A bid shall not be accepted nor any
contract or subcontract entered into without proof of the contractor's or
su bcontractor's cu rrent registration.
L.O

Non-Collusion Affidovif. (applicable if bids are taken

-

Public Contract Code

4to4l
SECTION

2. Bonding. This Section applies to the direct contractor awarded a public

works contract exceeding 525,000. This requirement does not apply to a design
professional.

z.Ot Poyment and Performonce

Bond. Before commencing performance of the work,
payment
furnish
bond and a faithful performance bond approved
a
CONTRACTOR shall
by IRWD, each in an amount not less than one hundred (lOO%l percent of the Contract
Price, from a surety company satisfactory to IRWD and who is authorized to transact
business in California. CONTRACTOR shall use the bond forms provided by IRWD. A
certified copy of power of attorney must be attached to each bond.
SECTION

3. Labor. The requirements of this Section apply to the public work portion of

the Scope of Work, if more than 51,000 (Labor Code 3.771).

3.01

Compliance Monitoring; Registration; Notices. The project is subject to
compliance monitoring and enforcement by the Department of lndustrial Relations.

Qualification to engage in the performance of any of the work requires that
CONTRACTOR and subcontractors maintain their current registration to perform public
work pursuant to Labor Code Section t725.5.
CONTRACTOR shall post on the

jobsite all notices as prescribed by law or regulation

3.02

Prevoiling Woge Requirements. Under the provisions of the California Labor
Code, the Director of the Department of lndustrial Relations has determined the
prevailing rate of wages for the locality in which the Work is to be performed and IRWD

hasadoptedsaidprevailingrateofwages. Acopyoftheseprevailingratesisonfileat
the office of IRWD and shall be made available to any interested party on request. A
copy of such prevailing wage rates shall be posted on the jobsite by CONTRACTOR.
with Labor Code Section t775. ln accordance with said
Section 1775, CONTRACTOR shall forfeit as a penalty to IRWD, up to two hundred
dollars ($200), as determined by the Labor Commissioner, for each calendar day or
CONTRACTOR shall comply

2t
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portion of a day for each worker paid less than the stipulated prevailing rates for such
work or craft in which such worker is employed for any work done under the contract by
them or, except as provided by the Labor Code, by any Subcontractor under them in
violation of the provisions of the Labor Code, and in particular, Labor Code Sections
t77OTo L780, inclusive. ln addition to said penalty and pursuant to Section L775, the
difference between the stipulated prevailing wage rates and the amount paid to each
worker for each calendar day or portion of a day for which each worker was paid less
than the stipulated prevailing wage rate shall be paid to each worker by CONTRACTOR.

forfeit as a penalty to IRWD S2S for each worker employed in the
execution of the Work by CONTRACTOR or any Subcontractor under them for each
calendar day during which such worker is required or permitted to work more than
eieht (8) hours in any one (1) calendar day and forty (a0) hours in any one calendar
week in violation of the provisions of the Labor Code, in particular, Section L8L0 to
Section 1815 thereof, inclusive, except that work performed by employees of
CONTRACTOR in excess of eight (8) hours per day and forty (40) hours during any one
(1) week shall be permitted upon compensation for all hours worked in excess of eight
(8) hours per day at not less than one and one half (lt/z\times the basic rate of pay as
CONTRACTOR shall

provided in said Section 1815.

3.03

Payroll Records. CONTRACTOR and each of their Subcontractors shall keep an
accurate payroll record, showing the name, address, social security number, work
classification, straight time and overtime hours worked each day and week, and the
actual per diem wages paid to each journeyman, apprentice, worker, or other employee
employed by them in connection with the Work. The records shall be in a format
prescribed by the Labor Commissioner. The records may consist of printouts of payroll
data maintained as computer records, if the printouts are in a format prescribed by the
Labor Commissioner and are verified as required underthis paragraph. Each payroll
record shall contain or be verified by a written declaration that it is made under penalty
of perjury, stating that (1) the information contained in the payroll record is true and
correct, and (2) CONTRACTOR (or the Subcontractor, as the case may be) has complied
with the requirements of Sections t77t, L81L and L815 of the Labor Code for any of the
work performed by their employees. The payroll records shall be submitted monthly to
IRWD and directly to the Labor Commissioner and shall be available for inspection at all
reasonable hours at the principal office of CONTRACTOR (or the Subcontractor, as the
case may be) to the employee or their authorized representative on request, to the
Division of Labor Standards Enforcement on request, and the public, provided that
requests by the public must be made through IRWD orthe Division of Labor Standards
Enforcement in accordance with the requirements of Labor Code Section 1776. Copies
shall be provided to the requesting entity within ten (L0) days after receipt of a written
request. Any copy of a payroll record made available to the public or any public agency
by IRWD shall be marked or obliterated to prevent disclosure of individual workers'
names, addresses and social security numbers. CONTRACTOR shall inform IRWD of the
location address of payroll records of CONTRACTOR and each Subcontractor and notify
)')
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IRWD of a change in any such location within five (5) working days. ln the event

to comply with the above-specified 10-day period,
CONTRACTOR or the subcontractor shall forfeit as a penalty to IRWD one hundred
dollars (S1OO¡ for each calendar day or portion of a day for each worker until strict
compliance is effectuated. CONTRACTOR is not subject to a penalty under this
paragraph due to the failure of a subcontractor to comply with this paragraph.
CONTRACTOR or a subcontractor fails

3.04

Apprentices. (applicable if contract is 530,000 or more) CONTRACTOR and any
Subcontractor under them shall comply with the requirements of Sections L777.5 and
L777 .6 of the Labor Code in the employment of apprentices. lnformation relative to
apprenticeship standards, wage schedules, and other requirements may be obtained
from the Department of lndustrial Relations. Willful violations of Section 1777.5 will
result in forfeiture of one hundred dollars (S1OO¡ for each calendar day of
noncompliance, or up to three hundred dollars (S:OO¡ for each calendar day of
noncompliance for second and subsequent violations within a three-year period that
result in apprenticeship training not being provided as required bythe Labor Code, and
may also result in debarment sanctions in the case of violations, as determined by the
Labor Commissioner pursuant to Section L777.7. Section 1777.7 also imposes
requirements that, if not observed by CONTRACTOR, will result in CONTRACTOR's
liability for Subcontractor violations of Section t777.5.

3.05

Subcontracting. CONTRACTOR is prohibited from performing any of the work
with a subcontractor who is ineligible to perform such Work pursuant to Section 1777.1.
or 1777.7 of the Labor Code. CONTRACTOR agrees that in accordance with Public
Contract Code Section 6L09, a subcontract with an ineligible subcontractor is void as a
matter of law, amounts paid to the subcontractor shall be returned to IRWD, and
CONTRACTOR is responsible for paying wages of the subcontractor's employees if the
subcontractor is allowed to perform any part of the work.

3.06

CONTRACTOR'î Certificote Regarding Workers' Compensotion (Labor Code
Section L861): I am aware of the provisions of Section 3700 of the California Labor Code

which require every employer to be insured against liability for workers' compensation
or to undertake self-insurance in accordance with the provisions of that Code, and I will
comply with such provisions before commencing the performance of the work of thís
Contract.
SECTION

4. Site Conditions. The requirements of this Section apply to the public work

portion of the Scope of Work, subject to the applicability further specífied below.

.Ot

Utilities (applicable if the contract with IRWD is made pursuant to an invitation
for bids and includes removal, relocation or protection of main or trunkline utility
facilities

- Government

Code Section 42t51
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CONTRACTOR shall be compensated by IRWD for the costs of locating, repairing damage
not due to the failure of CONTRACTOR to exercise reasonable care, and removing,

relocating, protecting, or temporarily maintaining main or trunk line utility facilities not
indicated with reasonable accuracy in the plans and specifications, and for equipment in
the project necessarily idled during such work. Alternatively IRWD may change the
project grade or alignment to avoid such removal, relocation or protection or make
arrangements with the owner of the utility for such work to be done at no cost to
CONTRACTOR. No forfeiture due to delay shall be made because of any delays in the
completion of the Work due to the failure of IRWD or the owner of a utility to provide
for removal or relocation of main or trunk line facilities not indicated in the plans or
specifications with reasonable accuracy.

for removal, relocation or temporary maintenance of (i) main or
trunk line utilities or other structures which are in the position shown on the plans, or
(ii) service connections, and CONTRACTOR shall bear all expenses incidentalthereto.
Such work shall be done in a manner satisfactory to the owner of the utility or service
connection, it being understood that the owner has the option of doing such work with
their own forces or permitting the work to be done by CONTRACTOR. lt shall be the
responsibility of CONTRACTOR to investigate to find out whether or not this cost is
required to be borne by the owner of the utility.
IRWD is not responsible

4.02

Excavotion Plons for Worker Protection (applicable if the public work portion is
over 525,000, and involves excavation of any trench five (5) feet or more in depth
Labor Code Section 6705)

-

to IRWD for acceptance, in advance of excavation, a detailed
plan showing the design of shoring, bracing, sloping, or other provisions to be made for
worker protection from the hazard of caving ground during the excavation of any trench
or trenches five (5) feet or more in depth. The plan shall be prepared specifically for the
work by a registered civil or structural engineer who is licensed by the State of
California. The plan shall be in an originalformat, not a reproduced copy, and shall
include the engineer's original signature and seal. As a part of the plan, a note shall be
included stating that the registered civil or structural engineer certifies that the plan
complies with the CAL OSHA Construction Safety Orders, or stating that the registered
civil or structural engineer certifies that the plan is not less effective than the shoring,
bracing, sloping, or other provisions of the safety orders.
CONTRACTOR shall submit

All shoring submittals shall include surcharge loads from adjacent embankments,
construction loads and spoil bank. The submittal shall indicate the minimum horizontal
distance from the top of trench to the edge of all surcharge loads for all cases of shoring
and side slopes.
The detailed plan showing the design of shoring, etc., which CONTRACTOR is required to
submit to IRWD for acceptance in advance of excavation, will not be accepted if the plan
24
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bythe
investigations made by IRWD or the Engineer/Architect or their consultants; nor will the
plan be accepted ¡f it is based on soils related design criteria that are less restrictive than
the criteria set forth in the report on the investigations of subsurface conditions.
is based on subsurface conditions which are more favorable than those revealed

Nothing contained in this paragraph shall be construed as relieving CONTRACTOR of the
full responsibility for providing shoring, bracing, sloping, or other provisions which are
adequate for worker protection.

4.03

Differing Physicol Conditions. (applicable if the public work portion involves
excavation more than four (4)feet in depth - Public Contract Code SectionTt04l

promptly notify IRWD of the following work site conditions
(hereinafter called differing physical conditions), in writing, upon their discovery and
before they are disturbed: (L) any material that CONTRACTOR believes may be material
that is a hazardous waste, as defined in Section 25tt7 of the Health and Safety Code,
that is required to be removed to a Class l, Class ll, or Class lll disposal site in accordance
with provisions of existing law; (2) subsurface or latent physical conditions differing
from those indicated by information about the site made available to bidders prior to
the deadline for submitting bids; (3) unknown physical conditions of any unusual nature,
differing materially from those ordinarily encountered and generally recognized as
inherent in work of the character being performed.
CONTRACTOR shall

will promptly investigate the conditions, and if ¡t finds that the conditions do
materially so differ, or do involve hazardous waste, and cause a decrease or increase in
CONTRACTOR's cost of, or the time required for, performance of any part of the work,
shall issue a change order under the procedures described in the Contract.
IRWD

ln the event that a dispute arises between IRWD and CONTRACTOR whether the
conditions materially differ, or involve hazardous waste, or cause a decrease or increase

in CONTRACTOR's cost of, or time required for, performance of any part of the work,
CONTRACTOR shall not be excused from any scheduled completion date provided for by
the Contract, but shall proceed with all work to be performed under the Contract.
CONTRACTOR shall retain any and all rights provided either by the Contract or by law
which pertain to the resolution of disputes and protests between the contracting
parties.

not be required to resume work in connection with a condition
involving hazardous waste until after IRWD has obtained any required permits related
thereto and delivered to CONTRACTOR written notice specifying any special conditions
under which such work may be resumed safely.
CONTRACTOR shall

SECTION

5. Mater¡als. The requirements of this Section apply to the public work

portion of the Contract, pursuant to Public Contract Code 93400.
25
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5.0L

substitutions. Whenever materials or equipment are specified or described in
the Plans or specifications by using the name of a proprietary item or the name of a
particular supplier, the naming of the item is intended to establish the type, function
and quality required. Unless the name is followed by words indicating that no
substitution is permitted, the name shall be deemed to be followed bythe words "or
approved equivalent" and materials or equipment of other suppliers may be accepted
by IRWD if sufficient information is submitted by CONTRACTOR to allow IRWD to
determine that the material or equipment proposed is equivalent to that named.
Approval of proposed equivalent materials or equipment is at the sole discretion of
IRWD. No substitute shall be ordered or installed without IRWD's prior written
acceptance.

for verifying the proposed substitute items
are in accordance with the requirements of the contract documents, and that the
dimensions, arrangement, design and construction details and all other features of
substitute items are suitable for their intended purpose.
CONTRACTOR assumes sole responsibility

ln the event that a substitute item, and said difference was not expressly identified in

the substitution, or the incorporation of the substitute into
the work results in a change(s) to the work or in the function or general design of the
project, which was not expressly identified in CONTRACTOR's request for the
substitution, IRWD may require the removal and replacement of the substitute at
CONTRACTOR's request for

CONTRACTOR's sole expense.
CONTRACTOR may submit data substantiating requests

for substitutions of equivalent

items at any time after notice of award. Under no circumstances shall CONTRACTOR be
entitled to an increase in Contract Time as a result of the submission or review of a
substitution request.
SECTION

6. Claims. The requirements of this Section apply to the public work portion

of the Contract, pursuant to Public Contract Code $20104.

6.01

Resolution of Construction Claims. (applicable to a claim meeting the belowdescribed criteria - Public Contract Code Section 20104)

This Section is intended as a summary of the provisions of Article 1.5 (commencing with
Section ÀOLO4I' of Chapter L of Part 3 of Division 2 of the Public Contract Code ("Claims

Resolution Statute") and is subject to the actual provisions of the Claims Resolution
Statute. This Section shall govern the resolution of any claim of 5375,000 or less which
may be made by CONTRACTOR.
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"Claim" is defined as CONTRACTOR's demand for (i) a tíme extension, (ii) money or
damages arising from the work, payment for which is not otherwise expressly provided
for or CONTRACTOR is not otherwise entitled to, or (iii) an amount disputed by IRWD.

writing and include the necessary substantiating
documents. Any claim which is intended to invoke the procedures under the Claims
Resolution Statute shall specify that the claim is being made pursuant to the Claims
Resolution Statute. All claims by CONTRACTOR must be filed on or before the date of
final payment.
CONTRACTOR shall make all claims in

IRWD shall respond in writing, within forty-five (45) days of receipt of a claim less than
550,000 and within sixty (60) days of receipt of a claim over 550,000 and less than
5375,000, or IRWD may request, in writing, within thirty (30) days of receipt of the

claim, any additional documentation supporting the claim or relating to defenses or
claims IRWD may have against CONTRACTOR. ¡f additional information is thereafter
required, it shall be requested and provided upon mutual agreement of IRWD and
CONTRACTOR. lf IRWD requests additional documentation, IRWD's written response to
the claim shall be submitted to CoNTRACTOR, (i)within fifteen (L5) days after receipt of
the additional documentation for a claim less than $50,000 and within thirty (30) days
after receipt of the additional documentation for a claim over $50,000 and less than
5375,000, or (ii) within the same time period as used by CONTRACTOR in producing the
additional documentation, whichever is greater.

lf CONTRACTOR disputes IRWD's written response, or IRWD fails to respond within the
time prescribed, CONTRACTOR may, by giving written notice to IRWD within fifteen (15)
days of receipt of IRWD's response (or within fifteen (15) days of IRWD's failure to
respond), demand an informal conference to meet and confer for settlement of the
issues in dispute. Upon such demand, IRWD shall schedule a "meet and confer"
conference within thirty (30) days.
lf afterthe "meet and confer" conference, any portion of the claim remains in dispute,
CONTRACTOR may file a claim pursuant to Government Code Section 900 et gg. lf a
court action is thereafter filed to resolve the claim, the court must, within the time
specified by law, submit the matter to nonbinding mediation unless waived by mutual
stipulation of IRWD and CONTRACTOR. lf after the mediation process, the matter
remains in dispute, the case must then be submitted to judicial arbitration pursuant to
the applicable law.

6.02

Third Porty Claims. ln accordance with Public Contract Code Section 920t,lRWD
shall timely notify CONTRACTOR if IRWD receives any third-party claim relating to the
Work. ¡RWD shall be entitled to recover from CONTRACTOR the reasonable costs
incurred by IRWD in providing such notification.
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SECTION

7. Pavment and Retention. The requirements of this Section apply to

construction contracts.

7.0t

ProgressPoyments.

The following is a summary of the provisions of Article 1.7 of Chapter 1 of Part 3 of
Division 2 (commencing with Section 20104.50) of the Public Contract Code, regarding
progress payments, and is subject to the actual provisions of that statute. For purposes

of this Section, a "progress payment" includes all payments due CONTRACTOR, except
that portion of the final payment designated under this Agreement as retention.

to make any progress payment within thirty (30) days after receipt of an
undisputed and properly submitted progress payment request from CONTRACTOR,
IRWD shall pay interest to CONTRACTOR equivalent to the legal rate set forth in
subdivision (a) of Section 685.010 of the Civil Code of Procedure.
lf

IRWD fails

Upon receipt of a progress payment request, IRWD shall (i) review each payment
request as soon as practicable after receipt for the purpose of determining that the
payment request is a proper payment request, and (ii) return to CONTRACTOR, as soon
as practicable but not later than seven (7) days after receipt, any payment request
determined not to be a proper payment request suitable for payment. A request
returned pursuant to this paragraph shall be accompanied by a document setting forth
in writing why the payment request is not proper. The number of days available to
IRWD to make a payment without incurring interest shall be reduced by the number of
days by which IRWD exceeds the seven (7) day return requirement.

7.02

Retention. (Applies if performance retention will apply.)
(5)
percent
of such estimated value as part security for fulfillment
IRWD shall retain five
of the Contract by CONTRACTOR and shall pay to CONTRACTOR the balance of such
estimated value after deducting all previous payments and all sums to be kept or
retained under the terms of the Contract. Nothing herein shall require payment of a
disputed amount or limit IRWD's ability to withhold an amount in respect of a disputed
amount as provided for in Section7l07 of the Public Contract Code. The retention
payment shall not be due and payable untilthe expiration of thirty-five (35) days from
the date of IRWD's recording of a notice of completion of the work in the office of the
County Recorder.
Progress Poyment

.Og

Substitution of Securities for Amounts Withheld. Pu rsuant to Section 22300 of
the Public Contract Code, CONTRACTOR may substitute securities for any monies
withheld by IRWD to ensure performance of the Work. At the request and expense of
CONTRACTOR, securities equivalent to the amount withheld shall be deposited with
IRWD or with a state or federally chartered bank in California as the escrow agent. Such
securities shall be released to CONTRACTOR at the same time as amounts retained
would be released upon satisfactory completion of the work, to the extent such
7
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securit¡es have not previously been utilized or are not then being held by IRWD or the
escrow agent for purposes as provided in this Contract. Alternately, CONTRACTOR may
request, and IRWD shall make, payment of retention earned directly to the escrow
agent at the expense of CONTRACTOR.
lf the securities are deposited with IRWD, IRWD shall determine their value. IRWD shall
also be entitled in their discretion to sell, redeem, or otherwise convert them or
portions thereof to cash in order to apply them to any of the purposes set forth in the
Contract for which amounts may be withheld from CONTRACTOR and used.
CONTRACTOR shallfurnish such documents as are deemed necessary by IRWD to enable
IRWD to make such sales, redemptions, or conversions. lf the securities are deposited
with an escrow agent, CONTRACTOR, escrow agent and IRWD shall execute IRWD's form
entitled "Escrow Agreement for Security Deposits in Lieu of Retention."
SECTION

8. Miscellaneous. The requirements

8.0L Audit. (applicable if the contract

of this Section applyas specified.

exceeds $t0,000

-

Government Code 8546.7)

Pursuant to Government Code Section 8546.7, this contract, and CONTRACTOR and
IRWD as the contracting parties, are subject to the examination and audit of the
California State Auditor, at the request of IRWD or as part of any audit of IRWD, for a
period of three years after the final payment under the contract.

8.02

Notice of Taxoble Possessory lnterest.

interest. lf such a
may be subjected to the

The terms of this contract may result in the creation of a possessory

possessory interest is vested in CONTRACTOR, CONTRACTOR
payment of property taxes levied on.such interest.

8.03

Antitrust Cloims Assignment. (applicable if contract is awarded by competitive
biddine)

ln entering into a public works contract or subcontract to supply goods, services, or
materials pursuant to a public works contract, CONTRACTOR or subcontractor offers and
agrees to assign to the awarding body all rights, title, and interest in and to all causes of
action it may have under Section 4 of the Clayton Act (L5 U.S.C. Section 15) or under the
Cartwright Act (Chapter 2, commencing with Section t6700, of Part 2 of Division 7 of the
Business and Professions Code), arising from purchases of goods, services, or materials
pursuant to the public works contract or the subcontract. This assignment shall be
made and become effective at the time the awarding body tenders final payment to
CONTRACTOR, without further acknowledgment by the parties.

8.04

License
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CONTRACTOR shall possess a State of California license for

the contracting class(es)

applicable to the work.

8.05

Deloys. (Applies if contract documents specify damages for failure to complete
work by applicable contract times.)
No forfeiture due to delay shall be made because of any delays in the completion of the
work due to unforeseeable causes beyond the control and without the fault or
negligence of CONTRACTOR (including but not restricted to acts of God or of the public
enemy, acts of the government, acts of IRWD, or acts of another contractor in the
performance of a contract with IRWD, fires, floods, epidemics, quarantine restrictions,
strikes, freight embargoes, and unusually severe weather or delays caused by the failure
of IRWD, or the owner of a utility to provide for removal or relocation of main or trunk
line facilities not indicated in the plans or specifications with reasonable accuracy). Any
such delays shall not entitle CONTRACTOR to any additional compensation, and the sole
remedy of CONTRACTOR shall be an extension of time obtained in accordance with the
contract; the only exception shall be if the delay has been caused solely by acts for
which IRWD is responsible and which delay is unreasonable under the circumstances
involved, is not within the contemplation of the parties, and continues after
CONTRACTOR's notice to IRWD of such acts.

8.06

DRUG-FREE WORKPLACE CERTIFICATION

Certification of Compliance: By signing the Agreement For Non-Consultant Services
Between lrvine Ranch Water District and Synergy Companies, dated August t0,z9ts
("Agreement"), Contractor, its contractors or subcontractors hereby certify, under
penalty of perjury under the laws of State of California, compliance with the
requirements of the Drug-Free Workplace Act of 1990 (Government Code 8350 et seq.)
and have or will provide a drug-free workplace by taking the following actions:
a) Publish a statement notifying employees, contractors, and subcontractors that
unlawful manufacture, distribution, dispensation, possession, or use of a
controlled substance is prohibited and specifying actions to be taken against
employees, contractors, or subcontractors for violations, as required by
Government Code Section 8355(aX1).
b) Establish a Drug-Free Awareness Program, as required by Government Code
Section 8355(aX2) to inform employees, contractors, or subcontractors about all
of the following:
The dangers of drug abuse in the workplace,
Contractor's policy of maintaining a drug-free workplace,
Any available counseling, rehabilitation, and employee assistance
programs, and
Penalties that may be imposed upon employees, contractors, and
subcontractors for drug abuse violations.
c) Provide, as required by Government Code Sections 8355(aX3), that every

i)
ii)
iii)

iv)
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employee, contractor , andf or subcontractor who works under this Grant
Agreement:
Will receive a copy of Contractor's drug-free policy statement, and
Will agree to abide by terms of Contractor's condition of employment,
contract or subcontract.

i)
¡i)

8.07 Right to lnspection
The State of California shall have the right to inspect the work being performed under
this Agreement and any subcontracts at any and all reasonable times during the term of
the District's agreement with the State to obtain grant funding for the Services. This
right shall extend to any subcontracts entered into pursuant to this Agreement.
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EXHIBIT *B''
IRVINE RANCH WATER DISTRICT
NON-CONSU LANT SERVICES VARIANCE

460001-1091 File No.:
Prosrams Date:

Project Title: DWR Water-Enerev Grant
Water-Enerev Combined Customer

Januarv L5, 2018
Variance No.: 6
Project No

Proj ect No.: 6703 (DWR Grant)
Purchase Order No

Originator: [x]IRWD

[]

[]ENGINEER/CONTRACTOR

Other (Explain)

Description of Variance (ottoch ony bock-up moterial):
m
fun
I
Engineering & Management Cost lmpact:
Classification

Billing
Rate

Manhours

Labor
s

Agreement lncrease Amount for
Program Continuation

Direct

Subcon.

Costs

S

S3o,ooo

Total
s
$30,000

Total $ =

s30,000

Schedule lmpact:
Task
No.

Task
Description

Schedule
Variance

Original
Schedule

New
Schedule

Required Approval Determination

Total Original Contract

[ ] eeneral

s 80.000

Manager: Single Variance less than or equal to

S3o,ooo.

Previous Variances 1.619.000
This Variance
30,000

Ix ] Committee: Single Variance greater than 530,000, and
less

Total Sum of Variances
New Contract Amount

s L,649,000
s t.729

Percentage of Total Variances
to Original Contract

2L6t

[]
[

%

ENGTNEER/CO NTRACTOR: Svnergv Compa nies

]

than or equal to 560,000.

Board: Single Variance greater than 560,000.
Board: Cumulative total of Variances greater than 560,000, or
30% of the original contract, whichever is higher.

IRVINE RANCH WATER DISTRICT

Company Name

Project

Engi

neer/Manager

Engineer's/Contractor's

M

anagement

Date

Department Director

Date

General Manager/Comm./Board Date
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Date

IRVINE RANCH WATER DISTRICT
NON.CONSU LTANT SERVICES VARIANCE REGISTER

Project Title:

DWR Water-Enersv Grant 4600011091 Water-Enerev Combined Customer Prosrams

Project No.:

6703

Project Manager : Amv McNultv
Dates

Variance
No.

Description
to Exhibit 1

lnitiated

Approved

Variance
Amount
50; extend eligibility to single-family
homes

LO/20/L6

L0/251t6

LO/20/L6

10/2s/L6

LO/20/L6

10/2s/L6

Changes to Exhibit
4, Section 8.06

to/20/L6

tol2s/t6

Changes to Exhibit
4, Section 8.07

to/20/L6

t0/2slL6

Program Expansion

rlL2/t7

otl23/t6

s500,000

350 single-family
homes
Changes to Exhibit L

03/08/L7

03/o8lL7

S0; extend eligibility to L.6 or greater
gpf toilets

Program Expansion

07/06/L7

07/t0/L7

s950,000;

07106/L7

07/10/L7

S0; extend eligibility

Changes
T

Changes

t
t
t
t
2

to Exhibit

2

Changes to Exhibit
3, Section 9.C and

10.8

50; add State right of inspection

to approximately

3

4

$0; include pricing for installation
and materials of showerheads and
aerators
S0; extend liability insurance
coverage to State and make
conforming change to auto liability
coverage requirements
S0; add drug-free workplace
certification

to include
additional singlefamily customers
and expand to
include multi-family
customers.
Changes to Exhibit L

4

to multi-family

homes
Changes

to Exhibit

2

07/06/L7

07/70/t7

50; addition of high efficiency clothes
washers

5

Changes

to Exhibit

2

L2/0s/L7

12/11"/17

6

Changes

to Exhibit

2

01./Ls/L8

S169,000; increase to expend
remaining grant funds on additional
prosram participants
$30,000; increase to reallocate
remaining grant funds from outdoor
portion of program

4
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January 15,2018
Prepared and
submitted by: C. Compton (z
Approved by: Paul A. Cooy'
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V/ATER RESOURCES POLICY AND COMMI.INICATIONS COMMITTEE
PROPOSED REVISIONS TO THE IRWD

WATER CONSERVATION POLI CY PRTNCTPT,ES
SUMMARY:
Irvine Ranch Water District policy position papers are reviewed periodically to determine if the
positions are still valid, need to be revised or if new papers should be written on different issues.
Based on the discussions taking place in Sacramento and around the state regarding "Making
'Way
of Life," it is an appropriate time to review the District's
Water Conservation a California
paper,
which was last adopted by the Board in February
Principles
Policy
Water Conservation
2009, and IR'WD's Recognition of Local Agency Investments in Water Conservation Policy
Principles paper, which was last adopted by the Board in June 2005. After reviewing these two
papers, staff recommends that the Board adopt the proposed Water Use Efficiency and
Conservation Policy Principles paper to supersede the Water Conservation Policy Principles and
Recognition of Local Agency Investments in Vy'ater Conservation Policy Principles papers.
BACKGROUND:

In2004,IRWD began producing policy "white papers" on topics of particular interest to the
District. Because of IRV/D's standing in the water industry, the opinion of the District is
regularly solicited on issues of vital interest to the industry and the community. In order to keep
these position papers current and usable for explaining the District's position, staff occasionally
recommends that the Board review the papers and when appropriate, incorporate revisions or
adopt new papers.

As Califomia considers how to "Make'Water Conservation a Califomia Way of Life," staff has
engaged in policy discussions throughout the state over the past year on legislation to enact a
framework and process for gaining greater water use efficiency within urban communities. Once
the legislation is enacted and the guiding statutory framework is set for urban water use
efficiency going forward, the policy debate will turn to how to implement the goals behind the
Governor's direction to "Make Water Conservation a California'Way of Life." Achieving
greater water use efficiency within urban communities is an important aspect of sustainable and
resilient water management in Califomia, but implementation of "Make Water Conservation a
California V/ay of Life" should not be done in a silo without consideration of other aspects of
smart water management or without recognition of the complexities of implementation.

IRWD currently has two policy principles papers on water conservation. IRWD's Water
Conservation Policy Principles paper was adopted by the Board on February 20,2009, and the
District's Recognition of Local Agency Investments in'Water Conservation Policy Principles
paper was adopted by the Board on June 3,2005. Given the conversations that are and will
continue to take place regarding implementation of "Make Water Conservation a California Way
of Life," staff is proposing a paper onooWater Use Efficiency and Conservation Policy
Principles" to supersede these two older policy principles papers. A draft of the proposed paper
cc Water Conservation Policy Paper Update- Board- December 201 7.docx
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Water Resources Policy and Communications Committee: Proposed IRWD Water Conservation
Policy Principles
January 15,2018
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is attached as Exhibit "A". A copy of the V/ater Conservation Policy Principles and Recognition
of Local Agency Investments in Water Conservation Policy Principles papers, which are
proposed to be superseded, are attached as Exhibits "B" arrd"C", respectively.

FISCAL IMPACTS:
None.

ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE:
None.

RECOMMENDATION:
That the Board approve the proposed'Water Use Efficiency and Conservation Policy Principles
papers to supersede the Water Conservation Policy Principles and Recognition of Local Agency
Investments in Water Conservation Policy Principles papers.

LIST OF EXHIBITS:
Exhibit $AD -Proposed IRWD Water Use Effrciency and Conservation Policy Principles
Exhibit 668" - IR'WD's V/ater Conservation Policy Principles Paper
Exhibit ßC)) - IR'WD's Recognition of Local Agency Investment in'Water Conservation Policy
Principles Paper

EXHIBIT "A"
IRVINE RANCH WATER DISTRICT POLICY POSITION
WATER USE EFFICIENCY AND CONSERVATION
January 1 5, 201 8

Issue SuvvaRv:
Agencies responsible for managing water resources have an obligation to provide the resource in a
safe and efficient manner. Management of any limited resource includes the practice of conservation
and using the resource efficiently. Water supply management is no different. As a local agency
responsible for water supply management, the Irvine Ranch Water District continues to promote new
ways to conserve water and enhance urban water use efficiency, both locally and statewide, and
continues to engage productively in statewide policy discussions on how to enhance urban water use
effrciency while improving statewide and local drought resiliency.

BacrcRouN¡:
Irvine Ranch Water District has specified in its mission statement the objective to provide reliable,
high-quality water to its customers. Implicit in the concept of reliability is the responsibility to
develop an affay of strategies to responsibly meet existing and future water demands. Although
these strategies should include both supply augmentation and demand management, the ability to
develop new cost-effective supplies- or simply maintain existing supplies- may be limited by
physical, environmental, institutional, and legal factors. Consequently, it is imperative that water
ãgencies optimize the use of existing water supplies. One way to accomplish this is through the
development and implementation of water use efficiency and water conservation programs.
Fundamentally, water use efficiency and conservation programs should be customized to reflect local
needs and water use practices. As a result, it should be expected that local water use efficiency and
conservation programs will vary from agency to agency. Agencies may choose to focus their
programs on some or all of the following areas: incentives, rate structures, landscape modifications,
in-lieu programs or supplies that conserve or capture previously unused water, such as water banking
or recycled water.

As California looks to improve sustainable management of its water resources and to enhance
drought resiliency, Governor Brown has called upon the state to "Make Water Conservation a
California Way of Life." IRWD supports the sentiment in the Governor's callto action, and supports
efforts to enhance water use efficiency within California's urban and agricultural communities.
Toward that end, the District co-sponsored legislation in 2017 that would have implemented the
goals of the Governor's vision to "Make Water Conservation a California Way of Life." While that
legislation was not passed in2017, there will likely be similar legislation passed in2018 requiring
urban retail water suppliers to take additional steps to enhance urban water use efficiency. The
implementation of that legislation will begin upon its passage and continue for several years.
Despite agreement on the importance of water use efficiency and conservation, implementation of a
statewide or regional water use efficiency and conservation framework requires thoughtful
consideration of a variety of policies and factors. As a means of providing input into the discussions
surrounding water use efficiency and conservation in California, and in order to guide the District's
advocacy efforts in this policy area, the following policy principles have been adopted by the IRWD
Board of Directors.
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Polrcv PRrNctplps:
is committed to "Makins Water Conservation a California Wav of Life.o' IRWD
has committed to "Be a leader in the innovation and implementation of water use fficiency
and conservation measures promoting the most fficient use of water on both a per capita
and a per acre basis. " The District will continue to promote thoughtful policies that enhance
the ethic of water use efficiency throughout the state.

1) IRWD

2)

An integrated and sustainable approach to California water resource management must
recognize the role that water use efficiency and supplv develonment nlav in ensuring an
adequate and reliable water supplv for California's manv diverse communities. State
policies and regulations related to water use efficiency and conservation should:

-

Recognize the complexities and factors effecting effrcient water management;
Recognize the need for continued supply development;
Focus on the efficient use of potable water supplies;
Distinguish between water use efficiency and conservation;
Clearly define roles and responsibilities of state and local agencies; and
Avoid promoting a "conservation first" approach to water management.

and conservation programs are most successful if thev are locallv
desisned. implemettt"d and manased. Maximum flexibly should be provided to local

3)
. Water efficiencv

water agencies to develop water use efficiency and conservation programs in order to achieve
state-established water use efficiency goals. To the extent practical, water use efficiency
should be achieved by locally established and managed financial incentives and disincentives
as contrasted with mandated or regulatory solutions.

4)

Water use efficiencv and conservation programs should be cost effective and
economicatly viable. The economic value of water use efficiency and conservation is, at a
minimum, the avoided cost of the most expensive water and should normally include other
avoided costs that would have to be expended if the water was not conserved. (For example,
indoor water conservation programs should consider benefits from reduced wastewater
treatment costs.) Local agencies should not be required to undertake or implement water use
efficiency and conservation actions which are not cost effective, economically viable,
feasible or practicable.

should take stens to preserve fiscal stabilitv and water affordabilitv
when implementing water use efficiencv and conservation programs. Retail water
agencies should adopt rate structures that insulate revenues from decreases in water sales
associated with conservation and provide customers with appropriate "signals" as to
efficiency water use levels. State and regional policies should encourage, enhance and
protect, but not mandate, the use of water-budget based rate structures.

5) Local asencies

6)

The benefits and consequences of statewide. resional and local water use efficiencv and
õnservation policies should be understood prior to beine imnlemented. While greater
water use efficiency is important to managing water resources, water use efficiency and
conservation programs can have unintended consequences if not implemented thoughtfully.
(For example, greater success in the area of water conservation hardens demand, which may
impact a local agency's ability to respond to a drought, or may have a negative impact on
A-2
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recycled water supplies.) To avoid negative impacts, statewide water use efficiency policies
and regulations should consider and account for both the benefits and consequences of
enhanced water use efficiency and conservation.

7)

Statewide and regional policies should encourase and reward previous investments in
beneficial water use efficiencv stratesies. including water recvcling. water-budget based
rate structures that create a nexus between those overusinq water and those bearing the
costs of overuse. and investments in distribution system integrifv. among others. Retail
water agencies that have invested in conservation should be rewarded for making these
investments. Agencies that have not invested in conservation should bear the burden of their
inefficiencies through rationing or higher rates during times of shortage. With a system of
equity in place, all water agencies will be more motivated to commit to encouraging
conservation.

8)

Statewide and reeional water use efficiency soals must incentivize and account for local
investments in drought resilient supnlies. Water conservation and water use efftciency
gains alone will not result in a resilient water supply that will allow local agencies to manage
through severe shortage situations. Statewide and regional water use efficiency and
conservation policies and programs should recognize past investrnents in, and incentivizethe
continued development of, drought resilient supplies. At a minimum, state policies and
regulations should exclude drought resilient supplies from any mandatory reduction enacted
during a water shortage emergency.

9)

Conservation strateqies should include promotins both the exnansion and efficient use
of recvcled water and potable reuse. Water recycling and reuse is a form of water use
efficiency and conservation. At a minimum statewide policies and regulations should
exclude recycled water from any mandatory reduction enacted during a water shortage
emergency, provide at least a 1.0 evapotranspiration adjustment factor for landscapes
irrigated with recycled water, and provide a reasonable credit for potable reuse.

l0) State asencies should engage urban retail water sunpliers durinq implementation and
development of methodologies" and regulations related to "Makins \ryater Conservation
a California Wav of Life." Implementation of urban water use objectives and commercial,
industrial and institutional (CII) performance measures should:

Build upon accepted water use efficiency and industry standards;
'Water
Set outdoor water use standards based on the factors consider in the Model
Efficient Landscape Ordinance adopted in20151'
Set a reasonable water loss standard for potable distribution systems that accounts for
differences between systems;
Establish cost effective and feasible CII performance measures allowing urban retail
water suppliers to implement only those measures appropriate for their service areas;
Establish standardized variances for a variety of anomalous situations and streamline
approval processes for their use;
Ensure provision of the accurate, comprehensive, and timely data needed by urban
retail water suppliers to calculate urban water use objectives; and
Build on existing tools and reporting devices to keep reporting processes simple, to
eliminate duplicative reporting of data, and minimize needless waste of resources.
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EXHIBIT "8"
IRVINE RANCH TVATER DISTRICT POLICY POSITION
WATER CONSERVATION
February 20,2009
Issue Summary:
Agencies responsible for managing water resources have an obligation to provide the resource in

a safe and efficient manner. Management of any limited resource includes the practice of

conservation. Irvine Ranch W'ater District has implemented an aggressive water conservation
program that rewards customers for conserving, and continues to promote new ways to conserve
water, both locally and state-wide.
Background:

'Water District has specified in its mission statement the objective to provide
Irvine Ranch
reliable, high-quality water to its customers. Implicit in the concept of reliability is the
responsibility to develop an array of strategies to responsibly meet existing and future water
needs. Although these strategies should include both supply augmentation and demand
management, the ability to develop new cost-effective supplies (or simply maintain existing
supplies) is limited by physical, environmental, institutional, and legal factors. Consequently, it
is imperative that water agencies optimize the use of their water supplies. One way to do this is
through the development and implementation of water conseryation programs.

Despite agreement on the importance of water conservation, there have been limited and
incoisistent efforts to establish a coordinated approach to conservation across the layers of water
agencies in both Southern and Northern California. Consequently, these programs have been
unevenly applied, with a wide range in the level of participation across agencies. For example,
not all agencies have signed the 1991, Memorandum of Understanding outlining best
management practices (BMPs) for urban water conservation programs across the State. Even
a*ottg MOU signatories, significant variation in implementation strategies and levels are
common. Reasons for this variation include:
a

a

Variations in the understanding of the need and benefits of water conservatron
programs ("Why should we conserve if supply is greater than demand?");

Variation

in the political will of the governing body to implement policies or

programs that seek to modiff behavior, either by incentives or disincentives;
a

Concerns about protecting revenue streams from
setting/structure issue)

the sale of water (rate

;

Variations in "the conservation ethic";
o

Differing situations and approaches
conservation pro grams

in

determining the cost effectiveness of

;

a

Level of understanding of the associated environmental benefits of conservation; and

a

Lack of clear pricing signals from water wholesalers.

I
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Although these may be good reasons, the resulting compliance variability has led some to
suggest that legislative remedies mandating conservation efforts are necessary. Govemor
Schwarzenegger has called for a20 percent reduction in statewide water demand by 2020, which
has led to increased calls for regulatory approaches. While supportive of the intent of the
legislature, IRWD believes "local control" should prevail and that water agencies answerable to
their constituents should pursue their own methods of conservation. Additionally, IRWD
believes that an aggressive effort by water agencies to coordinate, promote, and spread water
conservation activities should be undertaken immediately. This approach should be
economically based and provide "credit" to agencies for conservation activities that improve
regional water supply reliability.
Policy Principles:
o

ooBe
a leader in the innovation and implementation of conservation
IRWD has committed to:
meøsures promoting the most fficient use of water on both a per capita and a per acre

bqsis.
a

"

Conservation programs should be economically viable:
The economic value of conservation is, at a minimum, the avoided cost of the most
expensive water;
'When
multiple agencies are involved (e.g. wholesaler, retailer), avoided costs are
cumulative thereby increasing the funds available for conservation;
Indoor water conservation should consider benefïts from reduced wastewater

-

treatment.
o

To the extent practical, conservation should be achieved by locally managed financial
incentives and disincentives as contrasted with mandated or regulatory solutions;

o

a

Statewide policy approaches should:

Recognize that water efficiency programs are most successful if they are locally
designed, implemented and managed;
Allow agencies flexibility and options for compliance in achieving statewide demand
reduction goals;
Build upon accepted water use efficiency and industry standards;
Encourage and reward previous investments in beneficial water use efficiency and
conservation strategies, including water recycling; aggressive rate structures that
create a nexus between those overusing water and those bearing the costs of overuse;
and investments in distribution system integrity, among others;
Build on existing tools and reporting devices to keep reporting processes simple and
minimize replication and needless waste of resources.

Conservation strategies should include promoting both the expanded and efficient use of
recycled water;

Conservation progfams should include devices and techniques that minimize human
intervention through automation, thereby helping to promote reliable, long term benefits;
2
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o

Conservation programs should be undertaken by the agency best suited to most effectively
achieve the obj ectives;

o

Retail water agencies should adopt rate structures that:
- Insulate revenues from decreases in water sales associated with conservation,
Provide customers with appropriate "signals" on their water use efficiency.

a

Wholesale water agencies should "incentivize" conservation through the development and
implementation of a methodology for distributing available water during shortages that
provides appropriate adjustments to agencies that aggressively pursue conservation; and

o

Water agencies should discontinue conservation incentive programs that have achieved their
objectives, and re-direct resources to new initiatives.

3
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EXHIBIT ''C''

IRVINE RANCH WATER DISTRICT POLICY POSITION
RECOGNITION OF LOCAL AGENCY INVESTMENT IN WATER CONSERVATION
June 3,2005
Tssue Summary:

Water shortages from drought have a regional, even statewide, impact on water purveyors.
When rationing measures are imposed, agencies that have implemented water conservation
measures in the past should be rewarded for this investment. Agencies that have not promoted
water conservation should feel the first impact from the rationing measures.
Background:
Droughts in Southern Califomia are inevitable. That prospect should motivate federal, state and
local agencies responsible for water supply management to optimize their water resources to the
fullest extent possible. Conservation programs are one tool by which local agencies can promote
the more efficient use of water while reducing the impact from droughts. Those conservation
programs include devices, rate structures, landscape modifications, in-lieu programs, water
banking, desalination and recycled water.

During a declared drought, retail water agencies can implement locally adopted plans to reduce
the amount of water available to the customers, either through rationing or through rates
'Wholesale
agencies, under the current strucfure, typically treatretall agencies equally
measures.
in that the rationing or rates measures are uniformly applied to all agencies. This is inequitable
in that some agencies have already invested local funds into conservation while other agencies
have not. The inequity is compounded because agencies that have achieved greater success in
conservation through local investment have "hardened" their demands thus may not be able to
achieve the requested/required cut-backs. Agencies that have invested locally in conservation
should be rewarded for making these investments. Agencies that have not invested in
conservation should bear the burden of their inefficiencies through rationing or higher rates.
With a system of equity in place, all water agencies will be more motivated to make the
commitment to encourage conservation.

As part of this discussion, there is a need to acknowledge regional funding programs such as
Metropolitan Water District of Southem California's (MWD) Local Resources Program (LRP).
Embedded in MWD's rate structure is a "stewardship" charge. This charge provides funds for
conservation prog¡ams and local resources projects such as recycled water. Some may say that,
by purchasing water from MWD, one is (indirectly) investing in regional conservation. While
that is true to some extent, M'WD's LRP funds and other conservation subsidies do not fully pay
for conservation programs. Even when supplemented with Federal or State grants, there is often
the need for local investment. To the extent local dollars are invested promoting greater
conservation, that agency should receive credit for those efforts and the political will to "do the
right thing."
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Policy Principals
a

Not all agencies have committed equally to invest local funds toward conservation measures;

a

During a drought, the current system to reduce water sales uniformly among sub-agencies is
inequitable in that it does not acknowledge the investment by local agencies and does not
properly "incentivize" agencies to invest in conservation;

o

There is a need to develop a methodology for quantifuing the efforts of local agencies that
leads directly to conserved potable water;

o

A methodology should be developed to adjust imported water allocations during a drought
based on those efforts that reflect the additional investment and political will to implement
conservation programs including recycled water.
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WATER RESOURCES POLICY AND COMMUNICATIONS COMMITTEE
REVOCATION OF UNNAMED SPRING WATER RIGHT

SUMMARY:
IRWD has retained ownership of Water Right License 4413 since 2006 when IRWD
consolidated with the Santiago County'Water District (SCWD). The small amount of water
associated with this right, located in the Cleveland National Forest, has never been used by
IRWD. Staff with the assistance of consultants at Stetson Engineers has determined that the
quality of the source water would require treatment and that cost of constructing new facilities to
measure and make use of the water in compliance with new regulations is not cost effective.
Staff recommends that the Board authorize the General Manager to sign a Request for
Revocation of Water Right form for'Water Right License 4413.
BACKGROUND:
'Water

IRWD currently retains ownership of
Right License 4413 which is an unnamed right to
the use of water that was transferred to IRWD as part of its consolidation with SCWD in 2006.
The water source is a spring located within the Cleveland National Forest, approximately 1,600
feet south of the existing Read Reservoir. Historically, water from the point of diversion had
been conveyed through a series oftunnels and pipes and discharged into a percolatioîarea
located near the Read Reservoir. Water was then re-diverted via a well into a regulating
reservoir that provided service to connections within Silverado Canyon.
Water Right Historv:
License 4413 was issued in 1956, and has a face value of 28,800 gallons per day (32.3 aue-feet
per year) based on a year-round diversion. The maximum use reported by SCWD in its Reports
of Licensee was 59.6 acre-feet in 1970. In 1971, the State Water Resources Control Board
conducted a field inspection that documented the condition and location of the point of diversion.
Between 1986 and 1991, there was only intermittent use due to high bacteriological sampling
and analysis results. Since 2000, no water use has been reported associated with the right
because the water was determined by the State Department of Health Services (now the Division
of Drinking Water) to be groundwater under the direct influence of surface water and subject to
additional water treatment regulations. SCWD had ceased the use of the diversion and water
from the well, and the associated facilities fell into disrepair.
Measurement Requirements:
Senate

Bill 88, signed by Governor Brown on June 24,2015,

added new measurement and

reporting requirements for a substantial number of water diverters. The measurement
requirements apply to all water right holders who divert more than 10 acre-feet of water
annually. In January 201.6, the State Board adopted an emergency regulation to implement the
new law, and the Office of Administrative Law approved the regulatory action in March 2016.
The regulation requires that water right holders install metering devices or implement
rl Revocation of Water Right.docx
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measurement methods for reporting their water diversions by specific deadlines. These
rneasurements are required to maintain ownership of Vfater Right License 4413.

Water Right Evaluation:
Stetson Engineers was contracted by IRWD to investigate the history and current condition of
License Mt3. Stetson conducted a site visit on September 14,zIfi, to field check and identify
whether any facilities exist at the point of diversion. The facilities found at the location were not
as described in the 1971 State Board inspection report. A regulating reservoir near the well has
been converted into a storage shed and there is no existing connection between the point of
diversion at the source and the percolation area. The percolation area is overgrown and there is
no longer a functioning point of re-diversion. Stetson Engineers' report on the status of the
water right and associated facilities are provided as Exhibit "4". Measurement of any diversions
in compliance with State Board regulations would require rehabilitation or replacement of all
facilities associated with the water right.

In order to reestablish conveyance from the point of diversion to the discharge area and Read
Reservoir, new facilities would be required to traverse a privately-owned parcel. The extracted
water would also require treatment prior to introduction to the potable water distribution
network. Furthermore, review of the historical reported use over time suggests that the flow of
the spring is controlled by local runoff and not reliable. Staff has determined that the costs to
convey and treat this water far exceeds other available potable water sources. Therefore, staff
recommends that the Board authorize the General Manager to sign a Request for Revocation of
Water Right form for Water Right License 4413 thar. is provided as Exhibit "8".

RECOMMENDATION:
That the Board authorize the General Manager to sign a Request for Revocation of Water Right
form for Water Right License 4413 and submit it to the State Water Resources Control Board.

LIST OF EXHIBITS:
Exhibit 'oAo'-The Status of Water Right Application 5911 (License 4413) on an Unnamed Spring
in Silverado Canyon, Orange County, California Report: Stetson Engineering Inc.
"B"-SWRCB
Request for Revocation of W'ater Right Form
Exhibit

TnE Sr¡rus oF

W¡r¡N RICHI APPLICATION

5911 (LICENSN 4413)

oN AN UNNAMED SpruNG IN StrvrRADo CnNvoN,

Onnxcr Couxrx

CnTtFoRNIA

PREPARED FOR:

THE IRvIN¡ RnNcH WaTTn DISTRICT (IRWD)

Ocros¡R 26, 2Al7
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Exncurrvn Sunnvnnv
Ownership of water right License 4413 (Application 5911) was transferred to the Irvine
Ranch Water District (IR'üID) lri'2006 as a result of consolidation with the Santiago County
Water District (SCWD). Stetson Engineers reviewed the State Water Resources Control Board's

(SWRCB) staff fìles regarding License 4413, and conducted a site visit to document the
condition of the Point of Diversion (POD). The water source is a spring area located \4'ithin
Cleveland National Forest, approximately 1,500-1,700 feet south of the existing Read treated
water reservoir. Water from the POD had historically been conveyed through a series of tunnels
and pipes and discharged into a percolation area located near the Read reservoir. Water was then

rediverted via a gallery well into a regulating reservoir that provided service to connections

within Silverado Canyon.
License 4413 was issued in 1956, and has aface value of 28,800 gallons per day or 32.3

I to Dec 31. The maximum
feet in 1970. A I97l field inspection was

acre-feet per year (AFY) based on a year-around diversion from Jan
use reported in the Reports of Licensee was 59.6 acre

conducted by the SWRCB that documented the condition of and location of the POD. However,
since 2000 no use has been reported because the water was determined to be ground water under

the direct influence of surface water. Since the treatment facilities did not exist, SCWD ceased

rediverting the water from the gallery well, and the works fell into disrepair.

visit on September 14,2017 to fïeld check and
identiff if any waterworks exist at the POD. While the waterworks that were found at the
location were not as described in the inspection, it is likely that improvements and/or
Stetson Engineers conducted a site

modifïcations had been made in the intervening years. The regulating reservoir near the gallery

well has since been converted into a storage shed and there is no existing connection between the
POD at the source and the percolation area. The percolation area is overgrown, and there no
longer exists a fimctioning point of rediversion.
Based on previous reporting when the POD was operated, water would likely be available

of 323 AFY during normal and above normal hydrologic conditions.
Existing facilities at the POD include piping into a rock face below the spring area, which was
capped off during our field inspection. Abandoned piping thatat one time may have conveyed
at the licensed capacity

the water to the percolation area \ryas visible downgradient of the POD. Newer irrigation piping,

which extends from the POD down the canyon to the Earthroots Field School property line, was
connected to a pipe protruding from the rock face at the spring. Therefore,

it

appears that water

remains available from the POD and diversions have been occurring, but that the production
capacity is unknown.
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In order to reestablish conveyance from the POD to the discharge area and Read
reservoir, conveyance facilities would be required to traverse a privately owned parcel which
may not have an existing easement, and the extracted water would require treatment prior to

introduction to the distribution network. The capital and operating and maintenance costs for
these facilities are expected to be

high.

Stetson Engineers recommends that IRWD consider

revocation of the License, transferring the right to the Earthroots Field School, or metering the

POD in accordance with the SB88 emergency regulations and allowing exclusive use by
Earthroots Field School under an agreement for non-potable use. No attempt was made to
contact Earthroots Field School to determine how long water has been used or the amount

of

annual use.
Regardless of the decision made with respect to disposition of the water right,

if IRWD

owns the License on January 1, 2018, the water right is subject to the increased measurement and

monitoring requirements associated with the SB88 emergency regulation. Compliance reporting
is required with the next Report of Licensee, which must be submitted by

April

1, 2018.

Suunnlnv oF CoNTENTS oF SWRCB Fu,ns AND LIcENSE TIMELINE
A timeline of events pertaining to the water right is summarized in Figure 1. Application
591 1 was accepted by the SWRCB on May 14, 1928 (Appendix A) and Permit 3408 was
subsequently issued to Rome Miller on December 20, 1929 (Appendix

B). The 1930 Progress

Report By Permittee (Appendix C) stated thata small dam had been installed approximately
1,600 feet upstream in the canyon, and pipe had been placed. The Permittee stated that his
ooto

carry the pipe line up [to] the spring and to do further development work on the
spring." Water was to be developed and used to supply cabins that were under development in

intention was

Silverado Canyon at the

time. In

1932, an extension of time to complete the construction and to

apply water to complete beneficial use \¡/as granted until 1936 (Appendix D).

The 1934 Progress Report By Permittee (Appendix E) was filed by the Shady Brook
Water Company, who stated that they had constructed a 65,000 gallon reservoir and were
constructing tunnels in the springs to increase the supply of water. The Shady Brook Water
Company succeeded Mr. Miller in interest (Appendix F) and continued to develop the water
under Permit 3408. Improvement of tunnels to increase water production continued as
development proceeded, and extensions were granted for the completion of the work and the

application of water to complete beneficial use until 1940, 1944,1950, and 1954 (Appendix G).

An inspection was conducted on April I7, 1950 (Appendix H), describing the diversion
as,"about the locus of a group of seepøge springs within an area about 50'wide and 200' long,
in the bottom of a steep rovine in the southerly slope of Silverqdo Carryon. Three springs have
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nearfuture. Theflow of the dneloped
springs is collected through short sections of I " or 2 " pipe, into 200' of three inch pipe that
empties into a 70,000 gøllon covered concrete reservoir."
been developed and three more are to be developed in the

Frcunp I
Tirr¿sr,n{E oF EvENrs FoR WArER

Event
Division of Water Rights accepts Application No. 591I to appropriate
water; project owner is Mr. Rome Miller

Date
}l4ay 14,1928

lg2g

December 20"
November 19,1934
1940s

&

1950s

April 17,

1950

May 5, 1955
December

Rrcnr AppltcetloN No. 00591 I (LtcnNsr No.4413)

17,1956

Permit No. 3408 issued for Application No. 591I
Ownership is transfened to Shady Brook Water Company based on
request in letter
'Water
Rights grants several time extensions to Shady
Division of
Brook Water Company
Inspection is made; recommended amount for license is 16,000 gpd
Inspection is made; recommended amount for license is 28,800 gpd
License No. 4413 is granted to Shady Brook Water Company for

July 2006

28,800 gpd
Ownership is transfened to Santiago County Water District
Inspection conducted to support modi$ing license No. 4413
Santiago County Water District files petitions for (1) modiff
description of point of diversion; (2) add a point of rediversion; and
(3) chanee the place ofuse
Division of Water Rights grants order allowing change in point of
diversion and place of use
IRWD and SCWD complete consolidation of districts

July 15,2008

License 4413 is assigned to Irvine Ranch Water District

June29,2016

Revocation request is filed with the S'WRCB, but not accepted. The
SWRCB required a signed revocation request by "someone who can
make decisions on behalf of the district."
Report of Licensee for 2016 filed with project status indicating "the
project has been abandoned and I request revocation ofmy water right
license"

March
June

l,

30,1966
1971

September 3,1971

November

12,l97l

March 29,2017*

*eWRIMS database shows two reports of licensee for 2016, one dated 3l29ll7 and one 0710612017, but they appear
to contain identical information.

Another inspection by the SWRCB was conducted on May 5, 1955 (Appendix I), and the
project was found to be complete as to construction, and beneficial use had been made of the full
production of the source. Licensing was recommended at the maximum production of the
spring, which occurred in the summer of 1954 at about 20 gallons per minute (28,800 gallons per

day). The diversion system was described as:
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"The point of diversion øs described is about the center of the cienegø area which is
about 50 feet wide by 200 feet long. There qre three developments in the area; one near

pit 3 feet wide fu 4 feet long by 4,feet deep, with a S}-gallon
metal drum sunk into the bottom, it is connected into the 3-inchfeeder pipe by 6feet of %
inch pipe; the second spring is about 50 feet soutlwest of the pit and is a bulkheaded
the thread of the cønyon is

a

feet wide by 3 feet high by
I2 feet long, and is connected into the feeder pipe by 50 feet of 2 inch pipe; the third
development is 25 feet east of the second point, and it is a bulkheaded tunnel 3 feet wide
by 3 feet high by 25 feet long heading into the right bank The 3-inchfeeder pipe heads

tunnel into the toe of the teft bank of the caltyon and is about

3

at the third point; it is a 3 inch steel tubing about 200 feet long, has afall of about 30
"
feet, and delivers the water to a 70,000 gallon covered concrete reservoir.

Following the inspection in 1955, License 4413 was granted to Shady Brook Water
Company on October 23,1956 (Appendix J). Reports of Licensee were filed by the Shady
Brook Water Company from 1957-1962.

Iî

1964, ihe Santiago County Vy'ater

District acquired

the Shady Brook Water Company, along with the right covered by the License. However,
ownership of the License was not transferred to the SCWD until 1966 (Appendix K) because
Reports of Licensee were submitted every 3 years at that time. The SWRCB changed the

ownership in response to the submission of the Report of Licensee for 1963-1965.
The SWRCB conducted another inspection in June 1971 (Appendix

L). At

the time

of

the inspection, water was diverted at POD 11, brought down to the mouth of the canyon, and
allowed to percolate into the ground, where it was rediverted by a gallery well (POD 2) and
pumped into the 70,000 gallon concrete reservoir for distribution and beneficial use. The
inspector drew a hand sketch that shows a system of 3-inch piping from the source to a
percolating area, the gallery well located near Silverado Canyon Road, and the 70,000 gallon
storage reservoir that was used as a regulating

tank. The pictures

are not clear in the copies, but

the photos appear to show bulkheaded tunnels and a pipe that drains from a buried pit (POD 1).

The photos also show the 70,000 gal reservoir and the point of rediversion (POD 2), as they
existed at the time.
Based on the June 1971 inspection, SCWD submitted a petition for correction of the

description of the point of diversion (POD 1), a petition for the addition of a point of rediversion
(POD 2), anda petition to change the place of use to include the entire service area of the SCWD

1

POD

1 and

POD 2 were first identified in the 1971 Inspection (Appendix L)
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(Appendix

M).

The SWRCB approved the petitions in an Order dated November 12, 1971, and

included an updated map of the PODs (Appendix N).
The SWRCB's report of licensee information indicates that use of the license occurred

from 1957 through 1985, and from 1992 through 1999, at which time thereafter, use was
reported as zero. Use was also reported as zero due to "intermittent high bacteriological samples
during the period 1986 through 1991. During the periods that use was reported, total volume
taken from the source ranged between 2.58 acre-feet per year (1992) and 59.6 acre-feet per year
(1e70).
The SWRCB files indicate that Department of Health Services (DHS) designated the

supply as o'groundwater under the direct influence of surface water" in 2000. Based on this
designation, water used from this source would require treatment under the surface water
treatment rule. The designation as a surface water source in 2000 would explain why no use was
reported between 2000

and20I6.

The available Reports of Licensee substantiate that use was

discontinued until such time as an adequate treatment facility could be constructed. SCWD
reported that the treatment facility \ryas

ooin

the design phase" in 2000. The historical reported use

of the license is shown in Appendix O.

In July 2006,the consolidation of IRWD and SCWD was completed. A Report of
Licensee for 2004-2006 was not submitted, arid it appears that IRWD was not aware of the water
right that accompanied the consolidation of the water districts. In response to a returned fee
notice in 2008, the SWRCB changed the ownership of the license to IRWD (Appendix P), who
has subsequently completed electronic

filing of Reports of Licensee through present day.

Mr. Patrick Sheilds, IRWD Executive Director for Operations, submitted a request for
revocation of water right to the SWRCB for License 4413 (Appendix Q) in June 2016. The
SWRCB did not act on that request because they felt that Mr. Sheilds was not able to represent
the owners of the water

right. In July 2016, the SWRCB

stated that they required a signed

revocation request from the owners of the IRWD, or from someone who can make decisions on

behalf of the district members (Appendix R). The 2016 Report of Licensee, filed in March of
2017,listed the project as abandoned and requested revocation of the water right. License 44t3
remains in effect.

SnprnnnnnR 14, 2017 SrrB

Vtsrr

A site visit by Stetson Engineers was conducted on September 14,2017 to fïeld check
and identifu if any waterworks exist at the Point of Diversion (POD l). As shown in Figure 2,
the Point of Diversion (POD 1) is located within the boundary of Cleveland National Forest. A
visual inspection of POD 2 (rediversion) was not conducted, The 70,000 gallon reservoir was
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located, and its approximate location is indicated on Figure

2. A

section of the reservoir wall has

been removed, and a garage door installed, converting the reservoir into a storage area operated

by IRÌWD in the vicinity of the Read Reservoir. The area immediately surrounding the old
reservoir is heavily overgrown and abandoned 3-inch piping was visible.

During the search for POD 1, no bulkheaded tunnels were found, although some remains
located in the ravine floor may have once been a tunnel. There was no water present along the

visit. However, there were many abandoned pipes and pipe
segments located in the ravine near the map location of POD 1. Some are old and fit the
description of 1-3 inch steel pipe, and some are relatively new and constructed of either PVC or
% inch irrigation tubing. A "cienega" area was not located, so the conditions in the area appear

ravine floor at the time of the

to have changed significantly from the 1955 inspection report. Located at approximately the
map location for POD

I

was a rock face with2-3 inch galvanized piping protruding from it and

off (Appendix S). Above the rock face was a flat area with water pooled at the top,
indicating the presence of a spring. There was also old, abandoned galvanizedand steel piping

capped

in the area that indicates the area was once developed to produce water that was conveyed down
the ravine. Piping was not located further up the ravine, which led to the conclusion that the area
is likelyPOD

l.

One of the protruding pipes at POD

t has been tapped into recently with

a plastic

ball

valve connected to Yzinch irrigation tubing that then extends down the ravine, and into parcel
105-102-62, owned by Earthroots Field School (http://earthrootsfieldschool.org). No other
applications, permits, or licenses exist within this area, as per the eWRIMS water right locator
and mapping database. From Silverado Canyon Road, the Earthroots Field School property
entrance is adjacent to the IRWD Read Reservoir, and the sign at the entrance is labeled

"Big

Oak Canyon". The Earthroots Field School website states that it has recently acquired the
parcel, and has a map of the parcel, which lies between POD

I

and the old 70,000 gallon

reservoir.

At present, no connection could be verifïed between POD I and POD 2, andno water
was visible in the ravine or drainages. There was surface water present in the vicinity of POD1
and also at the old 70,000 gallon reservoir, which may indicate at least some hydraulic

connection remains. It is apparent that water can be produced from the remaining works at POD
1, since there is

irrigation tubing connected to it, but 20 gpm cannot be produced in its current

configuration, based on the capacity of the existing inigation tubing. Whether an easement
exists into the Earthroots Field School could not be determined, as the parcel map was not
available on the Orange County Public Works website.
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MnnsunnMENT ¿,Nn MoNIToRTNc RnQunrMENTs
Senate 8il1 88 (5888), signed by Governor Brown on June 24,20L5, adds measurement
and reporting requirements for a substantial number of water diverters. The measurement

requirements of the regulation apply to all water right holders who divert more than

l0 acre-feet

of water annually. The annual reporting requirements in the regulation apply to all statement
holders, as well as persons authorized to appropriate water under a permit, license, registration or
certificate for livestock stocþond use. The SWRCB adopted an emergency regulation to
implement the new law at its January 2016 meeting, and the Office of Administrative Law

(OAL) approved the regulatory action in March 20T6.
The emergency regulation modifies the reporting requirements applicable to all water

rights. Annual Reports of Licensee shall be filed electronically by April 1, which is a change
from previous years, where reports for all claims of right were due on July 1. Additionally, the
emergency regulation requires that diverters who are authorized to divert greater than 10 acrefeet annually install and maintain a measuring device, or employ a measurement method capable

of measuring the rate of diversion, rate of collection to storage, the rate of withdrawal or release
from storage, and the total volume of water diverted or collected to storage.
License 4413 (Application 5911) authorizes the direct diversion of 28,000 gallons per day
(32.3

AFY). Within

the regulations, there are different requirements, based on the authorized

annual diversions. In this case, the License is gteater than 10 AFY, but less than 100 AFY.

Table

1

below summarizes the measurement, data recordation, and reporting requirements for

diversions between 10 AFY and 99 AFY, using a measurement device installed after January

1,2016.

A measurement device capable of measuring within l5%o accwacy must be installed no
later than January l, 2018, then calibrated every 5 years thereafter (or upon replacement). Data
recordings must be taken at least weekly and maintained for 10 years. No later than April 1,
2018, the Report of Licensee must be filed electronically in eWRIMS. The electronic form
will require

a

report of water measuring device, which are a series of additional questions and

filing that will ultimately create a measurement ID for the device,
and certifies that the device has been installed as per the regulations. If a request for revocation
has been submitted but not finalized, and no diversions are taking place, a statement in the
data entry on the electronic

filing, along with the request for revocation attached should suffice. However, once

a

determination is made with respect to disposition of the license, this should be confirmed with
the SWRCB.
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10

¡No

99

Acnn-

REQUIREMENT

REFERENCEl

Installation and
Certification

Jan 1,2018

$e32(cXl)

Data Recording
Parameters

Date, time, and at least one of the following:
total volume, flow rate, or water velocity

$e33(bxl)

Frequency

Weekly or more frequent

Data Submittal

With Report of Licensee

$e33(bx2xA)

Data Retention

10 years

$e33(bx3)

PROVISION
Deadline for

;

l.

l.
Initial Certification

$e33(d)

Installed orreplaced afterJan 1,2016:

a. Lab certification prior to installation
b. Non-Lab certification after installation

of Accuracy

9933(bXlXA)

Installed or replaced after Jan 1,2016:

+ 5% (Lab certification)
+ lïYo (Non-lab certification)2

Required Accuracy

i

$e33(e)

by a qualified individual3

Calibration

Upon installation, then every 5 years

l.

Report of Water
Measuring Devicea

Initial report with the flnst water report
filed after January 1, 2018.
2. Subsequent reports every 5 years or
within 30 days of installation of a new

$e33(h)
$e37(a)

or replacement device

3. Within

30 days of request from the

board.

Compliance
Notes:

1.

Civil liabilþ of up to $500 per day

$e38

CA CCR Title 23 Div 3 Ch2.7

2. Results of field testing shall be documented in a report approved by a "qualified individual"
3. A "qualified individual" for diversions <100 acre-feet annually means: aperson frained
and experienced in water measurement and reporting. This may include the diverter or
the diverter's agent.

4. Report of Water Meæuring Device has been included in the electronic filing of the
Report of Licensee, and must be completed at the time of submission.
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There has been no reported use ofthe license since 2000, and the source ofsupply has
been classifîed by DHS (currently Deparlment of Drinking Water) as water under the direct

influence of surface water. Based on the reported use of the license over time, there appears to
be a correlation between quantity produced and hydrologic condition; suggesting that the flow of
the spring is controlled by local runoff and lacks a significant regional source component. Use

of

the license was greatest during wet hydrologic conditions and least during drier conditions. Any
future use of the spring would likely be seasonal based on hydrologic conditions. Statistical

hydrological analysis using local rainfall gages in the area would be required to substantiate this
observation.
Based on the current status of the diversion and conveyance facilities, historical use

records, and classifïcation of the source as surface water, IRWD should consider the following
alternatives:

l.

Revocation of License 4413

2.

Transfer ownership to Earthroots Field School

3.

Meter the POD in accordance with SB88 with an agreement for use by Earthroots
Field School

Historical water use records that show non-use of the water right since 2000 subjects the
right to forfeifure, although an exception may be made for the time required to develop a solution
for treatment, Because the source does not appear to be connected to a regional aquifer, water
would likely be available on a seasonal basis up to the licensed capacþ of 32.3 AFY during
normal and above normal hydrologic conditions. We did not investigate the cost to improve the
diversion and conveyance facilities, install treatment, or provide a connection to the potable
water system. The capital, operating, and maintenance costs for these facilities are expected to
be high, due to the seasonal nature of the supply. Transferring the right to the Earthroots Field

School is a possibility, considering their existing use of the source. A third option exists to
place a meter and data logger on the POD, in accordance with the SB88 emergency regulation,

allow diversions to Earthroots Field School to continue with an agreement for non-potable use.
Retroactive fïlings can be made with estimates of diversion amounts for the period of time where
the unmetered diversions were occurring. No attempt was made to contact Earthroots Field
School to determine how long water has been used or the amount of annual use.
Regardless of the decision made with respect to disposition of the water right,

owns the License on January

l,

if IRÌWD

2018, the water right is subject to the increased measurement and

monitoring requirements associated with the SB88 emergency regulation. Compliance reporting

A.T2

is required with the next Report of Licensee, which must be submitted by

April l, 2018. If

a

request to revoke the License has been filed with the SWRCB, no diversions are taking place, but

action has not been taken by the SWRCB, IRWD should state that on the Report of Licensee and
attachthe revocation documentation to the annual submittal.
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Exhibit "8"
Please indicate Gounty where
your project is located here:

Orange

SUBMIT FORM AND ATTACHMENTS
BY EITHER EMAIL OR POSTAL MAIL
chan gereq uest@waterboards.ca.gov
DIVISION OF WATER RIGHTS
P.O. Box 2000, Sacramento, CA 95812-2000
Tel: (916) 341-5300 Fax: (916) 341-5400
http ://www.waterboard s. ca. gov/waterrig hts

REQUEST FOR REVOCATION OF WATER RIGHT
This form may be used to request revocation of multiple water rights.
Use additional signature pages and/or provide attachments if necessary.

[]t

nereOy request that the State Water Resources Control Board, Division of Water Rights revoke the following

water ri
lD: 4005911

License No.004413
ldentify righ(s) as license, permit, or ce¡tificate and list cor¡esponding number(s)

!t

nereOy request that the State Water Resources Control Board, Division of Water Rights
water
a

partiallv revoke* the

followi

Identify righ(s) as license, permit, or certificate and list conesponding number(s)

*For partial revocation requests, include a description of the following: the purpose of use to be retained; the amount of
water to be retained, either in rate (cubic feet per second or gallons per day) or quantity (acre-feet); the season of
diversion to be retained; the point of diversion to be retained; and/or, the place of use to be retained. Purposes of use,
rates, quantities, season of diversion time periods, points of diversion, and/or place of use areas not described below will
be removed from the

All Right Holders Must Sign This Form: I (we) understand that, by requesting revocation, I (we) waive my (our) right to
the hearing and notice requirements set forth in Water Code sections 1226.4, 1410 et seq., and 1675 et seq., as well as
other provisions of the Water Code. I (we) understand that I (we) am (are) responsible for removing or modifying diversion
works and impoundments, if applicable, to ensure that water subject to this revocation request is no longer diverted.
Unauthorized diversion and use of water is considered a trespass and subject to enforcement action under Water Code
section 1052 and 1831 . lt is my (our) responsibility to consult with the California Department of Fish and Wildlife, the
Regional Water Quality Control Board and, if a jurisdictional size dam will be removed or breached, the Department of
Water Resources, Division of Safety of Dams to ensure that removal of project facilities, if necessary, does not adversely
iment d
toa
affect a fishe or resu tn
Dated
at
lrvine

Signature

Name

Mailing Address

Phone Number

EmailAddress

REV (6-14)
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REQUEST FOR REVOCAT¡ON OF WATER RIGHT
PAGE FOR ADDITIONAL SIGNATURES

Signature

e

ress

ne

rESS

um

Signature

Mailing Address

one

um

a

rESS

Signature

Name

Mailing Address

Signature

ame

tng

Phone Number

EmailAddress

REV (6-14)
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